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ABSTRACT 
This report discusses the progress made in a one-year design study of nuclear-electric 
propelled unmanned spacecraft using a liquid metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
system. The study guidelines and approach are defined here, and the characteristics of 
the launch vehicle, the thruster subsystem, and the payload and communications system 
are presented. 
The MHD power conversion system is described and methods used to calculate MHD system 
parameters are discussed. This report includes a discussion of the arrangement and 
structural arguments used to select system configuration. The system startup technique is 
identified, and the detailed design and weight summaries are presented for systems of 100 
kWe to 3 MWe power rating. 
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I 
1. INTRODUCTION 
From May 26, 1969, to May 25, 1970, the General Electric Company performed a 
design study for the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power system for a nuclear-electric 
pmpelled unmanned spacecraft. 
Laboratory under contract number JPL-952415 and was based on MHD system technology 
being developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
provide size, weight and mission performance estimates for nuclear-electric propelled 
unmanned spacecraft using liquid metal MHD power systems rated a t  100 kWe to 3 MWe. 
This study is also intended to guide future MHD development by discovering specific 
requirements associated with spacecraft power system design. The spacecraft design 
of principal interest was one whose unconditioned power output is a nominal 300 kWe. 
The weight goal for this spacecraft was 10, 000 pounds including reactor, shielding, 
MHD conversion equipment, power distribution and conditioning equipment, thruster sub- 
systems, and structure. 
This work was performed for the Jet  Fropulsion 
The purpose of this study was to 
The work of this study program was divided into four principal tasks: 
a. Task 1 - System Evaluation - The purpose of this task is to establish guidelines 
and design requirements for the program and to measure the designs generated 
in the program against these guidelines and requirements. 
b. Task 2 - Power Plant Design - The purpose of this task is to provide the 
engineering analysis and design information necessary for spacecraft design 
layout. This will include parametric analyses to identify the influence of 
major plant variables on power plant and spacecraft characteristics. This task 
also includes evaluation of the effects of changes in technology levels associated 
with the power plant components. 
c. Task 3 - Spacecraft Design - The purpose of this task is to define the arrange- 
ment, mechanical design, and weight estimation for the MHD spacecraft designs. 
d. Task 4 - Mission Analysis and Engineering - The purpose of this task is to  
perform the analysis necessary to evaluate the mission capabilities of the 
various spacecraft, and to perform a preliminary assessment of prelaunch, 
launch and flight operations , specifically with respect to aerospace nuclear safety. 
In the first half of this one-year study,a baseline design spacecraft and power plant were  
developed. This baseline design is a 275 kWe system and assumes reasonable extension 
1-1 
of component technology based on current test work. In the second half of the study, 
the spacecraft and tb power plant design were varied parametrically to evaluate the 
effects of changes in output power level and operating parameters, and to evaluate 
the effects of improvements in the technology of key components. 
The MHD spacecraft study was performed concurrently with a design study of a therm- 
ionic reactor power system for nuclear-electric propelled unmanned spacecraft (JPL 
Contract No. 952381). Wherever possible, design bases for the MHD spacecraft were 
made the same as those for the thermionic spacecraft in order to provide a clear com- 
parison of these two power systems. In particular, the MHD spacecraft baseline design 
uses the same payload thruster subsystem and mission profile as the Phase I thermionic 
reactor spacecraft . 
The one-year study has been completed and a series of spacecraft designs have been 
synthesized. 
an alternate baseline which uses a conduction fin radiator instead of a vapor chamber 
fin radiator, a 200 kWe system and a 400 kWe system; systems of 100 kWe to 3MWe 
were also analyzed. 
These include a baseline design with a nominal 275 kWe power plant, 
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2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
2.1 MHD POWER SYSTEM OPERATION AND ANALYSIS 
2.1.1 
2.1.1.1 Power System Fluid Flow 
Figure 2-1 illustrates theflow arrangement by which a twocomponent fi. e. , Li/Cs) liquid metal MHD 
power system can generate useful amounts of electrical energy with no moving parts except 
the fluids themselves. As the illustration shows, lithium is heated in a heat source and 
injected into expansion nozzles with liquid cesium. Upon mixing in the nozzles, heat transfer 
from the lithium causes the cesium to boil. The lithium liquid does not boil but is dispersed 
in the stream by the boiling of the cesium. As the lithium breaks up into smaller and smaller 
drops its surface-to-volume ratio increases, enhancing heat transfer to the cesium vapor. 
The high specific heat of lithium along with a relatively high lithium mass flow to cesium 
mass flow ratio enables the cesium boiling and expansion in the nozzles to take place at 
almost isothermal conditions. 
PER ATOR 
-‘IT”-\-- 
HEAT SOURCE 
Figure 2- 1. Lithium - Cesium MHD Cycle 
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The expansion of the cesium vapor as it travels down the nozzles accelerates the entrained 
lithium liquid droplets to high velocities. At the convergence of the two nozzles the impinge- 
ment of the two streams requires each to undergo a change in direction. The resulting 
lateral acceleration imposed on the flow stream causes its phases to  separate into 
strata with the lithium collecting in the center of the combined stream and the cesium vapor 
moving out to the sides of the stream. The combined lithium streams enter a diffuser where 
the stream pressure is raised threefold to dissolve any remaining cesium bubbles and the 
lithium stream then passes through the MHD generator duct where much of the stream's 
kinetic energy is converted to electrical energy. 
following). At the MHD generator exit, the lithium stream passes into a diffuser where most 
of its remaining kinetic energy is converted to pressure head in order to pump the lithium 
through the heat source and back around to the nozzle entrance with more heat. 
(See Paragraph 2.1.1.2, 
The cesium vapor, separated from the lithium streams at the nozzle exists, is passed out 
through a recuperator to a condenser. 
back through the recuperator to the nozzle entrances where it can be vaporized again. 
The condensed cesium is pumped electromagnetically 
A simpler method of stream separation is used in the single nozzle MHD test system shown 
in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. This system, which is currently being used for development testing 
by Dr. D. 6. Elliott at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, operates at about room temperature with 
NaK alloy in place of lithium and compressed nitrogen gas expanding to accelerate the liquid 
phase. In this arrangement, the vapor and liquid streams are separated by impingement on 
an inclined plate, see Figure 2-3.  The single nozzle system, although simpler to construct, 
is less desirable because of the skin friction losses the liquid stream suffers in passing across 
the separator plate. In the dual nozzle system the opposing streams, moving at equal speeds, 
provide the flow diversion thus eliminating this friction loss and improving system overall 
efficiency from about six and one-half percent to almost eight percent. Although the dual 
nozzle system will require flow balancing, its improved efficiency makes it the more attractive 
design. 
2.1.1.2 
The induction MHD generator is attractive because it allows: 
The Variable-Velocity MHD Induction Generator 
a. A. C. power generation with a better capability of transformation and conditioning. 
Figure 2-2 e NaK/N2 MHD Test System 
Figure 2-3. NaK/N2 MHD Test System - Cutaway 
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b. Electrodeless operation in the presence of high temperature corrosive working 
fluids 
c. Control over the output voltage by appropriate choice of winding turns. 
One form of such a generator is essentially a flat development of the more familiar rotating, 
solid conductor generator, and consists of a pair of iron stators separated by conducting side 
plates to form a duct through, which a liquid metal conductor is forced to flow (Figure 2-4). 
The stator blocks a re  slotted to carry windings which produce a travelling wave magnetic 
field in the direction of fluid flow. The liquid metal travels faster than the field, causing 
currents to be induced in the direction shown. The fluid retardation caused by the currents 
must be accommodated by progressive expansion of the channel. Completion of the current 
loop, and the resulting magnetic field induces an AC voltage in the windings with, typically, 
a resultant power output. 
The simple, flat development briefly described above has the very serious drawback that the 
original, continuously rotating magnetic field has been interrupted between the cut, and 
separated, ends. There is an ohmic power loss in the windings when producing the travelling 
TRAVELLING FIELD 
B(*L,t) 
Figure 2 -4. Variable Velocity MHD Induction Generator 
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wave, and for  a fixed wave amplitude, the winding dissipation increases proportionately with 
the number of wavelengths imposed on the generator. The use of a single wavelength 
generator minimizes the winding loss, but maximizes the end losses due to the abrupt 
initiation and termination of the magnetic field. However, analysis (Reference 3)  has shown 
that, the proper inclusion of a compensating pole in slots at each end of the generator to- 
gether with the design constraint along the generator that cBU = constant (where c is the 
duct width, B the magnetic field rms value at  x, and U is the velocity of the zero crossing 
of the magnetic field at x), will re-produce exactly the familiar rotating induction machine 
voltage., Vi(x, 9 = cBU 
where: 
u - u  
U 
S 
S 
sin (0 -&) 
S X 
S 
S 
s =  
is the slip between the fluid and wave velocities, and U is the fluid velocity at x, with 8 
the value of U t  when the zero field crossing is at x. 
The fact that cBU = constant allows considerable design flexibility. However, it h.as been 
found (Reference 3), for simpler conditions, more beneficial to hold c constant rather than 
B constant, so that the design constraint becomes BU = constant. In the face of frictional 
effects, it turns out that the maximum local internal generator efficiency is 
S 
S 
1 - : s .  
71x= l - t s  
-1/2 
with the optimal slip being s = where 
is the Hartmann number, with 
c r =  
b =  
P =  
c =  f 
The fluid conductivity, 
the channel height 
the liquid density and 
the skin friction coefficient. 
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This optimal s then sets the relation U = U (U) to produce the maximum electric output, 
Po, through the resulting maximumq xe A first choice of inlet magnetic field B1 then 
establishes B = B(U) since BU = constant, with the final value of B resulting from opti- 
S 1 
mization of the generator efficiency, q 
that, although P increases indefinitely with field, the winding losses start increasing rapidly 
at a certain field value. 
s s  r’ 
This latter optimization results from the fact 
g’ 
0 
With the generator width c fixed as indicated above, the duct height distribution is determin.ed 
directly from the mass continuity requirement, while the duct length results from electrically 
(and frictionally) retarding the fluid at constant pressure and optimal slip to the desired exit 
velocity. This exit velocity is such that, with satisfactory diffusion, sufficient pressure is 
available to return the liquid to the energy source without pumping. 
2.1 a 2 MHD SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
As described in Reference 2, the analysis of the MHD Power System is based on the analytical 
approach developed by Dr. D. G. Elliott and others at Jet Propulsion Laboratory. During 
the first half of this study, the computer programs developed at  JPL were converted from 
CAL to basic FORTRAN W, combined into a single MHD System program and modified to 
calculate other parameters of interest to the spacecraft designer. 
2 .1 .2 .1  MHD Generator Analysis 
2.1.. 2.1.1 Generator Analysis Assumption - The assumptions employed in analyzing the 
generator are as follows: 
1. The slip and the field a re  varied to maintain rotating-machine internal electrical 
efficiency rl = (1 +- s) 
the fluid vepocity U and the magnetic field wave velocity Us. 
at each point, where s is the slip (U - US)/Us between 
2. The pressure is constant from inlet to exit of the traveling-wave region. 
3. The losses in the generator consist only of (1) fluid ohmic losses from the fluid 
current necessary for the required retarding force, (2) shunt end currents and 
eddy currents in the compensating poles, (3) wall friction, (4) winding loss, and 
(5) the increase in those losses due to the limitations on field amplitude and slot 
area from iron saturation. There a re  no losses from: (1) variation of magnetic 
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field and current density across the height of the channel, (2) boundary layer currents, 
(3) increased friction due to MHD effects, (4) ohmic losses in the copper side- 
electrodes, (5) departure of the magnetic field from sinusoidal wave-form, and 
(6) eddy currents in the walls. 
Assumption 1 requires the generator to operate with the product of field and wave velocity, 
BU , held constant from the inlet to the exit of the traveling-wave region, With this constraint, 
the current in the fluid is the same at  every point as it would be in a constant-velocity 
generator and the efficiency of power generation in the fluid is (1 + s) 
possible disadvantage of a constant-BU design is that the field in the upstream part of the 
generator must be lower than would be optimum at the same fluid velocity in a constant 
velocity generator, because of the reduced upstream field required to maintain BU = 
constant while not saturating the iron at the downstream end. The possibility of higher over- 
all efficiency with a departure from the constant-BU case assumed here has not been explored. 
S 
-1 at every point. The 
S 
S 
S 
Assumption 2, constant pressure in the traveling-wave region, is adopted for simplicity. 
There is a possibility of higher cycle efficiency with a pressure rise in the generator, 
because of lower velocity and friction loss and because of reduced pressure recovery 
requirement in the downstream diffuser, but pressure-rise operation has not been explored. 
Assumption 3 is the key one. Five loss mechanisms are  adopted as being the only significant 
ones. All other losses, six of which a re  enumerated, a r e  assumed to be negligible. The 
arguments for neglecting the six losses enumerated will be reviewed briefly: 
1. Field and Current Density Variation Across the Channel Height - The efficiency of 
a constant-velocity generator using the exact field equations (both x and y variations 
accounted for) was calculated by Pierson (Reference 3 ) and the results compared 
with the "slit-channel case" (B = 0 and B = const) assumed here. Pierson found 
negligible efficiency decrease $sing the e&t equations when rb/L << 1, where b 
is the channel height and L is the wavelength. In a typical lithium generator, the 
value of rb/L is 0.2, and there was no more than 0.1 percent efficiency loss at this 
value in Pierson's analysis. 
2. Boundary-Layer Currents - Boundary-layer currents of high density flow in the near- 
stationary part of the fluid near the wall. If the velocity profile is a fully-developed 
l/7-power profile extending to the center of the channel, then the internal electrical 
efficiency cannot exceed 0.78 (Reference4 ). But there is evidence (Reference 5 )  
that the velocity profile is highly flattened in the generator, in which case the 
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boundary-layer shunt currents may cause only negligible losses. There is also 
the possibility of designing the generator with a wall that is retracted from the 
boundary of the flow, giving a "free-jet" effect which could further flatten the 
velocity profile. 
3. Friction Increase - Friction increase due to MHD effects has been studied and found 
to exist, but only by about 10 percent at ratios of Reynolds number to Hartmann 
number of interest in this application. 
a factor of increase in friction of 1.3 is employed in the program. 
To account for this and other possible effects, 
4. Side-electrode Losses - The ohmic losses in the canned copper side-electrodes can 
be reduced as much as desired by giving them a large cross section, but at some 
point they begin to interfere with the coils. Thus, this loss reduces to an optimization 
problem between coil loss and axial-conductor loss. Preliminary design studies 
have indicated that the side-electrodes can have sufficient area for negligible loss 
if skin effect is not too great, but further studies are required. 
5. Non-sinusoidal Waveform - The loss due to the finite number and width of the winding 
slots was analyzed in Reference 6. An efficiency loss of 3 percentage points was 
calculated for a generator employing 24 slots. The calculations were pessimistic 
in that they did not consider the smoothing out of the waveform that occurs in 
practice due to fringing. Hence, a 15 degree spacing between slots can be expected 
t o  give negligible loss compared with a continuous current sheet. In the power 
system energy balance, account is taken of this inefficiency by deducting 3 percent 
from the generator output. 
6. Wall Currents - Operation without wall currents requires achievement of a wall 
which is both thermally and electrically insulating. A slotted, cesium-purged re- 
fractory-metal wall with ceramic between it and the stator, and a vacuum interface 
with the stator, is one concept proposed; alternatives include bare ceramic walls 
and coated ceramic walls. 
The net effect of excluding the six losses enumerated is to make the calculations optimistic 
by an amount which might only be a few percentage points but could be much larger. Pending 
further experiments, the present analysis will be considered to predict the generator perform- 
ance ultimately achievable after careful development. 
2.1.2.1.2 Generator Program Analysis - Input data for the lithium mass flow, lithium density, 
the inlet and outlet velocities and the chosen constant duct width immediately allow calculation 
of the duct entry and exit heights, using the mass continuity equation. This is followed by 
calculation of the inlet Reynolds member (based on the inlet hydraulic diameter) and allows 
determination of an average, corrected turbulent skin friction coefficient to account for the 
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changing duct height, side wall contributions and MHD effects on the velocity profile. A 
calculation of the fluid input kinetic power to the travelling wave region is followed by a 
determination of the assumed constant travelling wave iron gap (based on duct inert height 
and wall thickness input data), compensating pole iron gaps and copper coil conductivity 
based on a chosen operating temperature. 
With a chosen value of inlet magnetic field B the inlet Hartmann number can be calculated. 1 
This leads to a value of optimum inlet slip s for maximum local efficiency and determination 1 
of the inlet wave velocity Vs thus fixing the required constant value of BU = B U e The 
exit slip s2 can be calculated iteratively and will then allow determination of the generator 
frequency duct length and the gross power output. Calculation of the gap flux voltage induced 
per coil turn completes the set of quantities dependent on the chosen value of inlet magnetic 
field. 
l9 s 1 s1 
The next section of the program deals with the coordinates and the value of slip s for each 
copper winding slot. The desired number of slots is an input parameter, but the actual 
number may be slightly less due to geometric constraints at the end of the duct. With s 
known at a slot, then calculations can be made for lithium velocity, duct height, wave 
velocity, magnetic field, and currents through the fluid and the windings. 
The next calculations are related to the slot dimensions, the sector length over which each 
slot is assumed to be effective? and the electrical aspects of the windings. The slots in the 
travelling wave region are treated separately from the end slots which carry the current for 
the compensating poles. Advantage is also taken of the less restrictive iron and copper 
losses by appropriate shaping and positioning of the end slots in the last section of calculations. 
The electrical performance of each winding slot is calculated by using the previously computed 
appropriate slip value. Results a r e  obtained for the various contributions to the power 
balance (including friction and ohmic effects)? together with the induced voltage per turn and 
the reactive power which dictates the corrective capacitance requirement. 
2.1.2.1.3 Generator Variable Sensitivity - Before the generator and cycle programs were 
combined, the generator program was run with parameter variation to determine variable 
sensitivity. The rounded input data for the base case used for this determination are: 
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M I  
F M W  
RATE 
Kg/aeo 
so 
The principal results for this case were: 
U1 U2 0 W 1 )  I W )  L(2) H1 H2 W) I@) 
DWNSTRM C O W  UPSTR L(l) DWNSTRM INLET EXIT UPSTREAM C O W  
INLET EXIT CHANNEL POLEEDDYCURRENT WLEEDDY COMP POLE COMPPOLE CHANNEL CHANNEL WALL INLET 
VEL, VEL. WIDTH AMP. TURNS CURRENT AMI' TURNS LENGTH LENGTH HEIGHT HEIGHT THICKNESS FIELD (RMS) 
mm Teala m h e o  m h e c  m Amp Amp om om om om 
118 81 o.as . 176 140 6 6 1. I 1.7 2.6 0.46 
= 337.9 kW, 
= 8.04 kW, P 
= 329.8 kW, P 
= 1248.5 kW, and P 
net efficiency 77 = 0.730. 
' inhc 
coil 
net 
reac 
net 
The program was then run to determine the effect on the base case values of varying one 
input quantity at a time. This quantity X (=U1, M1, etc. in turn) was varied over a 
small range about the base case value, X to determine a sensitivity factor ref' 
X 
ref 
Qref 
x -  - dQ
and P 
coil 
P 
net' 'net5 reac where Q was an output quantity such as P 
The sensitivity actors for P 
influential on net power, while, from Figure 2-6, Ml, U2 and C have the most effect on 
net efficiency. These sensitivity factors can be useful for interpolation when a particular 
operating point is required. 
in Figure 2-5 show that U1, M1 and U2 are by far the most net 
It should be noted that the variation of X about X probably produces values of q ref net 
less than the optimum value presumed associated with the reference base case by 
adjustment of B 1' 
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Figure 2-5. Sensitivity Factors for Net Power 
u2 
Figure 2-6.. Sensitivity Factors for Net Efficiency 
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It was initially rather surprising that the wall thickness, t 
P andq 
the stator block, and incorporation of methods to suppress wall currents, its effects were 
investigated further. As seen in Figure 2-7 the principal effects of increasing t from 
one to ten millimeters are to  double the reactive power and produce a roughly proportionate 
increase in copper coil dissipation., These cause significant penalties in capacitor weight 
and low temperature radiator area. 
had almost no effect on wail9 
Since wall thickness has a direct bearing on lithium duct heat transfer to 
net neto 
wall 
are relatively modest, being, of course, directly coupled and “net net The decrease in P 
to pcoil‘ 
2 , l  e 2.2 MHD Cycle Analysis 
A cesium-lithium MHD power system with an impinging-jet separator is shown schema- 
tically in Figure 2- 8. 
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Figure 2-7. Effects of Varying T From One to Ten Millimeters wall 
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Liquid lithium and liquid cesium enter a pair of two-phase nozzles and mix at low 
velocity and high pressure. Heat transfer from the lithium to the cesium vaparizes 
the cesium, The two-phase mixture expands to low pressure at the nozzle exits, accelerat- 
ing the liquid lithium to high velocity. 
The two-phase jets from the nozzles impinge on each other at an angle, and the inward 
momentum drives the lithium drops together to form a coalesced two-phase jet of 
substantially reduced vapor void fraction. 
The jet enters the upstream diffuser where the pressure of the cesium-lithium mixture 
is increased until the cesium is dissolved in the lithium. The liquid stream then enters 
the generator. 
In the generator the stream of lithium (containing a few percent of cesium) is decelerated 
by electromagnetic retarding force. The force is adjusted to leave sufficient velocity 
for the lithium to flow through the downstream diffuser to  the pressure required at the 
inlet of the heat source. The lithium is reheated in the heat source and returned to the 
nozzles. 
The cesium vapor leaving the impinging-jet separator flows to a recuperator where the 
cesium is desuperheated, and where the lithium vapor is condensed, to the extent per- 
mitted by the heat sink capacity of the liquid cesium leaving the cesium pump. 
The remaining cesium superheat is removed in a desuperheater. The saturated cesium 
vapor is condensed in the condenser, and the condensate is pumped to the liquid side 
of the recuperator by the cesium pump. After being heated in the recuperator the 
cesium is returned to the nozzles. 
2.1 e 2.2.1 Cycle-Analysis Assumptions - The assumptions employed in analyzing the 
cycle a re  as follows: 
1. The concentration of cesium dissolved in the lithium is the equilibrium value 
for the prevailing temperature and pressure at each point in the system. 
2. The nozzle exit conditions are those given by the two-phase, two-component 
nozzle program of Reference 7. 
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3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7.  
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13 e 
Any liquid lithium entrained with the cesium vapor leaving the separator is 
separated out and returned to the impinging jets or elsewhere in the lithium 
loop before the cesium vapor enters the recuperator. 
A compensated AC generator is used, and the compensating poles coincide with 
the upstream diffuser and with the vaned portion of the downstream diffuser. 
The losses in the upstream diffuser consist of: (1) friction on the walls and 
insulating vanes (used for electrical loss reduction) corresponding to 1 . 3  
times flat-plate skin friction and (2) electrical losses due to the AC compensating 
field of the generator. 
The efficiency of the downstream diffuser without vane-friction o r  electrical 
losses is 0.85. 
The additional losses in the downstream diffuser are: (1) friction on the 
insulating vanes corresponding to 1 . 3  times flat-plate skin friction and (2) 
electrical losses due to the AC compensating field of the generator. 
There are no electrical losses in the walls of the upstream or  downstream 
diffusers, or in the generator channel, due to the AC generator. 
The pressure in the generator is constant from inlet to exit. 
The temperature difference between the cesium vapor entering the recuperator 
and the liquid cesium leaving the recuperator is 5O0K. 
The cesium pump is driven by electric power from the MHD generator, and 
all power dissipated is transferred to the cesium being pumped. 
The heat rejected by the cycle is the heat required to cool and condense the 
cesium vapor from the recuperator exit condition to the saturated liquid state 
at the condenser exit pressure, including the heat required to cool the small 
amount of lithium mixed with the cesium. 
The pressure drop across the nozzle injection orifices is 5 psi, and the injec- 
tion velocity is 30 ft/sec. 
Assumption 1, equilibrium cesium dissolving, implies transfers of several percent of 
cesium into and out of liquid solution in fractions of a millisecond. No information is 
available on cesium-lithium solution rate, and the validity of this assumption is not known. 
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If equilibrium concentration did not occur, the nozzle performance would be improved 
but the efficiency of the diffusers would be decreased. Calculations assuming non- 
dissolving cesium in a system with a surface-impingement separator showed that the 
two effects would be about equal and the cycle efficiency with non-dissolving cesium 
would be about the same as with equilibrium dissolving. With an impinging-jet separator 
however, the upstream diffuser losses with non-dissolving cesium would probably be 
unacceptable without some added mechanical removal of cesium vapor from the jet 
before entering the capture slot. Thus, the rate of cesium dissolving affects the design 
of the system, but it probably does not greatly affect overall cycle efficiency. 
Assumption 2, the validity of nozzle exit conditions from Reference 7, is well verified 
by experiments with water-nitrogen mixtures. Uncertainties in cesium-lithium pro- 
perties, including the dissolving rate, could change the nozzle exit velocity a few percent 
from the values given by the nozzle program. 
An additional requirement for Assumption 2 to be valid is that the separator duct must 
have about 46 percent more area than the nozzle exit to allow radial expansion of the 
cesium jet as its velocity equalizes with that of the slower liquid jet. 
Assumption 3 requires removal from the cesium exhaust of a liquid flow equal to 0.5 to 
1.0 percent of the nozzle liquid flow rate, in the case of the best present surface- 
impingement separators. Several times as much lithium migh have to be removed with 
an impinging-jet separator where a curved target is not available for collecting the 
smaller drops. A satisfactory method of returning the collected liquid to the lithium 
stream with an impinging-jet separator has not yet been demonstrated; reinjection into 
the impinging jets causes increased dispersion. The penalty of liquid remainiog with 
the cesium might be preferable, since the recuperator liquid-side sink capacity would 
increase almost as much as the added heat load, falling short only by the 5O0K minimum 
AT (A ssumption 10). A velocity reduction factor is one of the inputs to the cycle 
analysis program, and with this factor the user  can supply any penalty believed attri- 
butable to returning the lithium from the cesium exhaust. Supplying a factor of 1.0 
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implies that either there is no liquid loss or that all lithium is returned and remixed 
at full velocity with the impinging jets. 
Assumption 4, the utilization of an AC induction generator, represents the best choice 
both for generator efficiency and ease of power conditioning. A DC generator might be 
thought to offer better efficiency, but the voltage across the channel in a DC generator 
causes shunt end currents extending farther upstream and downstream than can be 
suppressed by insulating vanes of reasonable length. An AC generator, on the other 
hand, operates at ground potential throughout the fluid, except locally in the compen- 
sating poles where relatively short insulating vanes can suppress the losses. 
The second part of Assumption 4, overlapping of the Compensating poles and dzfusers, 
represents a logical combining of processes within a single region to reduce friction 
losses. 
Assumption 5 restricts the upstream diffuser losses to 1.3 x flat-plate friction, plus elec- 
trical losses from the compensating flux. The friction losses observed in the limited tests 
conducted to date with vaned upstream diffusers could be correlated by applying a factor of 
between 2 and 3 to flat-plate friction, or they could be correlated by an impact loss in 
which all of the flow intercepted by the 0.02-inch thick vanes (5 percent of the total 
flow) was stagnated. Another source of loss, and perhaps the most likely, is two-phase 
slip or shock effects at the diffuser entrance. Whatever the loss source, Assumption 5 
postulates a reduction in upstream diffuser loss from an observed 2 . 5  x, to an assumed 
1.3 x, flat-plate friction. 
. 
The electrical losses included in Assumption 5 are calculated by a procedure which agreed 
roughly with some limited data on a small-scale generator, but accurate experiments on 
the fluid electrical losses in the compensating poles are  lacking. 
Assumption 6, an efficiency of 0.85 for the downstream diffuser before adding vanes and 
electrical losses, is well verified by liquid diffuser experiments (Reference 8 ). 
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Assumption 7 for the losses added to the dowpstream diffuser by the vanes and electrical 
effects has the same uncertainties as Assumption 5, but to a lesser extent because only 
liquid flow is involved. 
Assumption 8, no electrical losses in the walls, is contingent on development of a thermally 
insulating, electrically insulating wall which exposes only metal to the lithium stream. 
Assumption 9, constant pressure in the generator, is adopted for simplicity. 
Assumption 10, 50°K minimum recuperator AT, should allow adequate heat flux at the hot 
end. The AT at the cold end is typically 200 to 300°K because of the lithium condensation on 
the vapor side. 
Assumption 11 specifies a cesium pump design utilizing power from the A C  generator either 
directly or after conditioning, with the electrical components at the cesium temperature. If 
lower electrical temperatures were employed there would be a requirement for radiation of 
some power at the lower temperature, but the cesium sink capacity would increase by an 
equal amount and there would be no change in cycle heat rejection, 
Assumption 12 limits the heat rejection considered to that from the cesium vapor (and the 
lithium vapor mixed with it) only. Additional heat losses from cooling of the generator and 
other components and from stray losses a re  not considered in the heat balance or cycle 
efficiency, 
Assumption 13, 5 psi injection pressure drop, is a value at  which stable nozzle operation 
has been demonstrated. The assumed inlet velocity of 30 ft/sec, required only in calculating 
the nozzle inlet area (the effect on exit velocity is negligible), corresponds to 2 .0  psi 
dynamic pressure of the lithium, and should be attainable with 5 psi injector pressure drop. 
2.1 2 .2 .2  Cycle Program Analysis - The MHD cycle program employs twenty independent 
variables, including 7 (efficiency of the travelling wave region of the generator), f (genera- 
g 
tor frequency) and @ (compensating pole flux) which a re  supplied by the generator program. 
These generator supplied terms are  used in the cycle program's energy balance to calculate 
the raw generator output (q ) and the compensating pole losses (f and @ ). Reference 2 con- 
tains a detailed description of the cycle program analysis. 
C 
g C 
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2.2 MHD SPACECRAFT GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS 
2.2.1 PAY LOAD 
For  the purpose of this study, an allowance of one a e t r i c  ton, 2205 pounds, was 
specified for the scientific payload and its communication system; an allowance of 1 kWe 
was made for payload power. The communications subsystem characteristics were 
tentatively identified (see Table 2-1) and seem reasonable. 
composition of the one ton payload is available. 
nine feet in diameter and 15 inches high was allowed to contain the payload equipment, 
excluding the deployable antenna; its surface area is adequate for the payload thermal 
control radiator. It was not deemed necessary to pursue detailed payload definition and 
description in this study because the study results and conclusions drawn are relatively 
insensitive to even large changes in payload weight, volume,and power. In a net space- 
craft weight of 10,000 to 20, 000 pounds, another thousand pounds more o r  less is not a 
drastic change; in the 60 to 100-foot long spacecraft, the 15-inch payload bay is a short 
section; 1 kWe is a mere fraction of the 200 to 400 kWe available. 
Na detailed breakdown of the 
A payload equipment bay approximately 
TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHAM CTERISTICS 
Low Gain Antenna (Receiving) 
Diameter 6 inches 
Weight (including cable) 2.5 pounds 
Deployment Structure Weight Negligible 
High Gain Antenna (Transmitting) 
Diameter 9 feet 
Weight (including cable) 31 pounds 
Deployment Structure Weight 8 pounds 
Power Input 800 watts 
Power Transmitted 200 watts 
Bit Rate (l20 feet diameter re- 
ceiving antenna) l o 4  bits/sec 
Transmitter 
Weight 20 pounds 
Size 6 x 6 x 20 inches 
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2 . 2 . 2  THRUST SUBSYSTEM 
The thrust subsystem for the MHD spacecraft has been defined by Reference 9 and has 
the following general characteristics: 
a. Spacecraft propulsion is provided by 31 equal size electron bombardment ion 
thruster engines using mercury as the propellant. 
b. Six spare thrusters will be provided for a total of 37 units. 
switching and power conditioning requirements, six spares provide one spare 
for each group of five operating thrusters. 
Considering 
e. Thrust vector control will be provided by a three-axis attitude control system 
(two-axis translation, one-axis gimbal). 
Guidelines for thrust subsystem design are  given in Table 2-2. 
power supply requirements a re  listed in Table 2-3, and subsystem weights are  given 
in Table 2-4. 
Individual thruster 
TABLE 2-2. GUIDELINES FOR THRUST SUBSYSTEM DESIGN 
1, Total Conditioned Power to 240 kW 
2. True Specific Impulse 5000 seconds 
Thrusters 
3. Number of Thrusters 37 
4. Thruster Redundancy 20 percent 
5, Attitude Control Electric Propulsion System 
6. Maximum Envelope Diameter 10  feet 
7. Thrust Duration 10,000 hours 
8. Technology Estimated €or 1980 
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TABLE 2-4. THRUST SUBSYSTEM WIGHTS 
Thrust Vector Control System 
Miscellaneous (wiring, 
adapters, etc'. ) 
, 
2 . 2 . 3  LAUNCH VEHICLE 
This study began by considering the Titan IIIC-7 and the Saturn V as  the reference launch 
vehicles with the expectation that these two vehicles would offer the choice of either high 
thrust (chemical propulsion) or low thrust (ion propulsion) escape from earth with the 
different size MHD power plants. A s  spacecraft weights became available and the mission 
analysis was performed (see Section 2.8.2), it has become apparent that other launch 
vehicles may also be of interest. 
principal characteristics. 
launch vehicle capabilities which should be considered for an MHD-powered spacecraft. 
Development timing does, after all, limit flight by MHD-powered spacecraft to the 1980's 
and beyond; it is sufficient to identify launch vehicles which are now available o r  most 
probably will be available at the time of flight. 
Table 2-5 lists the candidate launch vehicles and their 
These are  considered representative of the present and future 
F o r  spacecraft design and weight estimating purposes, the Titan IIIC-7 launch vehicle with 
a 10-foot diameter flight fairing has been used. 
Figure 2-9 shows the flight fairing weight and the payload penalty as  a function of shroud 
length, assuming shroud jettison at 280 seconds into the mission. If the shroud is retained 
past earth orbital insertion, then the payload weight penalty will be equal to the shroud 
weight. It should be noted that as  the terminal orbital altitude increases, the payload penalty 
decreases for normal shroud ejection since a larger portion of the AV is added after shroud 
ejection. The curves are  based on the data supplied by the Martin Marietta Corporation. 
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The effect of shroud retention on payload capability is shown in Figure 2-10. The upper lines 
define the Titan IIIC/7 payload capability for a 28.5 degree orbital inclination mission with 
shroud jettison occurring at 280 seconds into the mission. The lower curves show the effect 
of retaining the shroud through achievement of final Earth orbit. 
Under nominal conditions, and with a 35-fOOt shroud, the vehicle can deliver 30,000 pounds 
into a 630 m circular orbit. Employing longer shrouds, with jettison at  280 seconds, 
reduces the payload capability (initial mass in Earth orbit) as shown in Table 2-6. 
Alternatively, injecting 30,000 pounds of payload into circular orbit will decrease the 
maximum possible orbit altitude as shown in Table 2-7. 
If the shroud is jettisoned after achieving earth orbit (630 nm), the payload capability 
will be reduced as shown in Table 2-8. 
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TABLE 2-6. MAXIMUM PAnOAD CAPABILITY WITH SHROUD EJECTION AT 
280 SECONDS (Titan IIIC/7) 
60 
80 
100 
808 
1021  
1234 
29,191 
28 , 978 
28,765 
TABLE 2-7.  MAXIMLTM EARTH ORBITAL ALTITUDE FOR A 30,000 POUND 
PAYLOAD, WITH SHROUD JETTISON AT 280 SECONDS 
(TITAN IIIC/7) 
TABLE 2-8. MAXIMUM PAYLOAD CAPABILITY AT 630 NM WITH SHROUD 
EJECTION AFTER ACHIEVING EARTH ORBIT 
(TITAN 111C/7) 
60 
80 
100 
4200 25,800 
25,000 I 5000 
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2.2.4 MHD BASELINE AND ALTERNATE DESIGN GUIDELINES 
2.2.4.1 Baseline Design Guidelines 
The system requirements and design guidelines for the baseline design have been identified; 
they are: 
a. Power Output - A nominal 300 kWe adjusted as necessary to match thrust 
and other load requirements 
system 
b. Launch Vehicle - The Titan IIIC-7 
c. Mission - Jupiter planetary orbiter. Starting from a 750 nm earth orbit, the space- 
craft will use low, ion thrust to spiral away from earth, reach Jupiter and decel- 
erate into Jovian orbit. The estimated time periods and power levels are  as  follows: 
Mission Mode Power Level Time 
@We) (Days 1 
Spiral Escape from Earth ' 300 
Accelerating Thrust 300 160 
Coast 30 120 
Decelerating Thrust 300 27 0 
Jovian Orbit Operation 30 (one orbit, 17 
days minimum) 
d. MHD Cycle - One stage with two nozzles using impinging stream separation 
e. Cycle M e t  Temperature - 1800°F (corresponds to reactor outlet temperature. 
minus -lOO°F in a one-loop system) 
f. MHD Loop Containment Material - Cb-1Zr 
g. Radiator Type - Triform, stainless steel heat pipe 
h. Permanent Shield Materials - Lithium hydride and tungsten 
i. Radiation Dose Limits for Payload, Power Conditioning and Communications 
Equipment - 
Neutron 
Gamma 107 rad 
10 l2  nvt > 1 Mev 
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j. Meteoroid Survival Criteria - The meteoroid model is based on the following: 
1. Penetration Model 
0.352 1/6 0.875 
Pm V t = 0.5m 
2. Meteoroid Flux 
-P q j =  a m  
3. Non-Puncture Probability 
-$AT 
P(O)= e 
4. Effective Thickness 
= 0.432 t(Jupiter) teff 
where 
t 
pm 
m 
V 
CY 
P 
= radiator armor thickness, cm 
= meteoroid density, gm/cm 
= meteoroid mass, gm 
= meteoroid velocity, km/sec 
= empirical coefficient 
= empirical exponent 
3 
P (0) = non-puncture probability 
qj 
A 
T = exposure time, sec 
= cumulative meteoroid flux, number particles/m2 sec 
= projected vulnerable area of the spacecraft (radiator), m2 
Assumed Values 
P m  = 0,5g/cm3 
V = 20 km/sec 
T = 7.2 x 107 sec 
(20,000 hr)  
a! = 6.62 x 
p = 1.34 
NO) = 0.95 
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2.2. 4.2 Alternate Design Guidelines 
The requirements and design guidelines for the alternate designs differ from those of the 
baseline design as follows: 
a. Power Output - 100 kWe, 300 to 500 kWe, and 3 MWe 
b. Launch Vehicle - Titan IIIC-7 and Saturn V 
c. Missions 
1. 100 kWe to escape on Titan IIIC-7 
2. 300 to 500 kWe to low orbit on Titan IIIC-7 
3. 300 to 500 kWe to escape on Saturn V 
4. 3 MWe to low orbit on Saturn V 
d. 
e. 
f. 
MHD Cycle - 1-6 stage 
MHD Cycle Inlet Temperature - 1600 to 2200°F 
MHD Containment Material - One advanced material 
g. Radiator Type - Flatplate or triform, stainless steel or columbium heat pipe. 
In the course of the study, it became apparent that a system design using a condenser 
and conduction fin (pumped fluid) radiator should be investigated; as a result the "alternate 
baseline design" (Section 2. 7.2) was so configured. 
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2.3 POWER SYSTEM SYNTHESIS 
Before attempting the design and analysis of the baseline MHD powerplant, two basic ques- 
tions had to be considered in order to synthesize a rational MHD-power system. These two 
questions are the method of system startup and whether a one-loop or two-loop system is 
used. 
2.3.1 MHD POWER SYSTEM STARTUP 
Preliminary evaluation of startup techniques was made early in the study in order that 
the arrangements and design layouts could include all the components such as valves, 
lines, and reservoirs needed for plant operation. 
2.3 1 1 Startup Requirements 
Operation of this NUHD power system requires steady two-phase flow in the MHD nozzles 
with phase separation at the generator entrance. The cesium needs heat from the lithium 
to boil and expand down the nozzle; the lithium needs the mechanical force of the expanding 
cesium to be accelerated down the nozzle. Thus, neither fluid stream can pass through the 
nozzles alone. In addition, some of the kinetic energy imparted to the lithium by the cesium 
in the nozzles is needed to pump the lithium. The first conclusion is, therefore, that the 
two streams must start into the nozzles together. 
The NaK/N2 test system (see Subsection 2.1) has been started by simultaneous injection of 
the two fluids into the empty nozzle with stable flow being achieved in seconds. The NaK/N2 
system is a cold test system with the compressed energy of the nitrogen providing the kinetic 
energy rather than heat taken from the NaK stream. In the hot Li/Cs system the simultaneous 
injection startup can be expected to work only if  there is enough thermal energy in the lithium 
stream to cause boiling and expansion of the cesium at once, sufficiently to establish self- 
sustaining flow conditions. Some reduced tsmperature level may suffice to start system flow; 
however, lacking any detailed analysis or test data to support that conjecture, the second 
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conclusion is drawn with regard to startup technique - namely, that the two fluids will be 
injected at or near normal operating temperatures 
If the two fluids are to be injected into the nozzles for startup and steady state is to be 
achieved in seconds, the nuclear reactor heat source must already have been taken critical 
and warmed up since the nuclear reactor can probably be designed to take a large power 
swing in a matter of tens of seconds but requires hours to be taken critical and warmed up. 
It is reasonable to assume that aerospace nuclear safety considerations will require that 
the reactor does not go critical until the spacecraft is in a high, long-life orbit. Thus, a 
third conclusion about startup techniques can be drawn: startup injection will not take place 
until the spacecraft has been in orbit for hours. A reasonable time limit of five hours can 
be estimated by allowing one hour for orbit ephemeris verification and four hours for achiev- 
ing criticality and warmup. 
The two fluids of the MHD system, lithium and cesium, have melting points of 357'F and 
84 F, respectively. Since the spacecraft will be in orbit at least one hour before the lithium 
begins to receive heat from the reactor, the lithium must be preheated before launch to 
prevent fluid freezing. The cesium, with a much lower freezing point, poses far less a 
problem. In order to f i l l  the lithium system on the launch stand it will have to be preheated 
and then filled with hot molten lithium to assure complete fill. Thus, a fourth conclusion 
about startup is drawn, the lithium systems will be preheated and launched hot. The results 
of previous studies such as SNAP-5O/SPUR indicate that preheat to 500°F should be adequate. 
The cesium system should receive enought heat from the lithium system to preclude freezing 
in it, although some way to warm up the radiator is needed. 
0 
The general requirements for the startup techniques can then be summarized: 
a. Startup will be by simultaneous injection of lithium and cesium into empty nozzles 
bo The two fluids will be injected at  their normal operating temperatures 
c. Startup will take place only after about five hours in orbit 
0 
d. The lithium system will  be preheated to 500 F at launch. 
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2.3.1.2 System Arrangement for Startup 
Figure 2-11 is a schematic diagram of the MHD fluid system with the necessary valves and 
other equipment added so that the system can be started. The entire system can be evacu- 
ated through the four evacuation and fill connections with the following valve lineup: 
LV-1 open 
LV-2 open 
LV-4 
cv-1 
open to reactor bypass line 
open 
c v - 2  open 
After the system is evacuated, LV-1, LV-2, CV-1 and CV-2 are closed and the cesium 
and lithium sections are  filled through their respective fill connections. Preheating of the 
lithium piping and the reactor can be accomplished by circulating hot inert gas through 
their insulating jackets e 
EVACUATION 
CONNECTIONS 
& FILL 
SEPARATOR 
ACCU MU L A  
Figure 2-11. MHD Fluid System Startup Schematic 
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After reaching a safe orbit, the reactor is taken critical and warmed up, circulating the 
lithium at a low flow rate with the battery-powered startup pump located in parallel with 
check valve LV-3. The lithium flow path is normal through the reactor section but is 
reverse throught the reactor by-pass line. The cesium system is stagnant but shares the 
same insulated enclosure with all of the lithium system except the reactor and is, therefore, 
warmed up by radiated and conducted heat. System pressures are maintained by control- 
ling the gas pressure acting on the two bellows type accumulators; the two accumulators 
absorb the fluid expansion volume during warmup. Battery power is also provided to 
operate the auxiliary cooling pumps during warmup. 
When operating temperatures are reached, accumulator gas pressures a re  increased and 
valves LV-1 and CV-1 open, injecting the two fluids into the nozzles. After appropriate 
intervals, valves LV-2 and CV-2 are  opened to complete the normal flow paths. The 
startup pump is secured and valve LV-4 switches the lithium reservoir connection over 
to the cesium pump suction to minimize the containment pressure requirements during 
long term operation. Cesium and lithium makeup to the system for leakage or  volume 
expansion due to creep enter the system at the cesium pump suction controlled by ac- 
cumulator gas pressure. 
2 . 3 . 1 . 3  Electrical System Startup 
Electrical startup of the MHD induction generator requires special attention. 
rotating induction generator, residual magnetization of the rotor iron can be expected 
to build up the voltage to its operating point without special provisions, just as  in a 
self-excited dc generator. In the MHD induction generator, however, t k r e  is no magnetic 
rotor (the equivalent of the rotor is the working fluid, a nonmagnetic material) but 
laboratory tests have shown that MHD generators will build up voltage while self-excited 
(see Reference 38). 
In the 
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Electrical loads on the MHD generator at startup are the excitation capacitors, and the 
vehicle electrical loads excluding the ion thruster accelerator and screens. 
in a configuration requiring approximately 20 percent of full electrical load. 
electrical loads energized at the initiation of the start sequence a re  the vaporizer, cathode 
and neutralizer heaters, a r c  and magnet supplies. 
This results 
Thruster 
The first step of the startup. sequence is to attain the desired lithium temperature using 
the battery-operated startup pump and the reactor by-pass line. 
temperatures a re  reached, the two fluids are injected into the nozzles a d  through the 
generator. When sufficient flow velocity is reached, the voltage builds up, driving the 
cesium EM pump, thus maintaining themfluid flow. 
Once the operating 
When stable fluid flow and 2 0  percent power generation has been achieved, and the thruster 
heaters a re  up to temperature for sufficient time, the fluid temperature is raised to 
approximately 1800 F. 
supplies are  sequenced on, bringing up the thrusters one at a time, until full load is 
achieved. 
0 With stabilization, the thruster screen supplies and accelerator 
2 . 3 . 2  SHUTDOWN AND RESTART 
The reference mission has a coast period halfway to Jupiter and the Jupiter orbit operation, 
both of which have a nominal 1 0  percent power demand (see Section 2 . 2 . 4 . 1 ) .  If operation 
a t  10 percent rated output is achievable only at extremely low system efficiency, it might 
be worthwhile to shut down the MHD loop and operate the reactor at  low power using an 
alternate conversion system, e. g. , thermoelectrics, to generator power. (See Section 2.3.3 
for discussion of part power operation.) 
For the reference mission the low power demand time is 120 + 17 = 137 days out of 50 + 
160 + 120 + 270 + 17 = 637 days o r  approximately 22 percent of the mission (more with 
longer time in Jovian orbit). If an alternate conversion system with equivalent efficiency 
( ~ 7  to 8 percent) is available a d  the MHD loop can be shut down, the reactor core life 
required can be reduced to 
2 -34 
x 100 = 80% 637 
of the life required for continuous operation at rated power. Even without examining the 
possible difficulties of MHD loop shutdown and incorporation of a second power conversion 
system, the 
incorporating an auxiliary power system or  main power system variability. 
20 percent saving in core design life does not seem a strong incentive for 
To restart the MHD system after an in-space shutdown, it is assumed that the original 
startup conditions must be restored in shutting down the system. Two shutdown approaches 
were considered. In the first, an exhaust connection would be added to the diffuser down- 
stream of the MHD generator. The system would be shutdown by closing valvesp LV-1, 
LV-2, CV-1, and CV-2 and opening the exhaust port simultaneously. The hot fluids in 
the nozzles and vapor spaces would boil off into space and, with the exhaust port reclosed, 
the system would again be ready for startup if the accumulators contained sufficient fluid 
inventory. This method was rejected for many reasons, namely: 
a. The spacecraft would receive a large impulse from fluid exhaust just 
after its attitude control system (the thrusters) was shut down. 
be The exhausted liquid metal may contaminate spacecraft surfaces 
c. The lithium and cesium reservoirs would require additional inventory 
for restart capability. 
The second shutdown technique considered was to first close valves LV-1 and CV-1 and 
simultaneously lower the gas control pressures on the accumulators (the lithium accumu- 
lator is assumed to be valved back to the reactor by-pass line). The generator electrical 
circuits are then opened to minimize flow resistance and fluid momentum is relied upon to 
drive as much fluid as possible back into the accumulators. When sufficient fluid has been 
drawn out of the nozzle, generator and vapor spaces, valves LV-2 and CV-2 are closed 
to complete the shutdown. Successful execution of this type shutdown would require careful 
control and judgement of its feasibility would require extensive analysis. In the scope and 
context of this study and in view of the modest core life reduction to be attained, this 
analysis was not considered worthwhile. 
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2.3.3 PART POWER OPERATION 
The reference mission described in Section 2.2.4 has a coast period during the helio- 
centric orbit of 120 days. 
full power is postulated. 
power demand. 
high; it was selected somewhat arbitrarily to be representative of standby power requirements. 
During this period, a requirement of only 10 percent of 
Af te r  Jovian orbit is attained, there is again a period of part 
In both these cases, the postulation of 10 percent power may be quite 
There a re  two approaches to the provision of part power by the MHD power system. 
is to maintain the power system at steady state and dump the excess power through a 
shunt regulator; the other is to reduce the MHD power system operating temperature and 
output power. 
(assuming radiator operation at 1000 to 1200'F) and would add less than four feet to the 
length of the spacecraft. The power flattening resistor might even be located within the 
lithium coolant system for liquid cooling. 
One 
A power flattening radiator would require only approximately 100 square feet 
0 
Although part power operation by shunting excess power does not seem to pose serious 
problems, the possibilities of reduced temperature/reduced power operation were explored. 
Two sets of system calculations were made by JPL using fixed system geometry. 
key assumptions made in these calculations are: 
The 
a. 
b. 
c. 
No change in physical geometry and arrangement 
Excitation capacitance may be varied by electrical switching 
Pressure drops in the cesium loop are negligible at reduced flow. 
The results of the full power and part power comparison are listed in Table 2-9. 
independent variable used to start the calculation for reduced power was the 1300°F cycle 
temperature; the resulting output power of 21 kWe (7.3 percent) is considered adequate for 
maintaining payload power, hotel load and perhaps some attitude control power. 
The 
There would be some design problems associated with reduction in power operation. 
The thrusters could be removed one at a time using the screen circuit interrupters; 
reactor power, fluid temperature and flow rate could be reduced proportionately. 
the high voltage bus voltage drops below limits, o r  when the duty cycle of the low voltage 
Pulse Width Modulator (TWM) on the 250 volt converter outputs become greater than a 
selected value, then the additional capacitors for part power operation could be switched in. 
When 
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Table  2-9. PART POWER OPERATION 
PARA METER 
Yet E lec t r i c  Power ,  k W  
Percent Rated Power ,  % 
Cycle Tempera tu re ,  F 
Reac tor  The rma l  Power ,  kW 
Cycle Efficiency, % 
Nozzle Inlet Press, psia 
Nozzle Exhaust Press, psia 
Lithium Flow Rate,  kg/sec 
Ces ium Flow Rate, kg/sec 
Ces ium Pump Power ,  kW 
Coil 12R Loss ,  kW 
Total  Reactive Power ,  KVAR 
Frequency, Hz 
Tota l  Excitation Capacitance, pf 
Average Coil Voltage, VAC 
0 
FULL POWER VALUE 
287 
100 
1800 
3660 
7, 8 
137 
10 
92 
5. 8 
18.4 
4.9 
1300 
2 94 
937 
900 
PART POWER VALUE 
2 1  
7.3 
1300 
629 
3.3 
20. 3 
0.84 
23 
1.1 
0.5 
4.65 
480 
134 
4725 
4 00 
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The machine would become stable again, with the additional excitation capacitors, at a 
lower voltage and frequency: The 250 volt PWM of the SCR's will ensure voltage 
regulation for the operating loads. 
approximately 1400 volts dc) since the thrusters are shut down. 
the reactor temperature and flow rate are increased. 
or when the low voltage PWM cycle drops, the part power capacitors are switched out 
of the system. 
The high voltage bus voltage is allowed to drop (to 
To return to full power 
When voltage starts to rise again, 
It is probable that the number of power maneuvers such as just described would be 
limited by switchgear design. 
out of the system would have to carry very large currents. Because of that and the 
many switches required, one per  generator coil circuit, irreversible pyrotechnic switches 
would probably be used. 
Any devices used to switch excitation capacitance into o r  
2.3.4 ONE OR TWO-LOOP SYSTEM 
2.3.4.1 Reactor Loop Arrangement 
In order to provide the MHD loop with 1600 to 2200°F lithium, a fast spectrum, lithium- 
cooled reactor such as SNAP-50 is a logical choice. With such a reactor, the reactor 
coolant may be used directly in the MHD loop or  an intermediate heat exchanger may be 
used to separate the reactor and MHD loops. Figure 2 -12 shows the basic MHD cycle 
diagram with the reactor piped directly into the MHD loop. The movement of fluids in the 
MHD loop depends on the cesium stream receiving thermal energy from the lithium when 
the two streams are mixed in the nozzles. The boiling and expanding cesium then imparts 
kinetic energy to the lithium stream, part of which is converted to electrical energy in the 
MHD generator and part of which is converted to pumping pressure inthe diffuser to cir- 
culate lithium back through the reactor and to the nozzles. The optional bypass shown in 
Figure 2-12 can be used to divert some of the lithium flow around the reactor in order to 
obtain a lower reactor pressure drop or  a more compact reactor. 
If the reactor loop is separated from the MHD loop by a heat source heat exchanger as 
shown in Figure 2-19 an additional pump is needed to circulate the lithium through the 
reactor loop., 
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EXPANSION 
---e---- -- 
OPTIONAL BYPASS 
Figure 2-12. MHD Loop Without Separate Reactor 
I-( CESIUM IN 
EXCHANGER 
Figure 2-13. MHD Loop With Separate Reactor L O O P  
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The incentives for use of a separate reactor loop are: 
a. The reactor pressure vessel may be designed for a containment pressure 
lower than the 150 psia typical of the MHD loop 
The possibility of ingestion of cesium vapor by the reactor is pre- 
cluded 
Activated coolant is kept away from the payload 
be 
c. 
The incentives for a one-loop system are: 
a. 
b. 
CO 
de 
The system is simpler and lighter 
Lithium can be circulated for prestart warmup (see startup discussion in 
Paragraph 2.3.1) wing just one pump. A two-loop system could also use 
just one pump if all lithium in the MHD circuit is left stagnant and warmed 
by conducted heat. 
Only one lithium accumulator is needed 
No reactor coolant pumping is needed once the system is started. 
2 .3 .4 .1 , l  Containment Pressure - The weight penalty associated with designing the re- 
actor for MHD pressure may be approximated as  follows: 
a. Assume a domed cylindrical pressure vessel of 12-inch diameter and 
40-inch length made of Cb-1Zr. This size and material are  typical of 
the MHD type reactor 
bo Assume that the reactor pressure vessel would have a minimum design 
pressure of 50 psia 
c. Assume that the reactor pressure vessel design s t ress  for 20,000 hour 
operation is 1000 psi, This low design stress is quite conservative for 
temperatures below N 2000°F. More advanced alloys of Cb can provide 
much greater creep strength. 
Calculating a minimum vessel wall thickness: 
t = P r =  = 0 . 3  in. - 
0 1000 psi 
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Design for 150 psia would revise this to: 
t =  = 0.9 in., 
1000 psi 
an increase of 0.6 inch in wall thickness. 
The surface area of the vessel is about 1500 square inches and the wall material density 
is 0.32 pounds per cubicinch, so the weight increase would be: 
2 
1500 in x 0.6 x 0.32 lb/in3 M 300 lb. 
Since the weight penalty is only about 300 pounds even with the conservative material and 
design stress selection, the additional complexity and weight of a separate reactor loop, 
pump and heat source heat exchanger would constitute a greater penalty. In weight com- 
parison, the heat source heat exhanger alone, with one side designed for 150 psi, would 
weigh almost as much. 
2.3.4.1.2 Cesium Bubbles - The second-listed incentive for a two-loop system is to 
keep cesium bubbles out of the reactor. The fluid conditions at the MHD generator inlet 
behind the upstream diffuser are such that all remaining cesium should be dissolved. 
If any bubbles do still exist at the generator exit they may still dissolve when static pres- 
sure is increased from - 40 psia to 
dissolved, any cesium bubbles would more likely follow the bypass line ( 
cent of the flow) rather than enter the reactor line (,. 15 to 20 percent of the flow). 
Moreover, in the reactor flow, with lithium temperature increasing at nearly constant 
pressure more and more cesium could be taken into solution. Thus, ingestion of cesium 
vapor by the reactor does not appear to be a serious problem. 
150 psia in the downstream diffuser. If still not 
80 to 85 per- 
2.3.4 e 1.3 Coolant Activation - Radioactivity in the reactor coolant may reach areas near 
the payload in a one-loop system which may cause radiation damage. In the lithiurn-cooled 
MHD reactor two basic sources of coolant radioactivity can be identified - leakage of fission 
products from reactor core fuel elements into the coolant and irradiation of the coolant 
itself during its passage through the reactor. Considering coolant irradiation first, three 
nuclear reactions are  of interest: 
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6 3 
Li + n *H + CY 
z Li8 + y 7 Li + n 
134 + 
c s  133 + n L c s  Y 
The first of these reactions poses no high radiation threat to equipment since tritium is a 
weak 16 emitter. However, the Li reaction does produce non-reactive, non-condensible 
helium, which can buildup in the system. The tritium will react with lithium to form LiH. 
The L1 reaction cm be suppressed by using lithium coolant which is at least 99.9 percent 
the Li isotope. Such Li enriched lithium is available; natural lithium is already - 93 
percent Li e The Li reaction is of interest because the Li isotope formed emits a 
very high energy 
most should decay before coming past the shield; this delay time can be extended by in- 
cluding an enlarged section in the reactor outlet line. In addition, the MHD loop itself 
keeps the lithium from approaching the payload. 
2.3.4.1.4. Cs134 Activity - The Cs 
and the 2.3 year Cs134. These nuclides can be formed by ir- 2.9 hour half-life Cs 
radiation in the reactor of the cesium dissolved in the lithium stream (natural cesium is 
100 percent 
6 
.6 
7 7 
7 7 8 
( - 13 Mev). However, its half-life of 0.85 seconds is so short that 
133 134 
(n, y ) Cs reaction produces two isomers, the 
134m 
In order to evaluate this activity, one must have good knowledge of: 
a. Cesium flow distribution (residence time in reactor, residence time 
near the payload, mass flow rates, and total inventory) 
b. Definition of the reactor neutron flux by neutron energy level for each 
reactor region of interest (annulus, inlet plenum, core, and outlet plenum) 
Cs133 cross section data for each energy level of interest c. 
d. Location of sensitive components with respect to the activated cesium. 
Since the system, and especially the reactor, designs are  both conceptual at this time 
the cesium activation was analyzed by using the best available information, making esti- 
mi% es, where necessary, and trying to keep the analysis conservative. 
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Figure 2-14 depicts the mass/flow/time model which was se t  up to represent the cesium 
distribution in the system. The flow distributions and cesium inventory a re  based on 
initial baseline values. The radiation source is identified as the lowest of five radiator 
sections and it was assumed that 10 pounds of the calculated 31 pound cesiuminventory 
of that radiator section would be two feet away from the payload on the average (see the 
arrangement in Figure 2-15 in the discussion of fission product leakage which follows). 
The cesium flow through the reactor will vary with system operating temperature and 
pmssure (varying cesium solubility in lithium); the calculated baseline design value was 
used. 
133 The Cs @, y ) cross sections which were used are listed in Table 2-10, The 29-hour 
134m 134 cs 
of a 0.13 Mev y . The decay of Cs 
was assumed to undergo 100 percent decay to 2.3 year Cs  
134 
with the emission 
was assumed to be: 
a. 30 percent 0.3 MeV p -  decay to Ba134 followed by Ba decay with the 
emission of a single 1.75 Mev Y . 
70 percent 0.68 Mev 8- decay to 
emission of a pair of y of energies 0.8 and 0.6 MeV. 
b. followed by Ba decay with the 
The activation rate in the reactor 
A =  J J C(E) 
E V  
@ ( E , r )  d V d E 
requires a knowledge of the reactor neutron fluxes in various regions of the reactor. 
Since the MHD reactor design is still conceptual the following values were used: 
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TABLE 2-10. CESIUM - 133 (n, y)  CROSS SECTIONS 
Thermal Neutrons 
134m Production of 2.9 hour Cs 
Production of 2.3 year Cs 134m 
0.215 ev I En 5 10 kev 
F ( n  y )  z 5 barns 
En = 20 kev 
Estimates for  High En Range 
cs134m 
cs134 
cs134m 
cs134 
En 134m (barns) 
10 t o  100 kev 0.04 
0.1 t o  0.4 MeV 0.007 
0.4 t o  1,4 MeV 0 . 001 
1.4 t o  10 MeV 0 . 0004 
Q = 2.6 barns 
Q = 29 barns 
Q =  0.5 barns 
Q = 5 barns 
Q = 0.09 barns 
= 1 barn 
Q (barns) 
0.4 
0.07 
0.01 
0.004 
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DESIGN LIFE 14,000 HRS 
t = 2-1 SEC. 
e 
m =0.12 L B / S E C  
MIXER 
TOTAL CESIUM 
INVENTORY 
(MHD CYCLE) 
155 LBS 
I'i = 12.8 L B / S E C  
* 
60 % I N  PLENA 
30 % IIN CORE 
10 % IN ANNULUS 
TOTAL LOOP TIME 
2.9 SEC 
TOTAL LOOP TIME 
12.1 SEC 
SOURCE (LAST 
**sk 
RAD. EXPOSURE LIMIT 
lo7 RAD GAMMA 
(NEUTRON N.A.) 
Figure 2-14. MHD Cesium Mass/Flow/Time Model 
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FLUX (nv) 
Plena -Group - Core Annulus 
12 
1 7 4 x 10 
13 
13 
13 
2 x 10 
3 x 10 
14 
14 
2 1.4 x 10 
3 1.4 x 10 
13 
13 
13 
3 x 10 
5 1.5 x 10 4 8 x 10 
2 x 10 
4 5 x 10- 
13 
11 
Thermal 1o1O 5 x 10 
These flux values are expected to be somewhat conservative for the MHD reactor since 
they a re  more closely related to reactor designs with a softer neutron energy spectrum. 
The reactor average group fluxes were weighted for the time spent in the various reactor 
regions (see model in Figure 2-14), and the average group fluxes Qg were used to cal- 
culate activated nuclei per second 
6 
g = l  
where 
PCs N 
= f f  
g *cs 
= MCs 42s - 
vcs 
A = molecular weight of cesium 
N = Avogadro's Number 
cs 
= mass of cesium MCs 
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134m For Cs this results in 
13 
134m 
= 3.5 x I O  nucleiper see. 
decay, gives For Cs 134 this, and C s  
A134 14 
134 
= 3.8 x 10 nuclei per see. 
Since C s  
and the 10/155 fraction which is close to the payload, the number of activated nuclei contribut- 
ing dose to the payload is calculated. 
has a half-life of 2.3 years its decay is not negligible, so correcting for decay 
20 -At N = 2 . 6 ~ 1 0  ( 1 - e  ) 
where 
N = nuclei contributing dose 
A = Cs effective decay constant 134 
t = time 
The following dose-to-flux conversion factors were used for the emissions of interest: 
0 , 6  Mev 
0.8 Mev 
1.75 Mev 
5 2 C = 8.4 x 10  photons/cm see per R/hr 
5 2 C = 6 .5  x 10 photons/cm see per R/hr 
C = 3.5 x l o 5  photons/cm2sec per R/hr 
Assuming a point source geometry with no attenuation by the pipe walls or structure the 
dose as  a function of time was calculated: 
3 3.6 x 10  ) NA 
2 D(t) = ( C 4 n r  
0 
to get the following results: 
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Time (Hrs) 
5,000 
10,000 
15,000 
20,000 
Total Integrated Dose (R) 
6 x lo4  
2.6 x lo4  
4.8 x l o 5  
5 8.2 x 10 
The highest dose rate resulting from these calculations, 8.2 x lo5, is less than 10 percent of 
the allowable payload dose. The dose rate at nominal design life, 14,000 hours, is about 
5 percent of allowable. In view of the conservatisms of the calculation, Cs134 activation and 
consequent irradiation of the payload is not considered a severe enough problem to warrant 
changing to a two-loop system. It should be noted that Cs 134 activation should be reappraised 
in the future, when more specific information is available, to verify this conclusion, 
2.3.4.1.5 Fission Product Leakage - An analytical model was developed to represent the 
case of fission products leaking from the fuel elements of the reactor core into the reactor 
coolant stream. The model was designed to give a rough estimate of the gamma dose due to 
the presence of fission products in the cooling system. 
a,, Analytical Model - In general, the dose rate at  any given point in space due to fission 
product leakage will depend upon: 
1. Fission product leakage rate 
2. Reactor operating history 
3. Distribution of the fission products throughout the cooling system 
When incorporating these factors into an analytical model, use will be made of a few 
simplifying assumptions, i. e., 
1. The reactor power level is constant in time 
2. The fission product distribution is constant in time except for an arbitrary delay 
time between the instant of leaking and the instant of appearing distributed through- 
out the cooling system (this will be explained further below). 
3. Once a particle of fuel leaks from the reactor core, the fission process within 
that particle ceases altogether. No account is taken for possible fission due to 
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neutrons outside of the core nor is any account taken of the possibility of the fuel 
particle circulating through the core with the coolant stream. 
Consider the following terms, 
e(t) I the fraction of the fission products in the core at time t leaking into the coolant 
stream per unit time 
f(r) = the fraction of the fission products that have leaked found per unit volume at the 
position r. 
P(t, T, E )  dE = total photon energy emission rate from a mass of fissionable fuel at  a time T 
after the fission process had ceased. Theghoton energies lie in the range 
E to E + dE. The fuel is taken to have been,undergoing the fission process 
at a power level of one watt for a time period t. 
W z actual reactor operating power level 
Now consider an element of volume in the cooling system at the time t', located at position 
r. The photon energy source can now be written as 
S E t ' ,  E) dE = W P  (t, T, E) dE j(t)  dt f 5 
where 
t' = t + T  
and t, which is the time at  which a particle of fuel leaked, is also taken as the time for which 
the reactor has been operating. S E t', E)  dE is the photon energy emission per unit time 
at time t', per unit volume at position 7, for photons with energies between E and E + dE, 
due to fuel which leaked in the time interval from t to t + dt. 
The total source strength at time t', due to fuel which leaked from time to to time t, is 
s (-."; t ') = Wf (3 P (t, t'-t, E)  R (t) dt dE 
0 
E t  
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where now T = t'-t, since t' is being held constant. The time to at  which leaking begins 
can have any value in the range 
0 5 to s t' 
If one wishes to introduce a delay time between the time of leakage and the time the fission 
products arrive at the point then the above expression becomes, 
t'-6 
P (t, t'-t, E) (t) dt dE ss s ( T t ' )  = Wf (7) 
0 
E - t  
where 6 is the delay time. 
This source strength can now be used to calculate the dose rate and integrated dose at  any 
desired receiver point. Assume that there is no appreciable attenuation of the photons as  
they pass from the source to the receiver point. 
significantly contribute to the dose be contained in space region R 
between an element of volume of the source region and the receiver point, then the dose rate 
at  the receiver point is 
Furthermore, let the fission products that 
If T i s  the distance 
where i t  has been assumed that the source emits isotropically. The term dV is a volume 
element in the source region and C is a suitable averaged energy flux-to-dose conversion 
factor. The averaging of the conversion factor is complicated by the fact that the photon 
spectrum is time dependent. 
equation is a function of 
It should be kept in mind that the distance x in the above 
the position vector of dV. 
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The time integrated dose at the receiver point up to time t is m 
m t 
D ( t  ) =  D (t') dt' m 
t + 6  
0 
Numerical values for the quantity P(t, T, E) dE can be found in the literature (see "Reactor 
Handbook", second edition, vol. 11, part B, or !?Reactor Physics Constants", ANL-5800, 
second edition). The data is given in the form of curves for the photon energy emission rate 
as a function of reactor operating time and time since reactor shutdown. A family of curves 
is given, each one representing the energy emission rate for photons with energies in a given 
energy range. 
The total photon energy emission rate can be expressed analytically through the use of the 
so-called Way and Wigner formula for the emission of photon energy as  a function of time 
after a fission event. The formula is: 
-1.2 /" (7) = I. 26 7 mev/sec per fission 
where 7 is the time since fission. This is a good approximation for 7 greater than about 
100 seconds. Using this equation to derive an expression €or P (t, T) results in 
-0.2 
P (t, T) = 1.95 x 10l1 [ T-O' - (T + t) ] mev/sec-watt 
where 
P (t, T) = P (t, T ,E)  dE 
b. Application of the Model - Consider the case of a reactor whose fuel elements leak fission 
products at a constant rate into the reactor coolant system. The leakage rate will be 
assumed to be small enough such that control adjustments to compensate for the loss do not 
perturb the neutron flux appreciably. Under this condition, the fission rate will be essen- 
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tially constant with time as long as the reactor power level remains constant. Also assume 
that the power density is constant throughout the reactor core. 
Let there be a total loss of fuel due to leaking of p% of the total fuel mass, and let this mass 
loss occur over the time period (t 
will be 
- t ). Then, the leakage rate from time t to time t 
m o  0 m 
x M mass per unit time 
(tm - to) 
where M is the total fuel mass. A t  the time t, the fuel within the reactor core would have 
a fission history such that if the fission process ceased at time t, then at itemt+T, the 
total photon energy emission rate would be W P (t, T), where W is the reactor operating 
power level. Now, the element of mass, dm, of fuel that leaks in the time interval t to 
t -t dt will have the fraction dm/M of this photon power, and, since the model assumes that 
no more fissions occur within dm after leaking, one can write for  the photon power to be 
contained within dm 
dm 
M 
- W P (t, T) mev/sec 
The element of mass dm can be written 
pxlo-2)M dt d m =  ( 
(tm-to ) 
Hence, the photon power in dm is 
W P (t, T) dt mev/sec 
(tm - to) 
This is the photon energy emission rate, at a time T after leaking, from the mass of fuel 
that leaked during the time t to t + dt. It should also be kept in mind that the reactor started 
operating at t = 0. 
The distribution of the fission products after leaking is here assumed to be a uniform dis- 
tribution over the volume of the cooling system. If this volume is V, then the fraction of 
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the fission products found per unit volume in the cooling system is simply 
f (r) = 1/V 
The source strength can now be written as 
If the analytical expression is used for P (t, T), then 
0. a 
(t' --to) 0 + - - (t')O* [ 0.8 (t')O" 11 w (p x S ( Z t ' )  = (l.95XlO ) v (tm - to) 
The integrated dose at some receiver point is, if it  is assumed that there is no attenuation 
of the photons, 
t 
D ( t  m ) = C /" 1 - d V d t l  2 
4 n x  R 
0 
t 
When the above expression for S(r, t') is inserted in the expression for D(t ), then m 
0. 8 lo8 t t (tm - to) o m  
m 4 7r v (t - to) [ 1.44 0.8 + C [D(t ) = m 
1.8 
dV 
2 
-- 0.694 t lo8 m 
t 
1.8 
- -  
0 
X 
. R  
This last equation will now be used to calculate the integrated dose to the payload for the 
MHD-powered unmanned space vehicle. The coolant system includes both the Li and Cs 
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loops and, given their geometry and the receiver point of interest, the region R which 
significantly contributes to the dose includes only about 1 percent of the entire coolant 
system. A s  a further simplifying assumption, take the region R to be small enough so  that 
x can be considered constant. Then, 
where V = volume of region R Since V is assumed to be 1% of V, then R R 
= 
2 
X 
R 
Now let 
x = 2 feet 
6 W = 3.64 x 10 watts 
p = 0.05 percent 
-6 2 c = 1.4 x 10 n/hr per mev/cm -sec 
t = 580 days m 
t = o  
6 = o  
0 
The resulting integrated dose becomes 
7 D ( t  ) = 2 x 1 0  r m 
which is twice the allowable dose. 
Figure 2-15 shows the arrangement of the payload bay region; the "region R" of interest is 
the cesium return pipe system at the bottom of the last radiator bay. Inspection of the 
arrangement indicates that x = 2 feet is a conservative assumption for the effective dis- 
tance between a payload component and all the cesium-borne fission products in these pipes. 
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I\ TRANSFORMER BAY 
----.a 
PAYLOAD BAY 
Figure 2-15. Arrangement of Cesium Pipes Near Payload 
The fission product leakage of 0.05 percent is based on the assumption of 5 percent reactor 
fuel element failures with 100 percent fission gas release and I percent other fission pro- 
duct release from the failed elements. A gas trap was included in the cesium system to 
collect noncondensables which might hinder proper heat transfer in the recuperator and con- 
densing radiator. Thus, the fluid-borne fission products are 5 percent x 0.01 = 0.05 
percent. This assumption, of course, is quite arbitrary since no reactor of this type has 
been developed. A fast reactor of the type required may have from 100 to 1000 individual 
fuel pins in its core. For a flight qualified reactor, the assumption of 5 percent failures 
immediately after starting the flight seems conservative. 
A s  far as  the release fraction from the failed elements is concerned, 100 percent release of 
gaseous products is, of course, the maximum, and the assumption of 1 percent release of 
non-gaseous fission products is based on the element failure being local rather than total and 
the use of a fuel form such as  UN or  UC which is relatively resistant to attack by the coolant. 
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There is one other assumption that deserves discussion; it has been assumed that any fission 
products which escape the core will immediately distribute themselves around the system 
in the liquid phase. Clearly, the gaseous fission products will not behave in this manner, 
being gases they will be stripped from the lithium stream in the nozzles and passed out to 
the radiator. In small quantities, the fission gases may be entrained in the cesium stream 
leaving the radiator,, With this in mind, a centrifugal gas trap was placed in the cesium 
line at the pump discharge; here the fission gases can be collected and held in the MHD 
equipment bay, far from the payload. The nongaseous fission products, on the other hand, 
a r e  not so predictable. Many of these fission products such as  the iodines will react with 
the lithium reactor coolant immediately. The reactants or  the fission products may remain 
in stable solution in the lithium, Or they may be volatile at system conditions and move out 
into the radiator. 
The proceeding model and assumptions calculated a dose to the payload of twice the allowable. 
If such an overdose were considered highly probable, other design alternatives would have 
to be considered. The possibilities are: 
1. Include a separate reactor coolant loop 
2. Rearrange the spacecraft to obtain greater separation between the radioactive fluids 
and the payload 
3. Shield the cesium pipe 
The inclusion of a separate reactor coolant loop is estimated to incur a weight penalty of 
500 pounds consisting of 300 pounds for a lithium pump and power conditioner and 200 
pounds for a lithium-lithium heat exchanger, additional lithium, structure, etc. The pump 
weight is based on a polyphase ac helical induction pump moving 30 lb/sec of 1800°F lithium 
with a developed pressure head of 10 psi. The gross power required for the pump including 
power conditioning losses is estimated to be 11 kWe, assuming 20 percent pump efficiency 
and 97 percent power conditioning efficiency (a cycloconverter). This additional power 
demand would require about a 4 percent increase in system rating. 
Rearranging the spacecraft by adding fixed length between the radiator and the payload is 
not attractive because, at  82 feet, the spacecraft is already very long. If the central structure 
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of the radiator had the ability to telescope the payload section away by -50 feet once in 
earth orbit, the dose rate could be reduced by a factor of three. A more attractive 
rearrangement would be to reverse the inlet and outlet of the last radiator bay so that the 
more dense liquid stream would be -15 feet from the payload instead of -2 feet. If the 
fission products would be dissolved in the cesium and not plating out on system surfaces, 
this would reduce the dose rate by a factor of about 50. 
The weight penalty associated with shielding the cesium pipes was estimated assuming half- 
round tungsten shielding for 9 feet of cesium pipeo A s  Figure 2-16 shows, about 300 pounds 
of shielding would reduce the dose rate from the pipes by a factor of ten. 
Thus, it appears that the dose rate to the payload could be reduced significantly by rearrange- 
ment or shielding without resorting to a separate reactor loop. In view of this, and the 
uncertainties of the fission product leakage and transport models, the separate reactor loop 
was not considered a necessity at  this time. Again, as  was said for Cs-134 activity, the 
problem of fission product leakage should be reappraised in the future when better knowledge 
of the reactor and other factors is available. 
Figure 2-16 Cesium Pipe Shielding 
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2.4 CONFIGURATION TRADEOFFS 
Since the MHD spacecraft was expected to be rather long with many heavy pieces of 
equipment, configuration tradeoffs were conducted to determine the most attractive design 
arrangement. As reported in Reference 2, a set of initial design parameters were drawn 
up and key component weights and areas were estimated for use in these tradeoffs. 
2.4.1 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT GUIDELINES 
To begin, some general conclusions were drawn about spacecraft arrangement: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
The ion thruster subsystem includes a significant amount of electronic control 
and power conditioning equipment. Since this equipment will have radiation 
exposure limits equivalent to  the payload, the payload and thruster subsystem 
should be located together at one end of the spacecraft with the nuclear reactor 
at the opposite end. 
The ion thruster subsystem has a characteristic diameter of about ten feet in 
order to  provide adequate mounting area for the thrusters. A nuclear reactor 
of the type needed here is of small diameter, no more than about three feet. 
Since a radiation shadow shield will be needed between the reactor and the pay- 
load/thruster area, the minimum shield diameter and weight will be obtained 
by locating the shield next to  the reactor. 
Working in a ten foot diameter envelope, the MHD power system requires 
a total radiator section some 60 to 70 feet long. Since separation of the reactor 
and payload/thruster area minimizes shielding thickness requirements, the 
radiators &oddbe located in a continuous section between the reactor and the 
payload/thruster area. 
The MHD power generating equipment is linked to the nuclear reactor by at 
least two lithium coolant pipes and is connected to the payload/thruster area 
by the main power output cables. In addition, the MHD power generating equip- 
ment apparently does not include any items which are  especially sensitive to 
radiation. Since the power output cables can be kept small (MHD raw output is 
300 Hz, 600 Vac), the preferred location for the MHD equipment is just 
behind the radiation shield, near the reactor. 
With these guidelines as the starting point, the preliminary arrangement studies and con- 
figuration tradeoffs were conducted. 
2 ,4 .2  MHD EQUIPMENT BAY 
The MHD nozzle assembly, the MHD generator, the excitation capacitors, the recuper- 
ator, and other closely related equipment are to be located in one section o r  bay. Some 
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of these items, such as the MHD generator and nozzle assembly, must be located next 
to one another in order to function. Others should be close together for efficient design; 
for example, the excitation capacitors should be close to the MHD generator to minimize 
the length and, consequently, the l?R losses of the connecting cables which carry the large 
exciting currents which run from the capacitors to the generator and back. (The MHD 
generator exciting current is about four times greater than its output power current). 
Arrangement of the MHD bay was studied to determine the minimum diameter envelope 
which could contain this equipment so that if it i s  located just behind the radiation shield, 
the shield subtended angle (and weight and volume) would-be minimized. The MHD nozzle 
assembly was f i rs t  laid out using dimensions taken from the computer analysis of the base- 
line system. A 40-inch nozzle length was assumed since the JPL investigators indicated 
that extension beyond this length was not worthwhile. The downstream diffuser half- 
angle can vary from three degrees to five degrees; a three degree half-angle was assumed 
in order to calculate the longest difuser. 
Using the nozzle assembly as the basis, the key piping and component items were arranged 
to establish the MHD equipment envelope size. Figure 2-17 shows an arrangement 
which uses a single recuperator; Figure 2-18 shows an arrangement which uses two re- 
cuperators, one for  each side of the nozzle. In both cases, the cylindrical segments 
flanking the diffuser are available for  capacitor location providing more than the estimated 
three cubic feet required, an exposed surface which can reject ,150OW of heat, and a 
simple interface to insulate the capacitors from the hot MHD equipment. Aside from the 
capacitors, the MHD stators and pump windings are the only items in the MHD bay which 
do not operate at ,., 180OOF. It was therefore assumed that the MHD bay would be insulated 
on the outside surface of the envelope with the insulation envelope also providing micro- 
meteoroid protection. The internal components (MHD stators, etc.) which do not run 
at high temperature would be internally insulated and provided with a piped cooling system. 
The insulated exterior surface of the MHD bay can then be used as the mounting surface 
for this auxiliary cooling system. 
The arrangements shown in Figures 2-17 and 2-18 show that the MHD equipment can 
be encased in a cone frustum about ten feet long with upper and lower diameters of 44 
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inches and 58 inches. These diameters can be reduced somewhat by canting the MHD 
nozzle assembly and using a single recuperator or  relocating the dual recuperators. 
2.4 e 3 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE 
2.4.3.1 Candidate Configurations 
Based on the MHD equipment arrangement possibilities which were available, five general 
configurations for the MHD spacecraft were drawn up. Since the Thermionic Spacecraft 
Study found that a cylindrical o r  conical radiator was lighter than a triform radiator 
(Reference lo), configurations with conical radiators were considered here even though 
the study guidelines specify a triform radiator. 
Configuration No. 1 (Figure 2-19) uses a conical radiator with the radiation shield shadow 
projected to full diameter (ten foot nominal, nine and one-half foot actual) at the top of 
the payload bay. In this configuration, as in the other four, a 190 square foot secondary 
radiator is  assigned and the MHD equipment is assumed to be located inside this radiator. 
In Configuration No. 1, the MHD bay is a bit slender with upper and lower diameters of 
36 inches and 53 inches, but has extra length at 16.4 feet so  it is reasonable to assume 
that all MHD equipment could be arranged in this bay. 
Configuration No. 2 (Figure 2-20) differs from No. 1 only in that the MHD equipment 
bay is relocated down near the payload instead of just behind the radiation shield. This 
relocation might be made to reduce launch loads imposed on the main radiator o r  to move 
MHD equipment to a lower radiation region if the use of radiation sensitive components 
is found necessary. 
Configuration No. 3 (Figure 2-21), using a conical/cylindrical radiator, projects the 
radiation shield shadow to full diameter about halfway down the spacecraft. This shield 
angle covers an envelope behind it which accommodates the MHD bay configurations dis- 
cussed in the preceding sections. 
Configuration No. 4 (Figure 2-22) projects the same shield angle but with a triform radia- 
tor and a triangular shield and MHD equipment bay. This size and shape MHD bay should 
accommodate all the equipment. 
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Figure 2-19. MHD Spacecraft Configuration No. 1, Conical Radiator 
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Figure 2-20. MHD Spacecraft Configuration No. 2, Conical Radiator 
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Figure 2-21. MHD Spacecraft Configuration No. 3, Conical and Cylindrical Radiator 
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Figure 2-22.MHD Spacecraft Configuration No. 4, Triform Radiator 
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Configuration No,, 5 (Figure 2-23) uses the triform radiator and projects the shield shadow 
to full diameter at the aft end of the MHD bay. This arrangement provides the shortest 
spacecraft and a roomy MHD equipment bay, but at the expense of increased shield weight. 
In order to provide weights to be used in structural evaluation, the weights listed in Table 
2-10 were assumed; these weights are based on the initial design parameters with the 
shield weights calculated on the basis of 80 pounds per  cubic foot, assuming lithium 
hydride with three and one-half percent stainless steel density for structure and contain- 
ment and approximately 10 pounds per cubic foot allowance for shield cooling equipment. 
2 . 4 . 3 . 2  Structural Analysis 
The purpose of this analysis is to define the structural requirements for the five candidate 
spacecraft configurations to enable them to survive the static and dynamic load environments. 
The results of this study will be factored into the selection of a basic configuration. 
The candidate configurations consist of two conical configurations, one cylindrical-conical 
configuration and two triform configurations. In each case, the spacecraft is cantilevered 
from the booster interface and no structure ties exist between the shroud and the spacecraft. 
Two load conditions were considered in the analysis, representing the combined static 
and dynamic loadings at Stage I burnout and at Stage I1 burnout. These a re  shown below: 
Stage I Burnout - 3 g's lateral and 6 g's axial. 
Stage I1 Burnout - 0.67 g v s  lateral and 4 gvs  axial. 
These load conditions constitute the limiting design cases according to the booster 
manufacturer (Reference 11). 
This analysis was limited to  the primary radiator section of the spacecraft. Maximum 
use was made of the structural material configured for thermal requirements. The 
additional structure required to  meet the combined static and dynamic load conditions 
was then identified and sized. 
A summary of the additional structural weight requirements along with the maximum lateral 
tip deflections for each configuration is presented in Table 2-11.. It should be noted that 
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Figure 2-23. MHD Spacecraft Configuration No. 5, Triform Radiator 
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TABLE 2-11. MHD SPACECRAFT - WEIGHT ESTIMATES FOR 
CONFIGURATION TRADEOFF 
Reactor 2400 
Radiation Shipld 1200 t o  2500 * 
Primary R a d i a t o r  3400 t o  5800 *;k 
MHD Bay 5500 
Lithium Loop 400 
cs loop 1570 
Auxiliary Cooling Loop 780 
MHD Nozzle Assembly 250 
MHD Generator 1500 
Capacitors 500 
Cables, Insulat ion,  Etc. 500 
Payload 2200 
Thruster Sys tem 1500 
Propellant 15,000 
* Varies with included angle; assumes 30 inch LiH with no gamma 
shield needed, 
;w 3400 p(3unds i f  t r i form geometry; 5800 pounds i f  cy l indr ica l .  
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TABLE 2-12.SPACECRAFT WEIGHT AND TIP DEFLECTION SUMMARY 
Configuration 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
NOTES 
3920 
980 
1030 
2450 
2370 
3920 
980 
1030 
250 
224 
0 
0 
0 
2200 
2 146 
WL 
37,500 
34,580 
35 140 
33,950 
34,870 
WO 
37,500 
34,580 
35 , 140 
31,750 
32,724 
s~~~ 
22.8 
22.0 
12.5 
12 .0  
12 .3  
All weights in pounds 
A W T  - Total additional structural weight required 
AWL 
AWD 
WL 
WO 
- Non-disposable additional structural weight required 
- Disposable additional structural weight required 
- Total spacecraft weight at lift-off 
- Total spacecraft weight in orbit 
Maximum lateral tip deflection - inches s~ IP- 
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Configurations 1, 3, 4 and 5 each have the 5500 pound MHD generator and seccmdary 
radiator bay located near the tip of the spacecraft in contrast to configuration No. 2 
which has the MHD generator and secondary radiator bay located near the booster inter- 
face. Therefore, the loading in the secondary radiator is considerably lower for Con- 
figuration No. 2 resulting in lower structural weight. Configuration No. 3 has a comparably 
low structural weight because of its shorter overall length, larger bending moment of 
inertia, and the same nuinber of load paths in each bay (18 vapor ducts in each bay). 
The primary radiators of Configurations 1 and 2 consist of six longitudinal elements and 
having the shape of truncated cones with each conical element made up of a number of 
flat radiator panels as  shown in Figure 2-24. Configurations 1 and 2 have two elements 
of 24 panels, two of 12 panels and two of 6 panels. Configuration No. 3 has two cylin- 
drical elements and two conical elements containing 18 panels each. 
RADIATOR 
VAPOR CHAMBER 
Figure 2-2l. Cylindrical/Conical Radiator, Typical Cross-Section 
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A stability analysis of the 0.02-inch thick radiator panel skins employed in Configurations 
1, 2 and 3 has shown that buckling will occur at about 8,000 psi, far below the 46,500 psi 
working s t ress  of the 301-1/2 hard stainless steel structural material. Therefore, the 
panel skins were neglected a s  load carrying elements except in shear. The longitudinal 
loads a re  carried by the vapor ducts and the longerons located at the junctions of adjacent 
radiator panels e Four horizontal frames per conical or cylindrical element prevent 
buckling of the vapor duct and longerons. Because of the varying number of radiator 
panels in the conical elements of Configurations 1 and 2, load path discontinuities for the 
ducts and longerons exist a t  the junction of the conical elements. Therefore, shear panels 
have been provided at these junctions to  redistribute the loads. 
The conical-cylindrical configurations were assumed to  have no disposable structure since 
the between-panel longerons and between-bay shear panels a re  expected to be impractical 
to jettison. Therefore, the structure sized for the maximum launch load must be carried 
throughout the complete mission. 
The primary radiators of the triform configurations consist of flat panel elements main- 
tained in a Y configuration by semibulkheads located at  the junction of each longitudinal 
element. The length of a typical element is ten feet to twelve feet. Configuration No. 4 
contains three 33.5-foot rectangular sections at the lower end and three 20-foot tapered 
sections at the upper end. Configuration No. 5 contains three 50.3-fOOt rectangular sec- 
tions. The triform configurations have been designed using disposable structure to sup- 
port the maximum Stage I burnout loads, leaving only that structure required to support 
the Stage I1 burnout loads to remain with the spacecraft throughout the mission. 
To support the maximum Stage I burnout loads, 6.0 g's axial and 3.0 g's lateral, three 
disposable heavy channel sections a re  placed at  the edge of the radiator and are  joined 
to the launch vehicle at the base by a Marman clamp arrangement. Shear pins on 12-inch 
centers transmit the loads from the radiator structure to the support channels. Stabilizing 
bracing of 1-1/4 inch diameter tubes provide lateral torsional stability. A typical section 
of this disposable structure is shown in Figures 2-25 and 2-26. 
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Figure 2-25. Tr form Configuration, Typical Section with St 
I r  1 
RADIATOR PANEL 
STRUCTURE 
.bilizing Bracing 
Figure 2-26. Triform Support Structure 
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The remaining structure, required to support the Stage 11 burnout loads, 4.0 g's axial 
and 0.67 g's lateral, consists of light channels permanently attached to the edges of the 
radiator. 
In this appraisal, no methods of taking structural loads through a suitable reinforced 
flight fairing were considered. The flight fairing, a t  full diameter, offers the optimum 
bendhg moment of inertia per pound of material. However, reaching the load path would 
require that the payload and fairing diameters coincide or that load spreader members 
a re  included at  suitably frequent intervals. It is not expected that a significantly lighter 
structural weight can be obtained by doubling up on the fairing; by using the separate 
structure, the analysis is simplified. An additional benefit of separate structure is that 
the payload is then acoustically isolated from the fairing; this is expected to  be of signifi- 
cant advantage in the final design of small, poorly supported loads such a s  hoses and 
electrical leads. 
Conclusions from this Structural Analysis include: 
a. The fundamental frequency of the selected configuration should be calculated 
and compared with the booster requirements. It is anticipated that the resulting 
frequency will be on the order of one Hz which is below the current booster re- 
quirement of - six Hz. The lower frequency can probably be accommodated by 
design changes in the booster autopilot 
b. The effects of using aluminum in place of stainless steel for the disposable 
support structure of the triform designs should be analyzed. Stainless steel 
was chosen to eliminate differential thermal expansion. Since the MHD radiator 
is launched at low temperature, it may be possible to achieve attractive weight 
savings by using aluminum 
c. The effects of locating the MHD generator and secondary radiator bay near the 
booster interface should be investigated. 
2.4 .4 CONFIGURATION CHOICE 
The structural analysis preceding indicates that the triform radiator offers lower net 
weight than the conical radiator, so it will be used in the baseline design. The apparent 
success of the triform configuration here and its failure for the thermionic reactor 
spacecraft can be ascribed to the fact that the MHD radiator derives significant strength 
from the cesium vapor ducts. The conduction fin radiator in the thermionic reactor space- 
craft uses many small tubes, 
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The configuration with the MHD bay located at the bottom of the radiator (No. 2) seems to 
offer significant structural weight savings, suggesting synthesis of a new configuration 
using a triform radiator with the MHD bay at the aft end. The attraction of this idea 
dims when one considers some of the problems and weights that were omitted from 
Configuration No. 2 in order to simplify its analysis. 
increase in lithiurn inventory, piping, and pumping that would accompany relocation of 
the MHD bay. If the reactor line size calculated for the baseline design were retained 
the pipe and coolant alone would increase in weight by approximately 1,000 pounds and 
the reactor line pressure drop would increase by approximately 30 psi. In addition, 
An estimate was made of the 
the lithium accumulator, the startup pump, etc. would have to  increase in size. One 
can conclude, then, that relocation of the MHD bay to the aft end is possible but not 
attractive. 
Configuration No. 4, therefore, was used as the basis for the baseline design arrangement. 
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2.5 MAJOR DESIGN AREAS 
2.5.1 REACTOR AND SHIELD DESIGN 
2.5.1.1 Reactor 
The MHD power system requires a nuclear reactor heat source which can operate with 
coolant outlet temperatures ranging from 1600 to 2200 F. If possible, the reactor should 
be lithium-cooled in order that there is at least an option to use the reactor coolant direct- 
ly in the MHD cycle. Since no reactors of this type a re  under active development at 
present, it is important to base MHD reactor parameter estimates on reactor develop- 
ment work which has been done. The following reactor-design characteristics were 
generated on the basis of the PWAR-20 SNAP-50 design of 2.2 MW output (Reference 12). 
These characteristics a re  considered representative for an MHD reactor with minimum 
development time and risk. Extrapolations to other power levels and temperatures a re  
based on data in Reference 13. Size extrapolation assumes that core size grows only in 
diameter and not in length, with core sectional area proportional to power. This assump- 
tion will  give a conservative shield size estimate. The reactor design characteristics 
a re  listed in Table 2-13. 
output power and Figure 2-29 shows an elevation view of the baseline design (3.64 MW) 
reactor and shield. 
0 
Figures 2-27 and 2-28 show the size and weight variation with 
TABLE 2-13, MHD REACTOR DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
Reactor Type (spectrum) 
Design Life (full power hours) 
Fuel 
Coolant 
Coolant Outlet Temperature 
Inlet to Outlet Coolant Temperature 
Difference 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Drop 
Reactor Coolant Inlet Pressure 
Fast 
20,000 
95% dense UC/UN 
Lithium 
Nominal 2000°F 
Range 1700 to 2300°F 
Nominal 100°F 
Range 75 to 125'F 
Nominal 10  psi 
Nominal 53 psi* 
~ ~~ 
* Higher as necessary to suit MHD cycle conditions. 
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NOTE: O.D. OF SHUTTER CONTROLLED REACTOR IS 
MEASURED FROM CENTERLINES OF ACTUATOR SHAFTS 
O.D. FOR DRUM CONTROLLED REACTOR IS O.D. OF DRUM 
HOUSING. 
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Figure 2-27.. MHD Reactor Diameter 
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Figure 2-28. MHD Reactor Weight 
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Figure 2-29. MHD Reactor and Shield 
The reactor shown in Figure 2-29 uses six reflector shutters for control. 
drive shown in Figure 2-29 and in detai l  in Figure 2-30 is based on a nutating gear drive 
which may be used with a liquid-cooled drum control system and derives from a hydrogen 
flow control valve actuator which was designed by Bendix Corporation Aerospace Division 
for NA SA in the NERVA program (Reference 14). 
liquid cooled through the connections provided. 
configuration. If desired, a more conventional drive could be installed below the shield 
with extension shafts running through the shield to the control reflectors. The actuator 
design could then be simpler but weight would probably be greater and the drives might 
occupy space below the shield which is desired for MHD equipment. 
The control 
This control drive actuator can be 
This actuator can be used for a compact 
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NUTATING AND 
FIXED GEARS 
(N AND N-1 TEETH 
RESPECTIVELY) 
Figure 2-30. MHD Reactor Control Actuator 
In addition to the PWAR-20 design, the NASA-Lewis Research Center is currently con- 
ducting a study of a fast 2 MW reactor (Reference 15). 
fully enriched UN fuel pins as the basic core component and lithium as the reactor coolant. 
In the PWAR-20 case, control is effected by variation in the neutron leakage rate, while 
the NASA design employs rotating drums in the side reflector (see Figure 2-31). The 
drums each contain a neutron poison sector and a fuel element sector. 
side reflector of the PWAR-20 is located outside of the pressure vessel and is  cooled by 
radiation to space. 
vessel and are cooled by the primary lithium coolant. 
as the nuclear radiation shield is of the shadow type located on the reactor axis as is the 
case for the unmanned missions of interest here. However, if mission requirements were 
to specify the need for a 47r shield, control of the neutron leakage rate would become in- 
effective and drum control would be required. 
drums remained outside of the pressure vessel, a second coolant loop and associated pump 
and radiator would become necessary. 
Both of these designs utilize 
The shutter type 
The NASA LeRC reactor control drums are located within the pressure 
Radiative cooling is feasible as long 
If this were the case, and if the control 
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Figure 2-31. NASA LeRC Fast Reactor 
In certain circumstances shield weight will be sensitive to control method. 
the lateral extension of a shadow shield will be large enough to ensure that no radiation 
leaving the reactor can proceed directly to the radiation sensitive areas. Consequently, 
the greater the reactor outside dimensions, the larger the shield lateral dimensions and 
weight will become. 
through the control of the neutron leakage rate, will tend to have the larger reactor diameter. 
There may be compensating effects, however; a larger core length to diameter ratio may 
be attainable which will tend to reduce the shadow shield axial thickness. 
the greater self-absorption within the core along the axial direction. 
Ordinarily, 
A shutter type side reflector, designed to effect reactor control 
This follows from 
In terms of hardware development, one of the most significant programs has been fuel pin 
development. 
cent with less than 2 percent diametral swelling in 10,000 hours of operation at clad tem- 
peratures of about 1800'F. These results are very promising and enhance the credibility 
of the parametric data assigned to the MHD reactor based on the PWAR-20 design. 
In-pile tests of fuel pins, clad with Cb-lZr, have reached burnups of 5 per- 
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2.5.1.2 Shield 
The radiation shield used in the baseline design is a lithium hydride neutron shield. A 
3.5 percent volume fraction of the shield is assumed to be stainless steel containment 
and support structure, giving the shield an average density of 0,0365 lb/in. 
a specific gravity of 0.78 for cast LiH). An additional 1/16 inch canning plate is allowed 
for the outside surface of the shield to assist in heat dissipation and to enhance resistance 
3 (assuming 
to micrometeorite puncture. 
The 33-inch shield thickness is based on a conservative extrapolation of shield analysis 
reported in Reference 12; this same analysis and extrapolation indicates that no gamma 
shield is necessary. The radiation shield is assumed to be passively cooled, operating 
ata temperatureof less than 1000 F. Shield heating rate estimates made in Reference 16 
(See Figure 2-32) were made for the in-core thermionic reactor. The MHD reactor would 
have a harder flux spectrum but these heating rates are considered usable for estimating 
purposes. 
would generate only about one kW of combined neutron and gamma heat. With c* 30 square 
feet of surface area viewing space, the shield can easily reject many times this much heat. 
0 
These heating rates indicate that a small shadow shield such as  is used here 
Estimates were made of the shielding requirements for the MHD reactor as a function of 
reactor power level and shield/payload separation distance. The separation distances 
considered here, 40 feet o r  greater, permit the simplifying assumption that the dose 
rate varies as the inverse square of the distance from the shield. 
will hold quite well for  separation distances greater than about twice the diameter of the 
This approximation 
shield face, which in the present case would be about eight feet. 
the dose rate will be directly proportional to the power level. 
if the reactor geometry were to be fixed and increase in power were effected by an increase 
in the power density. 
was brought about 5y maintaining the power density and increasing the core volume through 
an increase in its length. 
part by the original core volume and hence its contribution to the dose rate would be 
reduced. 
bution of the added source to the dose rate would be somewhere between the two cases 
discussed above. 
It is also assumed that 
This would be strictly true 
It would be an overestimate of the dose rate if the power increase 
The added source volume in this case would be shielded in 
If the core volume were increased by increasing the core diameter, the contri- 
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10-1 I I I 1 
Figure 2-32. Shield Heating Rates 
In order to minimize the dose rate at the payload due to radiation scattered from the 
radiator or  other structures, the radiation and the equipment located directly behind the 
shield are  to be within the shielded cone. 
lateral extension is essentially unaffected by the variation in the shield/payload separation 
distance considered here. Hence, the rear shield face, viewed as a surface source of 
radiation, will have a constant area. 
of the LiH shield is based upon the results of a calculation of fission spectrum neutrons 
in an infinite medium of LiH. 
LiH shield is based upon the results of a shield calculation performed at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory for the Unmanned Thermionic Spacecraft Study (Reference 16). 
The neutron and gamma ray dose limits at the payload, for 1.4 x 10 
power operating hours, were set at 10 
and 1 0  rads for gamma rays, 
was more than adequate for the gamma rays. 
tion of reactor power level and shield/payload separation distance is given in Figure 2-33. 
This requirement results in a shield whose 
The variation of the neutron flux with the thickness 
The variation of the gamma dose with the thickness of the 
4 equivalent full 
nvt for neutrons with energies above 1 MeV, 
It was found that the LiH shield required for the neutrons 
12 
7 
The LiH shield axial thickness as a func- 
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Figure 2-%.Variation of Radiation Shield Thickness With Reactor Power Level 
and Payload Separation Distance 
2.5.2 MHD GENERATOR 
2.5.2.1 Generator Design 
The MHD generator in the baseline system consists of two laminated iron stator blocks with 
a wide, shallow lithium flow passage between them. 
direction of flow, perpendicular to the broad side of the flow passage. 
a r e  fitted with 25 copper winding (50 turns each) coils which run through slots in the 
stators normal to the laminations with each coil loop completed by coming over the out- 
side face of the stator block, opposite the flow passage (see Figure 2-34). 
ing in Figure 2-34 indicates, the coils a r e  numbered and designated a s  slots serving 
various sections of the generator duct. 
the upstream and downstream compensating poles, a s  well a s  the first and last segments of 
the travelling wave region. Table 2-13 lists each slot, the location of its pole piece with 
respect to the travelling wave region of the generator, and the slot widths for the baseline 
design generator. Table 2-14 lists the slip, fluid velocity, field velocity and field intensity at 
each slot point; Table 2-15 lists the major energy quantities received or generated in each sector/ 
The stator laminations run in the 
The stator blocks 
A s  the number- 
Slots 0 and 22 have two coils each and serve 
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slot, the kinetic energy input, - (Vi - V ), the winding loss (I R), the net usable 
2 4) 
power generated in the winding and the reactive power of the winding. Note that the first 
coil of the generator (slot 0) has negative net power, requiring the input of 81.31 kWe of 
power, and that the last coil (slot 22) generates 138.15 kWe, almost half of the net power 
produced by the entire generator. 
the large powers demanded at the inlet and generated at  the exit are due to the abrupt 
establishment and termination of the machine's magnetic field. This power generation 
asymmetry almost demands that slots 0 and 22 be wired together. Fortunately, these 
This is characteristic of a linear generator of this type, 
two slots a re  almost in phase with one another and are wired together with some additional 
phase correcting capacitance (see Paragraph 2.5.7 ). An additional advantage can be taken 
of the way the MHD generator produces power. Slots 0 and 22 are  obviously vital, but the 
other slots produce only small amounts of power (between 1 and 7 percent). If vital auxilia- 
ries are  powered by slot 22, then an open-circuit failure of one of the other slots would not 
have a significant effect on power output, if the power conditioning system is not seriously 
perturbed by the input change. This is, in fact, one of the reasons for choosing the baseline 
design power conditioning system (again, see Paragraph 2.5 . 7 ) .  
The generator stator material is assumed to be Hyperco 27, saturating at about 2 Tesla 
( - 130,000 lines/in. ); there might be some advantage in using Hyperco 50 which 
saturates at about 2.4 Tesla. The winding material in the MHD generator is assumed to 
be copper with no cladding of any kind. In high temperature winding systems of this sort, 
it is usually advantageous to use silver conductors and, whether silver o r  copper, the 
conductors should be clad with a protective layer of nickel o r  Inconel to prevent diffusion 
of conductor material through the insulation at temperature. The baseline design calcula- 
tions a re  based on the assumption that 80 percent of the slot cross-sectional area is 
2 
occupied by conductor material. The inclusion of cladding material and heavier insulation 
may reduce this conductor area fraction to as little as 50 percent. 
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T A B U  2-14. BASELINE DESIGN MHD GENERATOR DIMENSIONS 
Slot 
No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15  
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Distance From 
Beginning Of 
Travelling 
Wave Region 
(cm) 
0.00 
1.33 
2.63 
3.91 
5.17 
6.39 
7.60 
8.77 
9.92 
11.05 
12.15 
13.22 
14.28 
15.30 
16.30 
17.28 
18.24 
19.17 
20.08 
20.97 
21.84 
22.69 
23.57 
Flow 
Channel 
Height At 
Slot Pole Piece 
@ m) 
0.754 
0.774 
0.795 
0.016 
0.837 
0.859 
0.882 
0.905 
0.928 
0.952 
0.977 
1.002 
1.028 
1.054 
1.081 
1.108 
1.136 
1.165 
1.194 
1.224 
1.254 
1.286 
1.320 
Width of Slot 
At Widest Point 
Near Poi& 
Piece 
(cm) 
5.021 
1.742 
1.692 
1.642 
1.592 
1.542 
1.492 
1.442 
1.394 
1.345 
1.297 
1.250 
1.204 
1.158 
1.114 
1.070 
1.027 
0.985 
0.944 
0.904 
0.865 
0.827 
5.021 
Width of Slot 
At Narrowest 
Point, Opposite 
Pole Piece 
(cm) 
5.021 
1.276 
1.215 
1.153 
1.090 
1.026 
0.961 
0.895 
0.830 
0.763 
0.697 
0.630 
0.564 
0.498 
0.433 
0.369 
0.307 
0.248 
0.191 
0.138 
0.091 
0.052 
5.021 
Slot Depth = 6.58 cm 
Wall Thickness (Stator-To-Fluid) 
Li Channel Width 
= 0.4 cm 
= 25.1 cm 
Duct 
Average 
Compensating Pole Length (cm) Height (cm) No. of Vanes 
Upstream 5.02 1.73 
Downstr eam 5.02 1.66 
18 
28 
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Slot No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20  
2 1  
22 
TABLE 2-15 BASELINE DESIGN MHD GENERATOR DYNAMIC 
C HARAC T ERIS TICS 
Slip 
0.212 
0.203 
0.194 
0.186 
0.178 
0.170 
0.163 
0.156 
0.149 
0.143 
0.136 
0.130 
0,125 
0.119 
0.114 
0.109 
0.104 
0.100 
0.095 
0.091 
0.087 
0.083 
0.079 
Fluid 
Velocity 
<M/s ec ) 
114.4 
111.4 
108.6 
105.8 
103.0 
100.4 
97.8 
95.4 
92.9 
90.6 
88.3 
86.1 
83.9 
81.8 
79.8 
77.8 
75.9 
74.1 
72.2 
70.5 
68.8 
67.1 
65.4 
94.4 
92.6 
90.9 
89.2 
87.5 
85.8 
84.1 
82.5 
80.9 
79.3 
77.7 
76.2 
74.6 
73.1 
71.7 
70.2 
68.8 
67.4 
66.0 
64.6 
63.3 
62.0 
60.6 
Field 
Strength 
(TESLA ) 
0.470 
0.479 
0.488 
0.497 
0.507 
0.517 
0.527 
0.538 
0.549 
0.560 
0.571 
0.583 
0.594 
0.607 
0.619 
0.632 
0.645 
0.659 
0.673 
0.687 
0.701 
0.716 
0.732 
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Sector 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Total 
TABLE 2-16. BASELINE DESIGN MHD GENERATOR, 
POWER SUMMARY 
Input Power 
(Kinetic 
Energy) 
(k W) 
16.08 
30.72 
29.10 
27.56 
26.10 
24.71 
23.39 
22.14 
20.97 
19.86 
18.80 
17.80 
16.86 
15.97 
15.13 
14.34 
13.59 
12.89 
12.22 
11.59 
11.00 
10.44 
5.72 
416.96 
Winding 
Loss 
(kW) 
0.59 
0.22 
0.23 
0.24 
0.25 
0.26 
0.28 
0.29 
0.31 
0.33 
0.36 
0.39 
0.42 
0.46 
0.51 
0.56 
0.63 
0.71 
0.80 
0.92 
1.07 
1.26 
1.05 
12.14 
Net 
Power 
( W )  
-81.31 
18.51 
17.72 
16.94 
. .16.17 
15.41 
14.66 
13.92 
13.21 
12.50 
11.80 
11.12 
10.46 
9.80 
9.16 
8.53 
7.91 
7.29 
6.67 
6.05 
5.41 
4.75 
138.15 
294.84 
Reactive 
Power 
( K V 4  
151.8 
51.4 
51.1 
50.9 
50.7 
50.6 
50.5 
50.4 
50.3 
50.3 
50.3 
50.4 
50.4 
50.5 
50.7 
50.9 
51.1 
51.3 
51.5 
51.7 
52.0 
190.7 
50.6. 
1410.2 
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2 . 5 . 2 . 2  Generator Cooling 
Tbe MHD g e n e r a  t o  r s t a t  o r i r o n and the coils must be 
protected from the high temperature of the lithium stream. The stator iron must be kept 
well below its Curie temperature (- 1400 F) to maintain magnetic permeability; the 
copper coils should be held at a temperature low enough to keep the copper's resistance, 
and therefore the coil losses, at an acceptable level. Consideration was given at first to 
the use of cooling pipes running through the back iron of the stator blocks as shown in 
0 
Figure 2-35. 
gradient of about 800 F between the channel wall and the cooling pipes, including transfer 
of coil losses into the stator. Cooling the coils independently reduces this gradient to 
700 F, still an unacceptable value. Figure 2- 3 shows a second alternative considered. 
The section shown in this figure is taken at one side of the lithium channel looking in the 
direction of flow. Heat transfer from the lithium to the stator is retarded by the ceramic 
plate and a vacuum gap provided by a layer of ceramic microspheres; then a thin layer of 
ducts carrying NaK coolant, lying between the ceramics and the stator, remove the heat 
that does come through. The coolant ducts are small and separated from one another by 
strips of electrical insulation to prevent the generation of transverse eddy currents. 
Analysis showed these small ducts to be an attractive way to cool the stator iron but not 
effective for cooling the windings. With NaK coolant and heat loads in the realm of 25 to 
50 kW, the size of these cooling &cts is limited by fabrication capabilities; pressure drop 
and pumping power are very small. 
Reference 17, is assumed to be sufficient in limiting heat load to 35 kW (2 sides) if the back 
side is ,800 F. The 0.10 inch ducts shown in Figure 2-36 are more than adequate for 
removing this heat; for the baseline design the combined layer was assumed to be not 
0.200 inches, but 0.158 inches (4 mm) for purpose of calculation. 
ness of this layer on generator performance is discussed in Paragraph 2 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 2 .  
This technique is not attractive because analysis showed a stator temperature 
0 
0 
The slotted wall and ceramic layer, proposed in 
0 
The effect of the thick- 
To remove the winding loss heat, a finned aluminum winding loom with stainless steel 
NaK coolant passages is used to cool the external run of each coil. This loom and the 
cooling analysis a re  discussed in Paragraph 2 . 6 . 1 . 3 .  
2 , s .  2 . 3  .MHD Generator Design Problems 
An appraisal of the MHD generator design reveals a number of areas where serious 
development problems exist or where modification of analytical assumptions or methods 
should be considered. 
-. ... . 
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COOLING IN / 
COOLING 
OUT 
Figure 2-35. Cooling Pipes in MHD Stator Block 
CESIUM V A W R  
PASSAGE 
CERAMIC. PLATE 
VACUUMGAP 
ELECTRICAL 
I N S U l A m  
0.100 
! 
Figure 2-36. MHD Stator Cooling Passages at Lithium Duct Face 
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2.5.2.3.1 Vanes - The upstream and downstream compensating pole regions of the 
MHD generator are fitted with many small vanes to suppress transverse fluid currents 
in this region. 
be as thin as possible, electrically resistive and must withstand the erosive force of hot 
lithium for long periods. 
effect on generator performance but a loose piece of metal in the flow stream could have 
disastrous effects. This .problem has been recognized by the workers at JPL and design 
development is underway to re-optimize the generator duct geometry to greater height 
and narrower width in order that the vanes may be eliminated altogether, o r  fewer,and 
thicker, vanes used. The attendant change in system efficiency is slight; reliability is 
increased greatly,and the can loss problem is.alleviated by the narrower duct, as indicated 
in the following section. 
These vanes constitute a mechanical design problem since they should 
Should a vane be carried away, its absence would have little 
2.5.2.3.2 
segmented duct, an approximate calculation was made for the duct loss assuming a 0.060 
inch refractory metal duct. Duct loss is given by (Reference 18 and 19) the following 
formula for a moving field of amplitude B lines/in. 
The duct electrical resistivity (ohm-in. ) is p .  
Can Loss - In order to assess the degree of need for a nonconducting or at least 
with a wave velocity of V in. /sec. R 
2 2 12.5 10-20 
= VR B x- Loss (kW) 
in. 3 duct wall P 
2 Taking B = 38,400 lines/in. (0.607T) and VB = 2880 in. /sec (73.1 m/sec) corresponding 
to values given at slot No. 13 near the center of the duct. The loss per unit duct volume is 
( p = 20 x 10  ohm-in. ) 75 kW/in. for the baseline generator. 
For a duct wall volume of approximately 12 in. 
loss is of the order of 900 kW. This result is of course meaningless in the sense that 
the electromagnetic effect of such large duct wall currents would greatly increase the 
winding load current and would completely invalidate the present design. The result is 
only shown to emphasize the absolute need for a nonconducting, (or at least segmented) 
duct. The use of a refractory metal duct in the manner of current state of the a r t  induction 
type EM pumps, which operate at duct flux density levels approximately 1/4 that of this 
design and at field wave velocities approximately 1/6 of that used here, is completely out 
of the question. 
-6 3 
(2 x 10 in. x 10  in. x 0. 06 in.) the total 
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0 
No ceramics have been identified which can resist 1800 F lithium for long periods. 
cesium vapor buffer scheme depicted in Figure 2-36 is complex. 
calculations of can loss rules out ordinary duct walls, one possibility remains. 
in the preceding section, generator redesign to eliminate the vanes in the compensating 
pole region leads to a narrower duct. This geometry change alone reduces can losses 
significantly b y  reducing the area affected. In addition, the can losses can be further 
reduced by reducing the field intensity. For example, a 200 kWe system design recently 
The 
Although the preceding 
A s  noted 
calculated has the parameters listed in Tables 2-37, 2-18 and 
Slot 12, 
= 72.0 M/sec = 2840 in/sec v12 
B12 = 0.348 T = 22,000 lines/in. 
3 the can loss if calculated and found to be 24.4 kW/in , about 
calculated for the baseline design. Thus, if some wall design 
2-39. Using the values for 
one-third of the value 
with an equivalent metal 
thickness of the order of 0.010 inch can be developed, a duct wall with acceptably low loss 
can be made; the loss for 0.010 inch thickness is 28 kWe out of the 200 kWe, about 
14 percent. 
Current work at General Electric in ceramic/refractory metal technology has suggested 
a design solution for the MHD duct wall. 
a special manner, a layer of appropriate thickness, about 0.2 inch, can be made which has 
a relatively low thermal conductivity (see Figure 2-37). 
graded seal addition to present a solid Cb-1Zr face to the lithium for corrosion resistance, 
and increase rapidly in A1 0 
rapidly. 
(Figure 2-36) to provide one thermal radiation gap, this would provide adequate thermal 
resistance. 
the structural performance of this layer should also be acceptable. 
in this area is recommended as discussed in Appendix A .  
If a matrix of A1 0 and Cb-lZr is formed in 2 3  
This layer would be made with 
content so  that electrical conductivity in the plane decreases 
With a layer of ceramic microspheres between it and the stator cooling passages 
2 3  
Since A1 0 and Cb-lZr have similar coefficients of thermal expansion, 2 3 .  
Development work 
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TABLE 2-17. Constant Slip 200 kWe MHD Generator Dimensions 
Slot 
No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
11 
12 
13 
1 4  
15  
16  
17  
1 8  
19  
20 
2 1  
22 
23 
24 
Distance From 
Beginning of 
Travelling 
Wave Region 
(cm). 
0.000 
1.69 
3.35 
4.98 
6.59 
8.17 
9.72 
11.24 
12.74 
14,21 
15.65 
17.06 
18.44 
19.79 
21.12 
22.41 
23.68 
24.91 
26.11 
27.28 
28.42 
29.53 
30.60 
31.64 
32.64 
F low 
Channel 
Height at 
Slot Pole Piece 
(cm) 
1.417 
1 440 
1,464 
1.489 
1.514 
1.541 
1.568 
1.597 
1.627 
1.659 
1.692 
1,726 
1.763 
1.801 
1.842 
1.885 
1.930 
1.979 
2.032 
2.088 
2,149 
2.215 
2.287 
2.366 
2.454 
Width of Slot 
at Widest Point 
Near Pole 
Piece 
(cm) 
7.421 
2.506 
2.452 
2.398 
2.343 
2.288 
2.233 
2.178 
2.122 
2.066 
2.009 
1.952 
1.894 
1,836 
1.777 
1.717 
1,656 
1.595 
1,532 
1.468 
1.402 
1.335 
1,267 
1.196 
7,421 
Slot Depth 7.42 cm - 
Width of Slot 
A t  Na rrowe st 
Point, Opposite 
Pole Piece 
(cm) 
7,421 
1.846 
1.777 
1.706 
1.635 
1.564 
1.491 
1.417 
1.341 
1.265 
1.187 
1.107 
1.026 
0,943 
0.859 
0,773 
0.684 
0.595 
0.504 
0.412 
0.321 
0.232 
0,148 
0.075 
7.421 
0.4 cm 
11.6 cm 
- Wall Thickness (Stator- to-F h i d )  
Li Channel Width - 
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TABLE 2-18. Constant Slip 200 kWe MHD Generator Dynamic Characteristics 
Slot No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Slip 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
Fluid 
Velocity 
(M/ se c) 
116.5 
114.6 
112.7 
110.9 
109.0 
107.1 
105.2 
103.3 
101.4 
99.5 
97.6 
95.6 
93.7 
91.7 
89.6 
87.6 
85.5 
83.4 
81.2 
79.1 
76.8 
74.5 
72.2 
69.8 
67.3 
Wave 
Velocity 
(M/sec) 
89.6 
88.2 
86.7 
85.3 
83.9 
82.4 
81.0 
79.5 
78.0 
76.6 
75.1 
73.6 
72.0 
70.5 
69.0 
67.4 
65.8 
64.2 
62.5 
60.8 
59.1 
57.3 
55.5 
53.7 
51.7 
Field 
Strength 
(TESLA) 
0.280 
0.285 
0.289 
0.294 
0.299 
0.304 
0.310 
0.316 
0.321 
0.328 
0.334 
0.341 
0.348 
0.356 
0.364 
0.372 
0.381 
0.391 
0.401 
0.412 
0.425 
0.438 
0.452 
0.467 
0.485 
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TABLE 2-19, Constant Slip 200 kWe MHD Generator  P o w e r  Summary 
Net  
Power  
(kW) 
Sector  
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
TOTAL 
Reactive 
Power  
(KVA) 
Input Power 
(Kinetic 
Energy) 
(W . 
233.58 
9h 04 
17.87 
17 .61  
17.36 
17.13 
16.90 
16.69 
16.48 
16.29 
16.10 
15.92 
15.76 
15.60 
15.45 
15.30 
15.17 
15.04 
14.92 
14.80 
14.69 
14.59 
14.50 
14.41 
14.33 
7.16 
502.1 379.10 
Winding 
Loss 
(kW 
0.20 
0.16 
0.17 
0.18 
0.18 
0.19 
0.20 
0.21 
0.22 
0.23 
0.25 
0.26 
0.28 
0.30 
0.32 
0.35 
0. 38 
0.42 
0.46 
0.52 
0.59 
0.68 
0.81 
0.99 
0.21 
~~ 
8.77 
-28.90 
10.19 
10.18 
10.17 
10.15 
10.14 
10.13 
10.11 
10.10 
10.08 
10.06 
10.04 
10. 02 
9.99 
9.96 
9.93 
9.89 
9.84 
9. 79 
9.72 
9.64 
9.54 
9.40 
9.21 
34.19 
29.3 
20.9 
20.8 
20.6 
20.5 
20.4 
20.2 
2 0 . 1  
20.0 
19.9 
19.7 
19.6 
19 .5  
19.4 
19 .3  
19.2 
19.2 
19 .1  
19.0 
19.0 
18 .9  
18 .9  
18 .9  
18.9 
20.9 
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.005 
s 
Lithium Channel -\ 
\ 
,- .125 A1203 P l a t e  
Faced With .005 Cb-1Zr 
050 ZrO2 Insulat ion 
.----- Cb-1 Zr ( .005) 
'. Expansion Bel lows 
/' Cb- 1 Zr 
C1 ad Conductor -" 
Cloth 
Figure 2-37. Proposed MHD Generator Duct 
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2 . 5 . 2 . 3 . 3  Core Loss - The core loss has been approximately evaluated with the use of experi- 
mental data for total core loss (eddy current plus hysteresis) in watts per pound for 
Hyperco 27 0.004 inch thick laminations as a function of flux density and frequency. At 
a frequency of 300 Hz, 20,000 gauss (2T) the core loss is of the order of 20 watts per 
pound. 
not negligible) compared to the ?R loss in the windings. The temperature difference 
involvedin conducting this loss through a Hyperco 27 stator is of the order of 150 F assum- 
ing the core is cooled at  the back. It may be noted, however, that 0.9 is a more realistic 
value of stacking factor for  flame sprayed alumina interlaminar insulation type cores 
This corresponds to 3600 watts for the 180 pound core. This loss is small (but 
0 
with 0.004 inch larninations. 
2 . 5 . 2 . 3 . 4  Winding Loss - It has been found that large e r rors  result lrom the calculation of the 
winding loss on the basis of applying an average current density and average ac/dc resistance 
(Rac/Rdc) ratio, and an average space factor over the entire slot cross section. The 
reasons for this are the following: 
1. The presence of a slotliner ground insulator, of turn to turn insulation, and of 
low conductivity nickel o r  Inconel coating in the silver (or copper) conductors 
affects the effective available conducting cross section of the various conductors 
stacked in the tapered slot quite non-uniformly. This causes inequality of the 
current density in slot conductors, at least with the present slot dimensions. 
2. Since the slot leakage field flux density varies greatly from the top to bottom of the 
slot, the conductor eddy current density and the Rac/Rdc ratio also vary greatly. 
Formulae for this effect available in the literature cover only the case of a con- 
stant width slot. The average value of the Rac/Rdc ratio for 50 series conductors 
approximately 1 .13  mm thick at 300 cps (silver at 70OoF) is approximately 1 .4 ,  
but the ratio varies from essentially 1 . 0  for the bottom conductor to 2 . 2  for the 
top conductor (near the open end of the slot) (Reference 20). 
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The following conclusions can be stated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
A 20 to 30 mil thick ceramic slot liner (smaller thicknesses being mechanically 
impractical), combined with wrap-around E o r  S glass serving turn to turn insula- 
tion, combined with several mils of nickel o r  Inconel coating results in prohibitively 
high current densities in the conductors placed near the bottom of the narrow slots. 
The design must be modified to widen some of the slots at the narrow end. 
In conjunction with wider slots at  the narrow end, design for non-uniform conductor 
thickness may be.advantageous. The effect of thickness on Rac/Rdc loss ratio is 
much smaller at the slot bottom than at the top. This would tend to equalize cur- 
rent density and loss per unit volume. 
The winding loss calculation portion of the generator design computer program 
might be modified to calculate current density and Rac/Rdc ratio for each individual 
conductor, taking into account the effects of varying conductor dimensions, leakage 
field flux density, and variation of temperature. This could be done in conjunction 
with a somewhat detailed design selection of the conductor and slot insulation system. 
2 .5 .2 .  3.5 Heat Transfer. Because of extremely high current density in some of the slot 
conductors (region of the narrow end of slots 18 through 21) the conductor cooling mode 
based on heat conduction along the conductors in the slot portion to a cooled, out-of-stack 
region of the conductors is not adequate in this portion of the winding. Also, even the wide 
region of these same slots is somewhat marginal with respect to hot spot to coolant AT 
because of the high Rac/Rdc ratio prevailing locally near the open end of the slots. As 
stated above, it is essential to reduce the peak locall current density in some of the slots. 
Also, it appears that a more detailed calculation procedure for conductor temperature 
distribution is necessary. This procedure should account for intra conductor heat transfer 
across turn to turn insulation and associated interface thermal resistances and also for 
heat transfer into the stack across the slot insulator and associated interfacial thermal 
resistances. Some data is available (Reference 21) in the magnitude of such interfacial 
thermal resistances under vacuum conditions. 
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2,5.3 MHD NOZZLE A§§EMBLY 
One key problem was investigated in the design of the MHD nozzle assembly, how to prevent 
unacceptable distortion of the nozzle geometry due to creep effects. The baseline system 
uses a nozzle with a very wide and shallow bore, 9 to 10 inches wide and only about an 
inch high in the throat. Made of Cb-1Zr and operating at 
internal pressure can distort this rectangular flow passage to an elliptical shape. The 
pressure profile can be considered roughly the same as that reported in Reference 22 and 
illustrated in Figure 2-38. A calculation of design stresses and material thickness re- 
quirements was made using the nozzle geometry shown in Figure 2-39. It was assumed 
that the limit of acceptable distortion would be a 5 percent increase in the flow passage 
width o r  height, d 
0 1800 F for 10 to 20,000 hours, 
d' 5 1.05 d 
Thus, the beam (side) deflection, y, is 2 . 5  percent of the passage dimension, and the 
strain, E ,  is 
32C 16t 
Y = -  Y E =- 
Q 2  e 2  
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Figure 2-38. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Pressure 
Profiles in a Two-Phase Nozzle 
NOZZLE AND DIFFUSER WIDTH ' 9 IN. 
INSIDE HEIGHT = 1 IN, 
INSIDE HEIGHT 2 6  IN. 
1 
I 
I 
- -  - - - -  
I 
I 
L-- - - - - J  
L- 25 IN. 
Figure 2-39. MHD Nozzle and Diffuser Size 
Baseline Design 
- 
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and the stress, 6, is 
L LL. 
where 
t = the height o r  thickness of the beam 
,! = the beamlength 
c = distance from neutral axis to outermost fiber of the beam 
M = the bending moment 
I = the moment of inertia 
P = internal pressure 
For throat deflection 
2 2 /! = 9 in. , I  = 81 in. , d = 1 in. 
y = 0.025 x 1 . 0  = 0.025 in. 
l 6 O 0  O* 025 t = 0.495 t 1600 t %E = Y =  
81 
For outlet end deflection 
2 2 1 = 9 in., 1 = 81 in. , d = 2 . 6  in. 
y = 0.025 x 2.6 = 0.065 in. 
1600 x 0.065 = 1.28 
81. % E  = 
It was assumed that the nozzle internal pressure is 100 psia at the throat and 10  psi at 
the outlet end. Therefore, for throat stress: 
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P = 100 psi 
100 x 81 o =  
2t2 
For outlet end stress 
P = 10 psi 
10 x 81 u =  
2t2 
4050 
2 
t 
= -  
405 = -  
t2 
To evaluate these stresses in terms of material thickness two materials Cb-1Zr and TZM, 
were considered and the following assumptions were made: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
Cb - 1 Z r  properties a re  taken from Reference 23, page 9-26, Figures 9-11 and 
9-15 with the time scale of Figure 9-11 of Reference 23 increased by a factor of 
1000 to take advantage of the improvements available through annealing. Figures 
2-51 and 2-52 here are reproductions of Figures 9-11 and 9-15 of Reference 23. 
The 0.5 percent creep curve is estimated to be 
curve (see Figure 2-40). 
33 percent of the 1 percent 
TZM properties are taken from Reference 24 (page 479, Figure 7) indicating 
that TZM lo a a - 1 Z r  
Figure 2-40 can be multiplied by 10 and the figure used for TZM. 
at 1800° F. Consequently, the,stress scale of 
The side of the nozzle acts a s  a fixed-fixed beam. 
No stress or load redistribution takes place due to creep. 
Five percent change in passage width allowed for creep over 15,000 hours, 
Using these assumptions and the preceding relationships of stress and wall thickness, the 
wall thicknesses in Table2-19 were calculated. The weights of the Cb-1Zr nozzle assem- 
bly and the TZM nozzle assembly were calculated by assuming that all of the nozzle up- 
stream of the throat and the downstream diffuser a re  made of throat (100 psi) wall thick- 
ness, and that the nozzle downstream of the throat is made of the wall thickness calculated 
for the end (10 psi). This is an optimistic assumption if the pressure profile shown in 
Figure 2-38 is representative. The weight calculated for the Cb-1Zr nozzle was 1270 
pounds; the weight of the TZM nozzle was calculated to be 850 pounds. The TZM nozzle 
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is used in the weight summary, realizing that a Cb-1Zr inner liner may be needed for  
chemical compatibility with the liquid metal streams. 
TABLE 2-20,, MHD NOZZLE WALL THICKNESSES 
THROAT 
Material 
Nb-1Zr 
- 
END -
I L  
Materi .1 
TZM 
T = 1800'F 
P = 100 psia 
T = 1800°F 
P = 10 psia 
0.7  0 . 5  
0.3 0.25  
The nozzle assembly design is under review by the JPL  investigators for three reasons: 
a. The weight of this assembly is high as indicated by the preceding 
calculations. 
Lithium/cesium separation may require two-stage impingement; i. e. ,  four 
nozzles might be used in two pairs with the combined streams from the 
pairs being impinged on one another for final separation (References 25 and 26). 
A four-nozzle assembly of this type is shown in Figure 2-42; it is sized for 
a 200 kWe system. 
Reoptimization of the generator design to eliminate vanes reduces nozzle 
width. 
b. 
c. 
2-104 
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The nozzle assembly in Figure 2-42 was laid out using round nozzles, each fitted with a 
squared outlet. 
an assembly and to check arrangement compatibility. 
vapor flow area and wall thicknesses were calculated. 
separator regior,s require a 0.16 inch wall; the round nozzles require from 0.091 to 
0.007 inch walls. The weight was calculated using 0.090 inch wall thickness for the 
entire round nozzles and 0.16 inch wall thickness for the separator regions. 
of only 250 pounds is estimated for the entire assembly including inlet headers, hangers, 
stiffeners, etc., using all Cb-lZr. If this assembly, sized fo r  a 200 kWe system, 
The purpose of making this layout was to estimate the weight of such 
Generous allowances were made for 
The rectangular cross-section 
A weight 
were sized up for a 275 kWe system like the baseline design, the nozzle assembly 
weight should increase at most in proportion, say, to 350 pounds. This compares to 
the previously calculated baseline nozzle weights of 980 pounds for Cb-1Zr and 650 pounds 
for TZM (in all cases, the MHD duct and downstream diffuser weights are excluded). 
The reduced weight is due to the use of the round cross-section throughout the high 
pressure regions where creep stresses required such great wall thickness in rectangular 
designs. 
The use of this four-nozzle assembly, o r  its analog with one nozzle pair lying in a 
plane above the other, promises great design freedom with no weight penalty. 
2.5.4 
2.5.4.1 Valves and Piping 
For the MHD system, the temperature conditions are  such that stainless steel can be 
used as the containment and piping material on the radiator side of the recuperator 
and Cb-1Zr for the recuperator and higher temperature sections. 
valves r e q i r e d  in the MHD power system. 
can be variations of the high temperature alkali metal valve developed by General Electric- 
Nuclear Systems Programs under NASA Contract NAS 3-8514. 
Figure 2-43. The motor-operated versions are assumed to have a NaK-cooled drive motor 
assembly on the pinion gear shaft. The estimated weights of the valves when dry are  listed 
in Table 2-21 and are  extrapolated from the one-inch size valve presently on tes t ,  which 
weighs 5. 5 pounds dry, without a drive motor. For the 200 kWe or  400 kWe systems, the 
valve sizes may change but weight changes would be negligible. 
VALVES , PIPING AND PUMPS 
Table 2-21 lists the 
It has been assumed that all of these valves 
This valve is shown in 
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PINION GEAR 
TECHNICAL DATA 
Operating Pressure : 200 psig [Max3 
Operat ing Temp. : 190OOF 
Fluid : Lithium 
BALL SCREW 
. (WC-6Co BALLS) 
WC-6Co BALL 
Figure 2- 43. Schematic View of High Temperature Alkali Metal Valve 
(3341-7 
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A l l  the valves except the check valve, LV-3, are  assumed to be globe type as is the 
existing valve. There might be an incentive to make some of the valves , especially LV-1 and 
LV-2, gate valves to minimize pressure drop. Certainly, the development of the globe valve 
assumes the material technology to build a gate valve for this service; the problem would 
be in reconfiguration. The full-shut to full-open stroke of a gate valve is characteristically 
greater than that of a globe valve. As a consequence the bellows and other bonnet parts of 
t h e  design shown in Figure 2 -43 would have to lengthen appreciably. Configuration of such 
a gate type valve was considered briefly but dropped as not worth pursuit at this level of 
investigation. 
The MHD system uses two accumulators for liquid metal inventory and pressure control, 
both are  assumed to be cylindrical, gas-pressure-controlled, bellows type accumulators 
with a single outlet. 
are  listed in Tables 2-22 and 2-23. The lithium accumulator is designed to be exposed 
to the high ( 
cesium pump suction by  closing Valve LV-4, the lithium accumulator would operate at 
much lower pressure through the mission and therefore would require less creep strength. 
A shell weight saving of up to 700 pounds is achieved by this approach. 
The design parameters for the baseline sizes of these accumulators 
150 psia) lithium system pressure only during startup. Valved over to the 
2.5.4.2 Pumps 
The MHD power system uses one very large EM pump and several small ones. Guidance 
for EM pump selection was taken from References 2T and 28 and experience with the potas- 
sium boiler feed pump built and being tested by GE-NSP under NASA Contract NAS3-9422 
(see Figures 2-44 and 2-45). 
Three small pumps are  needed to circulate the high and low temperature NaK in the auxiliary 
radiators (see Paragraph 2.5. 5) and to circulate lithium through the reactor during system 
warmup prior to initial start. Since the small pumps must operate on battery power during 
system warmup, and their small size makes power conditioning losses negligible, dc con- 
duction pumps of the type illustrated in Figure 2- 46 were chosen. The lithium startup 
pump was estimated to require 350 watts of power for eight hours at  0.7  volts dc to produce 
a lithium flow of 10  pounds per second at a head of 1 psi. The estimated weight of this 
pump is 6 pounds and its overall efficiency is 18 percent. Since the weight of this small 
pump is almost trivial, an assigned weight of 10 pounds for each of the three DC pumps is 
carried in the weight summary and no further analysis was made. 
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TABLE 2-22. LITHIUM ACCUMULATOR DESIGN PARAMETERS 
BASELINE DESIGN 
Fluid Lithium 
AV intake (warmup) 
AV expel (startup) 
Temperature 
Pressure, startup, 5 10 hours 
run, 10-20,000 hours 
Material 
Shell OD 
Wall Thickness 
Shell Length 
Bellows 
Bellows Length 
Number of Convolutions 
Length of One Convolution 
Bellows OD 
Bellows ID 
Dry Weight 
Wet Weight (at launch) 
3 
3 
1100 in. 
2200 in. 
1800°F 
150 psia 
5 psia 
Cb-1Zr 
14 in. 
0.13 in. 
48 in. 
2 ply, 0,010 in. thick 
34 in. 
43 
0.786 in. 
13 in. 
10  in. 
132 lb 
173 lb 
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TABLE 2-23. CESIUM ACCUMULATOR DESIGN PARAMETERS 
BASELINE D m  
Fluid Cesium 
AV intake 
AV startup 
Temperature 
Pressure 
Material 
Wall Thickness 
Shell Length 
Shell OD 
Bellows 
Bellows Length 
Number of Convolution 
Length of Convolution 
Bellows OD 
Bellows ID 
Dry Weight 
Wet Weight (at launch) 
3 
160 in. 
3000 in. 3 
llOO°F 
10 psia 
Stainless Steel 
0.040 in. 
40 in. 
18.5 in. 
2 ply, 0,010 in. thick 
26 in. 
33 
0.786 in. 
17.5 in. 
14.5 in. 
65 lb 
270 lb 
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Figure 2 4 4 .  Potassium Boiler Feed Pump - Cutaway 
Figure 2-45. Potassium Boiler Feed Pump - Final Assembly 
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The cesium pump, on-the other hand, is required to pump -13 pounds per second of cesium 
at  a head of 140 to 150 psi. The power required is of the order of 20 kWe. To develop 
such a high pumping head, the designer is usually inclined toward choice of the helical ac 
pump: the reliability of the ac pump is also an attractive advantage. In additior, the pump 
designs analyzed in Reference 27 indicate that the weight advantage enjoyed by dc pumps 
over ac pumps dwindles from 2 .5 : l  at  low or average heads to as little as 1.5: l  at high 
heads. Since the MHD system produces ac power at relatively high voltage, it will be 
easier to supply power to an ac pump. A last, and important consideration, is that the 
development required for an ac pump would be much less than for a dc pump because of the 
experience already gained with pumps such as the one shown in Figure 2-45. Thus, it was 
decided that the cesium pump should be a 3 phase helical induction (ac) pump for the fol'low- 
ing reasons: 
a. Reliability 
b. High Head Capability 
. c. Competitive Weight 
d. Minimum Power Conditioning 
e. Minimum Development Cost. 
Using the Pump Capability Parameter (PCP) as explained in Reference 27, a design curve 
for  the cesium pump was drawn up (Figure 2-47). The slope of the curve is consistent with 
the designs presented in Reference 27; two points on the curve represent the potassium 
boiler feed pump operating today and a design reported in Reference 28; the baseline design 
cesium pump falls between. One further assumption was made, however. It seems reasonable 
that continued development of this type pump can achieve improved efficiency at current 
weights o r  lower weight with current efficiency. It would be very optimistic to expect 
significant improvement in both simultaneously. The curve in Figure 2-47 represents 
current weight: current efficiency is just over 16 percent. Since the MHD power system 
is expected to weigh at least cv 40 pounds/kWe output, an efficiency saving is considered 
more attractive than a weight saving. Consequently, cesium pump design is based on 
Figure 2-47 weight and an efficiency of 20 percent to reflect design available when the MHD 
system might be flight-ready. It should be acknowledged that the relatively high resistivity 
of cesium will make achievement of 20 percent pump efficiency a formidable task; a conserva- 
tive approach would assume 15 percent efficiency. 
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2 . 5 . 5  RADIATOR DESIGN 
The MHD power system employs a large, direct-condensing, vapor chamber main radiator 
to condense the cesium working fluid. The system also uses a number of smaller auxiliary 
radiators . 
2 . 5 . 5 . 1  Main Radiator Design 
Study guidelines for the MHD spacecraft specify the use of a triform vapor chamber fin 
radiator with condensing cesium as the primary fluid. As previously mentioned (Sub- 
section 2.4, Configuration Trade-offs) the cone/cylinder configuration was considered as 
a possible alternative. Various heat rejection system studies conducted at General Electric 
have indicated that consideration of radiator structural requirements often decreases the 
attractiveness of flat panel radiators. Although these conclusions have been based on con- 
duction fin radiator analyses, they might be expected to be valid for vapor chamber fin 
radiators as well. 
Work recently performed at General Electric under the Vapor Chamber Radiator Study, 
NAS 3-10615, included. evaluation of four design concepts which a re  applic'able to the MHD 
radiator. These concepts included: 
a. Cylindrical o r  elliptical tube/fin 
b. Rectangular channel 
c. Hexagonal honeycomb 
d. Rectangular channel/fin 
These geometries were compared on the basis of utilization in a cone cylinder, load bearing 
radiator for the advanced Rankine cycle. 
1200 and 980 F, respectively. Vapor chamber construction was assumed to be stainless 
steel; wicking material was assumed to be 150 by 150 mesh screen. Sodium, potassium 
and cesium were the candidate fluids. 
Radiator inlet and outlet temperatures were 
0 
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Figure 2-47. Specific Weight Relationship - Three Phase Helical 
Induction Pump 
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Radiator weights for each combination of geometries and fluids were calculated over a 
range of parameters as illustrated in Figures 2-48 through 2-51. A comparison of the 
vapor chamber fin specific weight versus vapor chamber condenser length is shown in 
Figure 2- 52. 
ness, respectively. During this phase of the program potassium and cesium were excluded 
from further study due to sodium's superior performance (see Figure 2-53 ). 
The "A" and rrC!f designations refer to a 0.20 inch and 0.010 inch fin thick- 
In order to obtain a more complete evaluation of the overall radiator weight the vapor 
chamber fin results were-combined with an analysis of the primary ducts. Two duct 
geometries were examined as shown in Figures 2-54 and 2-855. Figure 2-54 shows an 
unpenetrated duct whereas the duct in Figure 2-55 is penetrated by the vapor chamber fin. 
A summary of the thermally optimum total radiator weights including primary ducts, 
vapor chambers, wicks, and fluid inventory is presented in Table 2- 23. 
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Figure 2-55. Duct-Chamber Concepts - Penetrated Duct 
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TABLE 2-24. SUMMARY OF RADIATOR WEIGHTS 
(NO STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS) 
CONFIGURATION 
(OPEN DUCTS) 
-Js 1, 10 mil fins 
. z . 2  --@ 1, 20 mil fins 
-4, 10 mil fins 
--4, 20 mil fins 
a 3 
(CLOSED DUCTS) 
-O---f)- 1, 10 mil fins 
-0-tJ-1, 20 mil fins 
4 ,  10 mil fins 
r i  u 4, 20 mil fins 
0 3 
WEIGHT 
(LBS. )  
1510 
1670 
1700 
1710 
1850 
2500 
1520 
1800 
1950 
1980 
2075 
2850 
AREA 
855 
630 
800 
885 
860 
950 
750 
1000 
950 
990 
950 
1370 
NUMBER OF 
CHAMBERS 
11,500 
9,200 
8,500 
8,900 
6,550 
281,000 
11,100 
12,800 
9,050 
8,950 
7,700 
405,000 
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The next step in the radiator geometry evaluation was consideration of additional structural 
members required to support a 15,000 pound power-plant during a Saturn V launch where 
the radiator is the aerodynamic fairing. Table 2-25 summarizes the complete radiator 
system weight including structural weight. The lightest weight is obtained using Configura- 
tion No. 2 with an unpenetrated duct. 
Fabricability of these concepts was also investigated. The easiest geometries to fabricate 
a re  cases 1 and 4, however, 2 was also felt to be possible. The fabrication of geometry 3 
was judged to be extremely difficult since each honeycomb section must be sealed from 
adjacent cells. 
A final comparison of the concepts on the basis of thermal, structural and fabrication con- 
siderations is presented in Figure 2-56. A rating has been assigned to each geometry under 
each criteria. In view of these results, the concepts, in order of preference, are: rectangu- 
lar channel, cylindrical and rectangular channel/fin, and hexagonal honeycomb, 
Using the rectangular vapor chamber fin geometry, a reference design for the vapor chamber 
fin radiator was formulated. Sodium was selected as the vapor chamber working fluid 
because of its high surface tension and latent heat of vaporization. The radiator material 
of construction was assumed to be stainless steel throughout. 
The primary concern in ensuring a reliable vapor chamber design is to satisfy the following 
express ion : 
A P  Z A P  + A P  
C W V 
where 
AP = capillary pump pressure rise 
A P  = wick frictional pressure drop 
A P  = vapor pressure drop 
C 
W 
V 
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The capillary pump pressure rise can be estimated by the following expression: 
2 0  AP = cos 8 'P C 
where 
cr = fluid surface tension 
= effective pore radius of capillary wick 'P 
cos 8 = contact angle between the fluid and the wick 
From a design standpoint, ,Y is the only degree of freedom in changing the capillary 
pressure rise, since cr and F )  are  functions of the fluid. In order to increase the capil- 
lary pressure r ise,  a fine mesh (200 by 200) stainless steel wire screen was selected. 
This choice provides a substantial pumping capability without imposing too high a frictional 
pressure drop. 
P 
The condenser fluid passage is designed with the following objectives in mind: 
a. Minimize the return fluid pressure drop 
b. Maintain the fluid in a predictable configuration. 
An illustration of the condenser wick geometry is shown in Figure 2-57. The wire diameter 
is 0.020 inches in diameter and the mesh size is 150 by 150. 
Due to the dependence of the sodium vapor temperature on pressure, it is necessary to 
design the vapor passage so as not to induce any discernible pressure drop in the vapor. 
The required cross sectional flow area of the vapor is primarily dependent upon the length, 
width and the temperature level of the heat pipe. Arrangement constraints fix the width of the 
the triform radiator panel at 64 inches. Lf one primary fluid duct were used, the condenser 
would be approximately 32 inches in length which past studies have shown to be far from 
from optimum for this type of application. In order to maintain more reasonable condenser 
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150 x I50 M 
200 X 200 MESH 
Figure 2-57. Vapor Chamber Wick Geometry 
lengths (16 inches), two primary fluid ducts were used. The width of each vapor chamber 
was limited to 1.25 inches as a result of structural considerations arising from internal 
gas pressure. Under these conditions, the minimum allowable height necessary to allow 
vapor flow without an observable pressure drop is 0.300 inches. 
The purpose of the primary fluid ducts is to transfer heat to the evaporator sections of the 
sodium heat pipes. If properly designed, the cesium fluid temperature can remain constant 
along the condensing length of the radiator panel. The design chosen which is attractive 
from the standpoint of fabrication, flow geometry and meteoroid protection is the half cylinder 
duct geometry. The duct was sized to limit inlet vapor velocity to <lo ft/sec. for stable 
flows: key details of the design are illustrated in Figure 2-58. 
One design problem which remains with the baseline system is that the vapor entering the 
radiator, at 1642 F, has too much superheat for good radiator design. With design iteration, 
the radiator should be sized to provide further subcooling and the recuperator size should 
be increased to reduce the superheat at the radiator inlet. 
0 
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.020" 
Figure 2-58. Main Radiator Panel Details 
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The load bearing capability and inherent stiffness provided by the relatively large cesium 
ducts makes them suitable as primary structural elements during the launch phases of 
the mission. 
pal reason for the attractiveness of the triform radiator configuration. 
In fact, this additional function of the primary coolant ducts is the princi- 
The results of NAS 3-10615 have indicated that the weight and area advantages of a VCF 
radiator may be tempered by the fabrication disadvantages associated with reliably sealing 
thousands of individual vapor chambers. 
advantage offered by the VCF radiator, the reference design was compared to a condensing 
conduction fin radiator concept using both Be/SS and SS/Cu technology. 
Replacement of vapor chamber fins with conduction fins results in reasonably effective 
fin lengths of only one to two inches; this greatly increases the number of primary coolant 
channels required. The resulting design is a panel with a large number of small coolant 
channels having a small radius of gyration, which reduces the effectiveness of the triform 
a s  a load bearing structure. A s  shown in References 29 and 30, the conduction fin heat 
rejection concept becomes a much more efficient component of the space power plant when 
used as the aerodynamic fairing and as  the primary launch vehicle structure. The compari- 
son provided by Reference 30 between a cruciform and conical radiator is  illustrated in 
Figure 2-59. 
Reference 31 calculated weights of Be/SS conduction fin radiators utilizing condensing 
potassium at various meteoroid survival requirements. 
heat of vaporization and vapor density for potassium is approximately equal to that of 
cesium, for the temperatures investigated, the results of this investigation can be directly 
compared to those of the MHD study. Ratioing the results of Reference 31 to account for 
power and a small temperature change, the basic weight of a Be/SS radiator (not including 
additional structure) is estimated to be 1850 pounds. 
In order to estimate the weight and area 
Since the product of the latent 
The use of a Be/SS radiator is contingent upon the successful development of a sound 
metallurgical bond between the stainless steel liner a d  beryllium armor (see Figure 2-60). 
Another conduction fin radiator concept whose technology is well within the present state- 
of-the-art is the SS/Cu copper design. 
Figure 2-60. 
copper lamination serves to raise the fin effectiveness. 
An illustration of this concept is also shown in 
The Stainless steel acts as the t u b  liner and meteoroid armor while the 
A pure stainless steel radiator 
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Figure 2-59. Cruciform and Conical Total Radiator Weight Comparison 
is less attractive, since fin lengths must be shortened and meteoroid armor must be 
provided for the additional tubes. 
estimated weight of a SS/Cu, condensing conduction fin radiator is 4100 pounds. 
Referring again to the results of Reference 31, the 
The cone-cylinder configuration considered for the conduction fin radiator must withstand 
g loading and aerodynamic forces during launch. In order to prevent buckling, additional 
stringers and stiffening rings must be added to the basic structure. 
this factor results in a 700 and 560 pound weight addition for the SS/Cu and Be/SS 
radiators, respectively. 
radiator concepts discussed is shown in Table 2-26. 
lighter than either the VCF o r  SS/Cu radiators. 
weight penalty of the present state-of-the-art SS/Cu radiator o m r  the VCF concept. 
Consideration of 
A final weight comparison between the three direct condensing 
The Be/SS concept is considerably 
Of particular significance is the nominal 
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Figure 2-60. Offset Conduction Fin Radiator Geometry 
2.5.5.2 Indirect Cycle 
Examination of direct condensing radiator operation reveals a particular sensitivity to  
power load variations, flow maldistribution and external forces as well as formidable 
startup problems. 
enhanced by the incorporation of a separate heat rejection loop. 
Therefore, the operational reliability of the MHD flow system may be 
A t  normal operating conditions the fluid enters condensing radiator tubes in a saturated 
condition. Condensation occurs under nearly isothermal conditions (depending upon the 
static pressure rise or  loss) until the vapor is completely condensed. 
the vapor-liquid interface within the tube. 
prevent vaporization inthe return lines. 
subcooled approximately 300'3' per foot of radiator length. 
radiators because of the low mass flow rates required; the low flow rates a re  a consequence 
of the large amounts of energy transported per pound of fluid in the form of the latent 
heat of vaporization. 
This point forms 
The liquid must now be subcooled in order to 
In the 1200°F temperature range the fluid is 
This is typical of condensing 
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A t  part power operation less energy is k i n g  rejected so that the condensing tube length 
is reduced and the subcooled tube length is increased. This results in a charge in the 
fluid inventory requirement due to the difEerence in the vapor and liquid mass densities. 
Failure to provide additional fluid to the loop would result in flow instability. 
that the additional fluid has been added, a second problem presents itself. 
above, tke subcooled liquid loses energy very rapidly due to the high temperature and low 
flow rate requirements of the system. 
be reduced to very low levels due to the increased subcooling length. 
on the overall system deserves careful attention. 
Assuming 
A s  mentioned 
Therefore, the radiator outlet temperature will 
The efff.ct of this 
The rapid subcooling which occurs in the radiator tubes can produce disastrous results 
when flow maldistribution is present. Severe maldistribution can change the axial tem- 
perature drop from tube-to-tube o r  panel-to-panel to the extent where radiator buckling 
is caused by the induced thermal stresses. 
conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory b y A. P. Fraas (Reference 32), exhibited 
Direct cordensing radiator tests using potassium, 
maldistribution due to 'lsonic velocities in the manifold. A mor e successful series of 
investigations, performed by 0. A .  Gutierrez, et al. (Reference 33), also exhibited 
serious, if not catastrophic, flow maldistribution. It is improbable that any radiator 
system, liquid or  two-phase, can be designed to be completely free of flow maldistribution; 
however, to a fmo-phase working fluid radiator, this characteristic is significantly 
more important. 
The maintenance of a stable vapor-liquid interface during the steady state mode is neces- 
sary for proper operation. Movement of the interface under this condition produces flow 
instability, which can be damaging to the system's operation. 
some imposed external force on the fluid such a s  those that might occur during spacecraft 
orientation. Design of the flow ducts, therefore, must consider any contingency during 
the mission which would tend to make the inertial forces acting on the liquid larger than 
the surface tension and adhesion forces. The problem of flow instabilities is not as 
severe to a liquid working fluid radiator since the fluid density is relatively constant 
throughout the system. 
Instabilities arise due to 
By using a separate heat rejection loop the condensing process occurs in a relatively 
compact heat exchanger volume where the startup and flow stability problems are  more 
controllabJe. A discussion of the condenser design is included in Section 2.7.2.  
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The weight penalty incurred by incorporating a separate heat rejection loop into the system 
was evaluated for both vapor chamber and conduction fin concepts. 
Addition of a separate heat rejection loop increases the weight of the system by: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Adding a pump to the system 
Adding a heat exchanger to the system 
Lowering the average radiator temperature by removal of the condensing fluid 
Lowering the radiator fluid inlet temperature by introduction of the heat exchanger. 
The results of this analysis, presented in Table 2-26, indicate the Be/SS conduction 
fin radiator to be significantly lighter than either the SS/Cu of vapor chamber fin radiator 
concepts. Of the two VCF concepts examined, flat panel triform and conical, the flat 
panel exhibited a 900 pound weight advantage. (Note that this comparison does not include 
the weight of structure on the flat panel triform.) 
One important factor which should also be considered in comparing the direct and indirect 
systems is the redundant loop capability possible with the indirect cycle. 
several independent fluid loops can be advantageous when high meteoroid survival probabili- 
ties a r e  required. 
without loss of system capability. 
Employing 
With this design approach one o r  more loops can be allowed to fail 
The relationship between meteoroid survival probability, redundancy and overall radiator 
weight was examined by General Electric during work on Contract NASW-1440 for the 
advanced Rankine cycle. An illustration of these results is given in Figure 2-61 for 
Be/SS conduction fin radiators. 
at higher meteoroid survival probabilities if  one or more independent loops is allowed to 
fail. Obviously, the weight decrease arises from the lower meteoroid armor thiclaess 
associated with t b  redundant system. 
A s  shown, a substantial weight advantage can be attained 
The lower radiator weights which appear to be possible with Be/SS are contingent upon 
the ability to overcome several beryllium manufacturing obstacles. Much of the difficulty 
stems from the fact that for use with liquid metal coolants, a protective liner is rquir.ed 
with beryllium. 
alkali metals, indicates that certain steels, and alloys of columbium o r  molybdenum, per- 
form satisfactorily in contact with liquid alkali metals. 
Reference 34, a comprehensive survey of materials compatibility with 
This liner material must be in 
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TABLE 2-26. Radiator Comparisons 
Radiator Type 
Radiator Area Ft2 
Radiator & Feedline 
Weight 
Structural Weight 
Total System Weight,* 
pounds 
Radiator Area Ft2 
Radiator , F ee dline , 
Power Plant Weight 
Structural Weight 
l?u mp Weight 
Heat Exchanger Weight 
Total System Weight? 
pounds 
DIRECT CYCLE 
Vapor Chamber 
Tr if or m- SS 
1440 
2770 
1000 
3770 
~ ~~~~ 
SS/Cu Conduction 
Fin - Conical 
1400 
4100 
"700 
4800 
INDIRECT CYCLE 
Vapor Chamber Fin 
T riform-SS C onical/SS 
1730 
3440 
1200 
150 
400 
5190 
1500 
4800 
74 0 
150 
400 
6090 
Be/SS Conduction 
Fin - Conical - 
1400 
1850 
560 
2410 
Conical Conduction Fin 
ss/cu Be/SS 
1800 
5250 
890 
150 
400 
6690 
1800 
2600 
71 0 
150 
400 
3860 
* In addition, a flight fairing weight penalty must be added to these weights. 
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N U M B E R  OF LOOPS S U R V I V I N G  
Figure 2-61. Effect of Redundancy on Radiator Weight for the Indirect 
Condensing System 
intimate thermal contact with the beryllium to minimize temperature drops across the 
gaps. 
candidate liner materiaIs. Expansivities an? compared in Figure 2-62. Other specific 
problem areas which must be resolved include the following: 
Unfortunately, the thermal expansivity for beryllium differs significantly from the 
Techniques for brazing, braze welding or diffusion bonding beryllium to tube 
liner materials must be developed. 
Fabrication techniques for large panel segments must be developed. 
Techniques for making structural and mechanical joints in beryllium will 
require considerable development. Previous studies (Reference 35) on non- 
coplanar space frames made of beryllium indicate that "mechanical joints may 
comprise 80 percent of the truss weight." 
Specific coatings or  surface control treatments require development. 
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Figure 2-62. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion vs. Temperature for 
Various Radiator Materials 
On the positive side, the following points can be made: 
0 
e 
0 
e 
2 . 5 . 5 . 3  
Considerable fabrication experience exists with both hot pressed block and 
cross rolled sheet forms. 
The physical and mechanical properties for the forms  of interest are sufficiently 
well documented for structural design of many mechanical components. 
Techniques for metal forming and machining a re  relatively well developed. 
Such operations as cutting, milling, forming, turning, drilling, routing, 
grinding, and chemical milling'are carrhd out as  a matter of routine. 
The cpality and uniformity of fabricated beryllium products are satisfactory 
for design purposes where lower temperatures or shorter design lives are 
considered. 
Summary 
The MHD power system can be used with either a direct condensing o r  indirect condensing 
heat rejection loop. However, the indirect condensing heat rejection. design offers greater 
reliability with only modest increases in system weight. The direct condensing system is 
susceptible to various flow problems and does not lend itself to redundant design. 
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Vapor Chamber Fin (VCF) radiators do not provide any significant system might  advan- 
tage over conventional SS/Cu conduction fin radiator technology. 
fabrication problems associated with the VCF concept make the SS/Cu conduction fin 
radiator a logical choice at lower meteoroid survival probabilities (0 .90 to 0.99).  
redundant characteristics of the individual vapor chambers make this design approach 
valuable when higher meteoroid survival probabilities a re  required. 
value for non-puncture probability is 0 .95  (see Section 2 . 2 . 4 .  l), it would appear to have 
been more  prudent to have conducted this parametric design study with the oxduction 
fin radiator. 
the specified guidelines and the comparison to an indirect condensing conduction fin 
design (the Alternate Baseline Design discussed in Section 2 .7 .2 )  was not made until 
late in tk! study. 
The development and 
The 
Since the guideline 
This was not done since use of the vapor chamber fin radiator was one of 
The material combination offering the lightest radiator weight was Be/SS. 
strength to weight ratio of beryllium coupled with its high thermal conductivity results 
in a thermally efficient, lightweight radiator structure. However, before Be/SS radia- 
tors ‘can be seriously considered, a significant amount of development work is required 
in the area of fabrication and meteoroid impact testing. 
The high 
2.5.  5 . 4  Auxiliary Radiators 
The MHD power system auxiliary radiators are located on the surface of the MHD equipment 
bay. Table 2-27 lists the salient characteristics of the two active radiators which cool the 
MHD generator windings, stator, and the pump and valve motors in the MHD bay. The 
reactor, radiation shield, excitation capacitors, batteries, and the main power conditioning 
equipment are passively cooled by direct radiation to space. 
2 . 5 . 6  STRUCTURE AND INSULATION 
2 . 5 . 6 . 1  Structural Design 
On the basis of the structural and arrangement trade-offs discussed in Section 2 . 4 ,  
the configuration chosen for the MHD spacecraft consists of two large assemblies 
connected by a long triform radiator structure. 
the spacecraft includes the nuclear reactor, the radiation shield, and the MHD equipment 
bay. 
The large assembly at the head of 
The reactor is mounted to the top of the radiation shield on short tubular struts. 
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TABLE 2- 87. AUXILIARY RADIATORS BASELINE DESIGN 
Service 
Heat Loads 
Average Temperature 
Tube Spacing 
Fin Efficiency 
Radiator Area 
Specific Weight 
Winding Cooling 
12.2 kW coil' 
34 0' F 
7.1 in. 
0.88 
85 ft2 
0.97 lb/ft 
P 
2 
Stator Cooling 
MHD Generator 35 kW 
Others 15 kW 
8OO0F 
3.5 in. 
0.9 
50'ft2 
1.9 lb/ft2 
The radiation shield is a stainless steel reinforced, solid lithium hydride block, 
stiffened both internally and externally. The MHD bay is a rib and skin structural 
shell extending from the bottom of the shield; internal trusses, ribs and ties carry 
component loads up to the shield o r  out to the stiffened shell. 
The lower assembly of the spacecraft is a cylindrical hody containing the main power 
conditioning equipment, the payload, the thruster system, and the mercury propellant 
tanks. 
additional trusses a re  used to take loads from the radiator spine out to the lower shell. 
The main radiator is built up on a full-length stainless steel triangular boom, This 
boom is made up of three 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.050 inch thick channel beams which run full 
length to form the edges of the boom, and 16 x 1.5 x 0.040 inch welded cross bars 
are spanned by crossed tension ties which run from corner to corner. 
chamber panels of the radiator are hung on studs protruding from the channel beams 
and secured with washers and locknuts. The studs pass through sealed, reinforced holes 
in the vapor chamber panels. 
trusses between bays. These tapered trusses, shown in Figure 2-63, a r e  made of 
1.5 x 1 x 0.060 inch tee section and are welded to the central triangular boom. 
radial trusses provide a good structural tie between tk central boom and the stiffeners 
Al l  internal loads a re  carried on the shell structure of the lower assembly; 
The vapor 
Torsional stiffness is provided by fitting tapered radial 
These 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION 
12 CESIUM RETURN LINES 
15 FLIGHT FAIRING 
16 DISPOSABLE LAUNCHSUPPORTSTRUCTURE 
17 
19 
20 CESIUM VAPOR HEADERS 
21 CESIUM VAPOR FEED DUCT 
VAPOR CHAMBER PANEL - 12 
CESIUM CONDENStNG DUCT - 24 
Figure 2-63. Main Radiator Assembly (Section) 
running the full length of the radiator panel outer edges. 
support for the feed and return pipes to the two vertical condensing ducts running 
down each radiator panel. 
The outer edges of the radiator panels are fitted with permanent channel type stiffeners 
which link the panels together to form a light column at each edge of the radiator connecting 
the head and lower assemblies of the spacecraft. These channels also act as the wireways 
for all cabling connecting the two ends of the spacecraft. 
In addition, they provide 
Following the concept discussed in Paragraph 2.4.3, disposaEe structure is used to assist 
the triform radiator in carrying launch loads. Three channels weighing a total of 1970 
pounds a re  fitted over the edge stiffeners of the radiator panels (see Figure 2-26). The 
size of these channels varies with elevation as is illustrated in Figure 2-64. The disposable 
structure also includes 320 pounds of stabilizing tubes as illustrated in Figure 2-27. A 
force and moment distribution diagram for the MHD baseline spacecraft is presented in 
Figure 2-65, 
The weights of the structures which must be added to the main radiator bay to support 
the launch loads were calculated parametrically as  a function of radiator length and 
reactor weight in order to determine structure weight of systems other than the baseline. 
Figure 2-66 shows the weight of the required nondisposable structure as a function of the 
length of the main radiator and the weight of the reactor. This structure consists of longitudinal 
support members permanently attached to the outer edge of each of the three radiator panels. 
These members a re  formed from 0.06-inch thick sheet of 301 Stainless Steel in the half hard 
condition and a re  sized to support the loads associated with the Stage II burnout condition. 
Included in the weight is a seven percent factor for fittings. 
Figure 2-67 shows the weight of the required disposable structure as a €unction of the Ierigth of 
the main radiator and the weight of the reactor. The disposable structure consists of longi- 
tudinal support members pinned to the outer edges of each of the three radiator panels, 
joined by diagonal tension members to provide lateral and torsional stability. The longi- 
tudinal members are  channel sections and the diagonal tension members a re  thin wall 
cylindrical tubes, both formed from 301 SS in the half hard condition. The dispodable 
structure members are sized to provide the additional strength necessary to support the 
loads associated with the Stage I burnout condition. Following Stage I burnout, they a re  
ejected, reducing the weight of the spacecraft. Included in the weight is a 15 percent factor 
for fittings. 
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Figure 2 4 4 .  MHD - Size of Disposable Structure 
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Figure 2-55. MHD - Spacecraft, Unit Force and Moment Distribution 
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Since the support structures have been sized for strength, without regard to lateral 
excursions of the tip o r  the frequency of the fundamental bending mode of vibration, 
the following studies a re  recommended if the longer spacecraft show promise from other 
considerations : 
1. The maximum lateral deflection of the tip of the spacecraft should be 
calculated to determine if the dynamic envelope of the shroud is violated. 
The fundamental .frequency of the spacecraft in the lateral direction should be 
calculated to determine if it is low enough to cause severe coupling between 
the launch vehicle control system and tke launch system structural dynamics. 
2. 
Either of these considerations could require a significant' increase in the weight of the 
support structure for the longer spacecraft. 
2 . 5 . 6 . 2  Insulation 
In the MHD spacecraft, an effective insulation system is needed to enclose the MHD bay 
and to isolate the lower assembly of the spacecraft from the main radiator's heat. 
trade-off was made to select the insulation from two candidate systems. One is a 
molybdenum/nickel/copper/aluminum multifoil insulation sys tem which has been success- 
fully tested (Reference 36); the other is a single, thick layer of fibrous insulation, 
3 typically Johns-Manville MinK 2000, weighing 25 lb/ft , 
of the half-inch thick (55 layer) multifoil system was estimated to be 20 watts/ft with 
the insulation weight running 2 . 2  Ib/ft 
metal density) side. The conductance of MinK 2000 was estimated to vary with thickness, 
A 
The effective thermal conductance 
2 
2 including a 0.020 inch support sheet on the hot (high 
and were as follows: 
Conductang e 
(watts/ft ) 
2 0  
4 0  
Thickness 
(inches ) 
4 
2 
Weight* 
(lbs /ft2 
8.25 
4 .125  
80 1 2 
* Does not include support sheeting 
Assuming a 1 0  percent increase for a support sheet, the 80 watt/ft fibrous insulation 
2 
system is the same weifjht as the 20 watt/ft multifoil system; consequently, the multi- 
foil system was selected. 
2 
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2 . 5 . 7  ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN 
2 . 5 . 7 . 1  Introduction 
The electrical power system and its components have been designed for use in an 
electrically propelled spacecraft with a nuclear reactor power plant and a liquid metal 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator as a power converter. 
(gross power) design resulted in an electrical system having an efficiency of 92.9  percent 
and a specific weight of 1.1.9 pounds/kilowatt. 
ficiency of 97 .2  percent and a specific weight of 4.8 pounds/!rilowatt. 
sections show the design detail. 
The baseline 275 kWe 
The MHD output inverters have an ef- 
The following 
The electrical system design is based upon considering each winding of the MHD as a 
separate phase which is individually transformed, rectified, filtered, and combined forming 
the dc high and low voltage electrical buses. 
shunt capacitors. 
The machine is self-excited by means of 
2 . 5 . 7 . 2  Requirements/Characteristic s 
The primary requirements of the electrical system are to convert the electrical power 
developed b y  the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator to forms suitable for use by the 
various electrical loads and to distribute the electrical power with proper protection and control. 
2 . 5 . 7 . 2 . 1  Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Generator Characteristics - The MHD generator 
is similar in principle to the standard rotating induction generator; consequently, previous 
knowledge of the rotating machine can be applied to the MHD, with modification for the 
geometry differences. 
upon its slip, which is the velocity difference between the moving magnetic field in the 
stator and the fluid velocity, divided by the field velocity: 
Whether an MHD machine acts as generator o r  motor depends solely 
'fluid - 'field 
fluid V 
The power factor of the generator is fixed by the machine and not by the load, and the 
generator can deliver power only at leading power factor. 
quadrature leading current for excitation and unless the combined connected load requires 
this component, the NMD generator loses its excitation and voltage. 
usually inductive, it is necessary to operate induction generators in parallel with another 
machine to supply the lagging current demanded by the load and sufficient lagging 
The MHD depends upon its 
Since loads a re  
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current to neutralize the leading component of the current delivered by the MHD. TO 
supply the reactive volt-amperes the paralleled machine may be either a synchronous 
converter or  a set of capacitors. 
application is not feasible because of inherent unreliability. 
Use of synchronous machines in long term space 
Hence, it is necessary to self-excite tb generator by means of a bank of capacitors 
connected across the terminals of the generator. 
the capacitors provides the magnetizing magnetomotive force required to excite the generator. 
The leading current flowing through 
With sufficient capacitance across the terminals of the generator, voltage will build up 
initiated by random electrical equilibrium disturbance. The startup phenomenon is known 
to occur in conventional rotating induction motors due to residual magnetism in the rotor; 
however, less is known about the initiation process in MHD machines. 
have shown that MHD generators will build up voltage while self-excited (Reference 38). 
Laboratory tests 
There is a critical capacitance reactance, similar to the critical resistance in the field 
circuit of a dc shunt generator, which must be less than a certain value in order for 
the iitduction generator to build up. 
In the MHD generator the rfairff gap in the stator circuit is inherently very large, much 
larger than that of a rotating induction generator. This results in a very large exciting 
power requirement. These excitation kilovolt-amperes, reactive (kVAR) which the 
capacitors must supplyarehigh compared to the kilowatt output of the generator. Experi- 
mental MHD induction generators described in the literature have exhibited power factors 
in the range of 8 to 22 percent. 
factor is 20.9 percent. 
In the case of the 300 kWe baseline generator, power 
Considering the power factor for the baseline generator, the reactive kVA required for  
excitation is approximately 1400 kVAR total, or 50 kVAR per phase. In the travelling 
wave region these values have been used for estimating excitation system characteristics 
in the electrical system design. 
for transmission line reactance and for the inductive reactance exhibited by the power 
conditioning equipment. A t  an average phase voltage of 860 volts, the excitation current 
supplied by the capacitors is about 60 amperes per travelling wave phase, compared to a 
load current of 11 amperes per phase. 
Additional capacitance may be required to compensate 
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MHD electrical characteristics for the 300 kWe baseline system a re  shown in Table 2-28. 
Relative angles of the phase currants with respect to a reference are  designated as current 
angle in Table 2-28; angle between the individual phase voltage and current is given as  phase 
angle. 
on perfect travelling wave form. 
of a generator with a finite number of slots will be lower. 
the penalty is 3 percent, .reducing the available power output of the baseline MHD generator 
to 286 kWe. 
The total power shown is 294.84 kWe, which is the theoretical output power based 
A s  the analysis of Reference 6 indicates, the output 
In this case, with 23 slots, 
2 . 5 . 7 . 2 . 2  Load Requirements - A tabulation of the electrical requirements of the space- 
craft loads is given in Table 2-29, and the mercury bombardment ion thruster power 
requirements are shown in Table 2-3. 
is conditioned for the ion thruster screen grids which require about 80 percent of the 
generated power at 3100 volts dc. 
31 are  active and 6 are  spares. 
The main portion of the system electrical power 
A total of 37 thrusters are  on the spacecraft of which 
The ion engines, which represent the principal electrical load of the entire system, a re  
known to a rc  frequently. When arcs  occur, it is necessary to shut down the arcing engine 
to allow the arc to extinguish, then restart it. Analysis shows that even at  the extreme 
arcing rate of 20 arcs per hour the reduction in average load is only about 3 . 5  percent. 
Since arcing frequency tends to diminish .with time, the reduction in average load by 
thruster arcing may be neglected. 
2 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 3  
power to the loads under the following conditions during the flight: 
Mission Requirements - The electrical system must be designed to provide 
a. 
b. 
Full power operation (300 kW) from beginning of mission to the coast period. 
Par t  power operation during coast; the thrusters a r e  inoperative and only 
hotel loads and payloads are  connected. 
Full power operation (300 kW) from the end of the coast period to attainment 
of orbit around Jupiter. 
c. 
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TABLE 2-28. GENERATOR ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Slot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 6 .  
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
RMS 
Voltage 
(Volts) 
704.4 
944.0 
936.5 
928.8 
920.9 
912.8 
904.5 
896.1 
887.5 
878.8 
869.9 
860.9 
851.9 
842.8 
833.7 
824.5 
815.4 
806.2 
797.1 
788.1 
779,l 
770.1 
723.7 
RMS 
Current 
(Amperes) 
244.5 
57. 9 
.57.8 
57. 8 
57. 8 
57.9 
58. 1 
58. 3 
58.6 
59. 0 
59.4 
59. 9 
60.4 
61. 0 
61. 7 
62.4 
63.2 
64. 0 
64. 9 
65. 8 
66. 8 
67. 8 
325.3 
Total Power Generated 
Frequency: 326 Hz 
Current 
Angle* 
P e g )  
-36.4 
35.5 
33. 9 
32. 3 
30. 7 
29.1 
27.5 
26. 0 
24.4 
23. 0 
21.6 
20. 2 
18. 9 
17.6 
16.3 
15. 2 
14. 0 
13. 0 
11. 9 
11. 0 
10.0 
9. 2 
50.2 
Phase 
Angle * 
Peg)  
-61.8 
70.2 
70. 9 
71.6 
72.3 
73.1 
730 .8 
74.6 
75.3 
76.1 
76. 8 
77.5 
78.3 
79.0 
79.7 
80. 5 
81.2 
81. 9 
82.6 
83.3 
84.0 
84.8 
54.1 
Real 
Power 
fiW) 
-81.31 
18.51 
17.72 
16.94 
16.17 
15.41 
14.66 
13.92 
13.21 
12.50 
11.80 
11.12 
10.46 
9. 80 
9. 16 
8.53 
7. 91 
7.29 
6.67 
6. 05 
5.41 
4.75 
138.15 
294.84 
151.8 
51.4 
51.1 
50. 9 
50. 7 
50. 6 
50. 5 
50.4 
50.3 
50.3 
50.3 
50.4 
50.4 
50. 5 
50. 6 
50. 7 
50. 9 
51.1 
51.3 
51. 5 
51. 7 
52. 0 
190.7 
1410.2 
+ Phase Angle 
* Definition: 
0 Reference 
+ Current Angle 
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2 . 5 . 7 . 2  Electrical Power System Design 
The electrical power system for the 300 kWe baseline spacecraft is shown in Figure 2-68. 
In this system, the electrical power output from each slot is considered as a separate 
phase with different output potential. To supply the two distribution buses, each phase 
is transformed to two standard secondary voltages, rectified, filtered and connected in 
parallel. 
The potential of the high voltage output bus, which provides power to all of the screen 
electrodes of the ion thrusters, is established by the 3100 volt dc requirements of the 
screens. 
the input voltage to the cesium EM pump, which in turn affects the MHD generator output 
(see Section 2. 5. 7 .2 .7) .  
Regulation for the high voltage system is assumed to be provided by varying 
The 250 volt output provides power to the remaining spacecraft loads including the auxiliary 
power supplies r eq i r ed  for each thruster, as well as the hotel loads and payloads. 
250 volt potential was selected for auxiliary power distribution being relatively high 
voltage for cable power loss minimization, but below most corona and arc-over levels 
regardless of atmospheric 
The 
pres sure and humidity. 
The electrical power balance for the baseline system is presented in Table 2-30 and a 
summary of electrical component weights is presented in Table 2-31. A s  is shown in 
Table 2-30, the power capacity for the MHD generator is slightly in excess (5 kWe) of 
the electrical loads and losses. 
The design resulted in an electrical system with an efficiency of 92.9  percent with a 
specific weight of 12 pounds/kilowatt. 
percent with a specific weight of 4.8 pounds/kiXowatt. 
The output inverters have an efficiency of 97 .2  
2 . 5 . 7 . 2 . 1  
to candidate circuits for inversion/conversion systems. 
Inverter Design - MHD output characteristics and the load requirements lead 
Considering the various phase angles, different power output capabilities of the phases, and 
the fact that 80 percent of the generator output is to be converted to 3100 vdc, the selected 
system design is to transform, rectify, filter and combine the outputs into a common bus. 
Details of the basic power inverter a re  shown schematically in Figure 2-69. 
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TABLE 2-30. MHD BASELINE SYSTEM POWER BALANCE 
WATTS 
LOSSES 
POWER TRANSFORMERS 5700 
RECTIFIERS - HIGH VOLTAGE 528 - LOW VOLTAGE 220 
FILTERS - HIGH VOLTAGE 1235 
- LOW VOLTAGE 150 
TRANSMISSION CABLES - INVERTER CABLE 270 
- HIGH VOLTAGE CABLE 40 - LOW VOLTAGE, EM CABLE 150 
EXCITATION CAPACITOR DISSIPATION (0.5 % OF 1410 KVAR) 7000 
SCREEN INTERRUPTERS 1250 
EM PUMP POWER COND. Cs (18.3 KW, 550 
AUXILIARY (1.05 KW, = 0.35) 2950 
- LOW VOLTAGE, AUXILIARY CABLE 40 
THRUSTER AUXILIARY POWER COND. (155 KW,n = 0.9) * 
PAYLOAD POWER COND. (2 KW, n = 0.9) 200 
REACTOR CONTROLS POWER COND. (1 KW, =0.9) 100 
P = 0.97) 
TOTAL L O S S E S  20,383 
LOADS 
THRUSTER SCREENS 
THRUSTER AUXILIARY POWER 
PAYLOADS, SCIENCE AND COMMUNICATION 
GUIDANCE 
SYSTEM CONTROL 
CESIUM PUMP 
SMALL EM PUMPS 
REACTOR CONTROL 
TOTAL LOADS 
223,000 
15,500 
1 ,  000 
500 
500 
18,300 
1,050 
1,000 
260,850 
~~~~ ~~ ~ 
TOTAL POWER REQUIRED 281,000 
-. - - 
NET POWER FROM MHD GENERATOR 
- -1.. - 
(SURPLUS POWER) 
286,000 
5,000 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY (261 KWE/ 281 KWE) 92.9 % 
* LOSSES ARE INCLUDED IN ION ENGINE EFFICIENCY. 
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TABLE 2-31. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WIGHT SUMMARY 
COMPONENT 
Inverters 
Transf orrners 
Rectifiers - High Voltage Bus 
Filters - High Voltage Bus 
- Low Voltage Bus 
Wire, Brackets, Heat Paths, Control Logic 
- Low Voltage Bus 
Excitation Capac it o rs 
Travelling Wave Region 
Interconnected First and Las t  Winding 
Screen Supply Interrupters 
Auxiliary Power Conversion 
' Power Distribution Cables 
Startup Batteries 
TOTAL WEIGHT 
Electrical System Specific Weight (281, 000 W Output) 
MHD 
INPUT 
(AC) 
WEIGHT (POUNDS) 
7 37 
4 
1 
170 
45 
412 
3 79 
405 
310 
372 
320 
240 
3395 
12 lbs/kWe 
OUTPUT 
- . 
SCRCONTROL 
250 VDC 
LOGIC 
Figure 2-69. Power Inverter 
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The individual inverter design approach was used for equipment sizing for this study, 
since it results in the optimum design for a weight limited spacecraft. 
inversion equipment for the phases in the travelling wave length region was sized for 
average power output and average voltage, and the equipment for the interconnected 
phase 0 and 22 in the compensating region was sized individually. It should be remem- 
bered that some inverters may be larger and some smaller than average; however, with 
transformer taps to compensate for various output voltages, as few as seven inverter 
designs may be sufficient. 
The power 
From the MHD Generator data shown in Table 2-28 an average power output of 11.3 kW 
and an average voltage output of 860 volts vac were selected as characteristic of the 
travelling wave region. 
With disproportional larger power generated in Phase 22 and a power demand in Phase 0, 
these phases are interconnected. The remaining power is 56.84 kW. To further balance 
the power contributed to the common bus and to minimize transformation losses, the second 
largest power user, the 18.3 kW cesium pump is connected across the interconnected 
output via a single phase to three phase cycloconverter. 
2.  5 . 7 . 2 . 2  Transformer Design - Each transformer for the individual outputs must be 
unique in design because of different rms  voltages and power generated. For sizing, 
however, an average design was calculated, acknowledging that some transformer may be 
larger and some may be smaller. 
The average transformer design was based on a 10 kilowatt unit with 864 volts ac sine- 
wave input and the secondaries were assumed to be 3100 volts ac, 4 amperes, and 250 
volts vac, 4 amperes. Frequency for the average t ranshrmer design was 326 Hz. 
Because of the frequency, Silectron AH 4 mil thick core material was selected for the 
transformer. Magnetic flux density (B) was 12 kilogauss, and the design resulted in 
selection of an HA-320 core (Arnold Engineering Company). 
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Total weight was found to be 32 pounds with an electrical efficiency of 98 percent. 
interconnected first and last phase generator outputs with the cesium pump connected 
required a transformer of 40 kilowatts at 730 volts ac. 
The 
Design of the idterconnected output transformer resulted in selection of an Arnold 
Silectron AH 1207 core, which with the necessary wire  and insulation, weighed 65 pounds 
with an electrical efficiency of 98 percent. 
Total transformer characteristics are as follows: 
Weight 
737 pounds 
Power b s s  Volume 
5700 watts 3540 in. '(2. 0 ft3) 
2 . 5 . 7 .  2 . 3  
performed at the output of each phase transformer through a bridge circuit. Three 
series 1N1348RA diodes rated a t  600 volts Peak Reverse Voltage (PRV) are in each 
branch. The diodes are rated at 6 amperes maximum allowable forward current, weigh 
0.25 ounces and have forward voltage drop of one volt and electrical loss of 4 watts each, 
for a total of 4 . 2  pounds and 528 watts loss. 
Rectifier Design - Rectification of the high voltage alternating current is 
Rectification and low voltage regulation is performed by phase controlled Silicon Controlled 
Rectifiers (SCR's). In an ac circuit, the SCR must be triggered into conduction at the 
desired instant of time during the half-cycle of the applied voltage wave during which 
the anode is positive. In the phase controlled circuit, initiation of conduction is delayec! in time 
resulting 
cycle. In this manner, the average power delivered to the load can be varied, and when 
coupled with a filter, the output results in a voltage regulated dc bus. When the line 
voltage reverses every half-cyeh the SCR will be automatically commutated off and 
consequently will not require special commutation circuits. 
that the SCR conducts for only a predetermined portion of the positive half- 
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The unit selected for this application is the GE-SCR type C10 series 2N1777A, with 
a repetitive PRV of 400 volts and a 7 . 4  ampere rms  limit. 
for the 250 volt bus is 1.1 pounds and electrical losses are 220 watts. 
Total weight for the SCR's 
2 . 5 . 7 . 2 . 4  Filter Design - In both the high voltage and low voltage circuits, the output 
filters are used to lower the ripple factor after the transformer output has been rectified. 
The filters act as storage devices supplying power during periods when the transformer 
output is below the level of the common bus. 
The problem was to design an LC filter which would reduce the pulsating full-wave rectified 
output to a 3100 volt dc level with 5 percent permissible ripple, with twenty-two paral- 
lel inverters providing power to the bus with fixed phase differences. 
Analysis has shown that for the 3100 volt system, an inductor in each circuit should be a t  
least 340 mh, with a capacitor on the common bus of 4.8 pfd. For the low voltage system, 
the individual inductors should not be less than 25 mh with a common capacitor of 75 pfd. 
Inductor design resulted in selection of Silectron, 4 milW%& core material. Parameters 
for the inductors for the traveling wave outputs are as follows: 
Bus Core Weight (each) 
250 volts AB-223 1 . 6  pounds 
3100 volts AH-188 7 . 2  pounds 
Power Loss (each) 
6 watts 
53 watts 
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For the interconnected first and last outputs, the inductor for the high voltage has 
a weight 
-weighs 3.7 pounds with a loss of 15 watts. 
of 16.5 pounds and a loss of 125 watts; the 250 volt bus inductor 
Because of the common busses, individual filter capacitors are not necessary; single 
capacitors will suffice for  each bus. Capacitors for the LC filters for  the 250 and 3300 volt 
busses were appraised at minimum capacitance of 72.3 pfd and 4. 8 pfd, respectively. The 
high voltage capacitor was selected to be 5. 8pfd - 7500 vo.lts dc, GE catalog No. 14F1418, 
dc case style 70, weighing 10 pounds. The low voltage capacitor was selected to be 75 pfd, 
1000 volts dc, GE catalog No. 23F1024, dc Case style 72, weighing 6. 6 pounds. 
2. 5. 7.2. 5 Excitation Capacitor Selection - The function of the capacitors which are 
connected in parallel with the load to the MHD generator is to supply tne excitation component 
of current in order for the generator to deliver the required power 
The most difficult requirement is operating with a case temperature of +20d)C. A limited 
industry search has shown that no capacitor units are available without development which 
can work with reliability at these temperatures; however, the technology exists for 
designing a capacitor to meet the requirements. A t  these extremes, only dielectrics 
of mica, mica paper and perhaps teflon and kapton may be used with silicone oil-base 
impregnates. A mica paper marketed by 3M Corporation called Samica was used for 
the capacitor designs, shown in Table 2-32. 
The value of capacitance required for a given reactive power is a function of phase 
output voltage current and frequency. The applicable equations are: 
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TABLE 2-32. CAPACITOR DESIGNS 
kVAR 
20 
20 
20 
DIE LEC TRIC 
VRMS C LB/kVAR IN-3/kVAR STRESS THICKNESS 
250 127.4 2.58 34.3 139 1 . 8  
480 34.6 0.71 9.4 267 1 .8  
8 50 27.6 0.38 5.1 354 2.4 
I I 
I 
2 7 r f V  c =  
2 kVAR= 2nfV C 
where f = frequency, Hertz 
V =  Voltage, volts 
C = capacitance, Farads 
I = current, amperes 
Capacitor specific weight (Ib/kVAR), theoretically is constant regardless of voltage; 
however, because of dielectric material thickness limitation, the specific weights of 
the excitation capacitors are affected by voltage. 
weight/voltage function derived from the capacitor designs of Table 2-32. 
volume of capacitors in the range of interest is 13 cubic inches per  pound. 
Figure 2-70 illustrates the specific 
The specific 
In the regions where the fluid enters and leaves the travelling magnetic field, undesired 
voltages and currents are induced in t.he fluid, and these cause increased ohmic losses. 
In o r d e r  to set up the proper boundary conditions so that the travelling field region 
acts like a segment out of an infinitely long machine, compensating poles are used, 
These set up a flux in the fluid to cancel the undesirable voltage due to the ends 
(References 4 and 5). 
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T - 200°C 
100 
10 
I .o 
. a  
10 100 1000 
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE ( V i m )  
Figure 2 - 7 0 .  Capacitor Specific Weight 
Note from Table 2-28 that the first winding is a real power load .and a reactive power 
generator, whereas the last winding is agenerator for real and reactive power. 
to supply the real power requirements of the first winding with a minimum of power 
conversion losses, the two compensating windings are connected together directly. 
Since the outputs operate at differing phase angles and voltage levels, correction is 
provided by capacitors. 
In order 
The remaining real power is used to supply the ac cesium pump through a cyclaconverter 
and to supply any unused power to the vehicle electrical power buses. 
In determining the excitation capacitor requirement for interconnecting the compensating 
field windings, two approaches were considered and are  shown in Figures 2 - 7 1 .  
The three capacitor method uses capacitors C to phase-angle correct the outputs 
of first and last winding, respectively. Capacitor C is  used for supplying the remaining 
reactive power. 
and C 
0 L 
E 
In the five capacitor method, the primary reactive power component of 
2 - 1 5 7  
7 THREE CAPACITOR METHOD c o  CL 
MHD Outpdt ' 
(kWe) 
200 
275 
400 
LAST WIND 
I
Y Five-Capacitor Method Three-Capacitor Method 
(Ib) (lb) 
718 513 
523 379 
415 228 
ING FIRST WINDING 
CO CL 
LAST WlNDING 
I
FIRST WINDING 
L 
L FIVE CAPACITOR METHOD 
Figure 2-71. Interconnection, First and Last Winding 
the outputs are supplied by the shunt capacitors C 
correction, reducing the current through the phase-angle correcting capacitors. The 
three MHD designs, 200 kWe, 300 kWe and 400 kWe, resulted in significantly less 
capacitor weight using the five capacitor method. 
and CEL before phase-angle EO 
Table 2-33 shows the comparison. 
TABLE 2-33. COMPENSATING CAPACITANCE WEIGHT 
The travelling wave region capacitance weight for each system is shown in Table 2-34 
along with the total weights using the five capacitor method for compensating winding 
inter connection. 
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TABLE 2-34. TOTAL CAPACITANCE WEIGHT 
MHD OUTPUT 
(kWe) 
200 
275 
400 
TRAVELLING WAVE REGION TO TA LS* 
(W ( 1b) 
122 635 
405 7 84 
326 5 54 
The reason for the lower power systems requiring the hesrvier capacitors is that these 
systems have lower phase voltages. increases the amount of 
capacitance, and with a lower limit on dielectric thickness, the capacitor group has a 
higher weight. 
pe r  coil were used in the generator; all the analysis here is based on 50 turns per coil. 
Lower output voltage 
These weights could change if a different number of conductor turns 
2. 5.7.2.6 
f5r the MHD generator is based on the use  of a common thruster screen supply with 
individual static circuit interrupters for  each thruster. 
Thruster Screen Interrupters - The high voltage electric system configured 
In order that a common screen supply be feasible several factors must be considered. 
If all screens are fed from a common supply, all a r e  interconnected electrically. 
it is necessary that such interconnection be compatible with the complete electrical system, 
including the thruster auxiliary power conditioners. 
individual thrusters from the common stpply in the event that the thrusters fail on momentary 
arc- ove r. 
Hence, 
Also, it must be possible to isolate 
Each individual thruster screen is fed from the common high voltage bus at the thrusters 
through a series network consisting of a high speed electronic switch (SCR) and a series 
reactor (L). A simplified schematic diagram of the solid state static switch used as the 
screen circuit interrupter is shown in Figure 2-72. A number of SCR's are connected in 
series to withstand the high voltage of the screen supply and are connected in parallel 
with resistor-capacitor networks to provide for proper steady state and transient voltage 
division. 
connecting the charged capacitor C across the main SCR's, providing a momentary reverse 
bias, shutting off the main SCR's. 
Commutation of the main SCR's is provided by firing the auxiliary SCR, 
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TO SCR 
FIRING CIRCUITS 
FIRING AUX SCR'S 
TURNS OFF MAIN K R ' S  
R5 RESISTORS FQ1 STEADY- 
STATE VOLTAGE EQUALIZATION. 
EQUALIZATION. 
C COMMUTATING CAPACITOR 
Figure 2-72. Circuit, Screen Circuit Interrupter 
The interrupters operate immediately upon the development of a fault. 
inductors provide the energy necessary to clear the fault, as  well as providing momentary, 
transient circuit isolation during faults. 
The series 
The main SCR interrupts the circuit between screen and the power bus in the event of 
an a rc  within the thrusters, as detected by a sudden drop in voltage at the screen, the 
appearance of voltage across the series reactor, L, or  a commanded signal. Following 
circuit interruption by the SCR, energy stored in the inductor L continues to supply 
power to the a rc  for a period of up to two milliseconds. The SCR remains off for a 
period of 0 . 2  seconds to allow time for the a rc  to clear and the thruster conditions 
to return to normal. After 0 . 2  seconds, the SCR is again switched on, reestablishing 
screen voltage and hopefully restoring full thruster operation. 
three times within ten seconds the screen supply to that thruster and the inputs to the 
auxiliary power supplies for that thruster a r e  permanently disconnected. 
is considered disabled and one of the six spare thrusters is placed into operation. 
If the a r c  restrikes 
This thruster 
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During the spacecraft coast period when the thrusters are not required to operate, power 
to the thrusters is disconnected by the static switches in the screen supplies and by the 
contactors in the input circuits to the auxiliary thruster power supplies. 
2.5.7.2.7 
EM pumps in the system; four of which are used in the MHD power system. Largest is the 
cesium pump, being rated for 1 8 . 3  kW. 
and a propellant pump, are rated at 0 . 3 5  kW each. 
is used only for MHD startup. 
Auxiliary Power Conditioning - EM Pump Power Conditioning - There are f ive , 
The other pumps, whict? are two auxiliary pumps 
Batteries supply the fifth pump, which 
The cesium pump design requires three phase 60 Hz power for proper operation. Alternating 
current power was selected because of the power availabi1it.y and because the development of 
high power ac pumps is more advanced than dc pumps. 
For power conditioning for the cesium pump, a cycloconverter (synchronous static 
frequency divider) is selected, reducing the generator frequency of 326 Hz to the 60 H z  
range suitable for the pump. A transformer may be necessary to. reduce the generator 
output voltage to the voltage required by the pump; however, analysis is not complete. 
Estimates of the characteristics of the cycloconverter are based upon a design reported 
in Reference 28; the weight is taken as 40 pounds, efficiency as 97 percent and the size 
8 x 6 x 10 inch. 
Control of the cesium pump and consequently control of the MHD generator output voltage, 
can be accomplished by electronically delaying the firing of the SCR's in the frequency 
divider to provide a lower r m s  voltage. 
The auxiliary pumps and the propellant pumps are direct current conduction pumps 
and therefore require power at relatively low voltage, s 1 volt dc. 
Using conventional power conversion techniques to transform the system's ac output to 
dc at such low voltage, efficiencies of less than 50 percent are encountered. With ac-dc 
conversion, the voltage drop in the output rectifiers approximates o r  exceeds the output 
voltage. Since these dc EM pumps are quite small, 350 watts each, the penalty of even 
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low efficiency power conversion is negligible; therefore, it was assumed that all three 
normally operating pumps (two cooling pumps and the propellant pump) are provided with 
power from the low voltage dc bus with power conditioning efficiency assumed to be 0.35. 
Auxiliary power conditioning is also required for the following operations: 
a. Reactor control . 
b. Special ion engine units 
c. Spacecraft guidance control 
d. Payload 
Table 2-35' shows the weight and efficiencies for the auxiliary power conditioners. The 
weights presented for the special ion thruster units are those provided by JPL. No losses 
are shown for  the special ion engine units, since this power loss is already factored into 
the ion thruster efficiency used to calculate the beam power. 
Table 2-38. Auxiliary Power Conditioning Characteristics 
Component 
Application 
Main EM Pump 
Auxiliary E M  Pumps, 
MHD bay 
Pr ope1 lant Pump 
Reactor Control 
Auxiliary Ion Engine 
Unit 
Payload Uni t s  
S cie nc e 
Guidance 
Control 
Power Input 
kWe 
18.9  
2 . 0  
1 . 0  
1.1. 
17. 0 
1 . 0  
0.5 
0. 5 
Power Conditioning 
Efficiency, IC 
97 
35 
35 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
Weight 
Pounds 
40 
10 
5 
15 
272 
10  
10  
10 
Losses 
W a t t s  
550 
1300 
650 
100 
* 
100 
50 
50 
* Losses included in ion engine efficiency. 
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2.5.7.2.8 Startup Batteries - Three E M  pumps are required for MHD power system 
startup and since the main electrical power is not yet available, the startup energy must 
be supplied by batteries. 
circulation and a lithium circulation pump. 
for 8 hours at about 0. 7 volt dc, which is 2800 watt-hours of energy. 
cooling pumps together are assumed to require similar energy, and will double the battery 
requirements . 
These startup pumps a re  the two auxiliary pumps for coolant 
The lithium startup pump requires 350 watts 
The two auxiliary 
To supply the necessary energy, 18 silver cadmium cells a r e  connected in parallel, 
supplying 2800 ampere-hours at one volt. Each cell has 150 ampere-hour capacity, 
measuring '1.7 x 5. 5 x 7. 6 inch, and weighing 5.8 pounds. Total weight for each of 
the two sets is 120 pounds with 14 pounds allowed for mounting, casing, and potting. 
Total size is 12.6 x 18.3 x 8.6 inch each set. 
2.5. 7.2.9 Electrical Cable Design - Five major sets of power distribution cables are  
required for the MHD electrical system. 
taansformer/inverters in the thrusters section, excitation cables from generator to 
capacitors, from the inverters forward to the EM pumps, from the inverters to the high 
voltage ion engines, from the inverters to the engine auxiliary power conditioners and 
payloads. 
Cables conduct power from the generator to the 
Cable power loss and weight estimates for the baseline design are as follows: 
Weight Power Loss 
Cable Designation Pounds Watts 
Inverter Cable 100 270 
--- Excitation Cab le s 150 
High Voltage Cables 5 40 
Low Voltage - EM Pumps 50 150 
Low Voltage - Engine 
Aux, Payloads 
15 40 
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2.5.8 RELIABILITY AND REDUNDANCY 
The reliability of any power system may be enhanced by the selection of components 
and operating conditions which offer the greatest reliability and by the addition of re- 
dundant devices. 
good reliability, but it, too, can enjoy impmvements in reliability. 
The liquid metal MHD power system is quite simple and promises 
2.5.8.1 Reliability 
The electrical system used In the NIHD system, employing ac to dc conversion, is 
relatively reliable when compared to dc to dc conversion. 
dc converter is not necJssary and the remaining transformers have inherently high 
reliability. 
The oscillator stage of the 
Capacitor reliability operating at 200°C is unknown, as no systems have been developed 
and tested for that condition. The. speci- 
fication of the dielectrics ard oils show that these materials are  good to 2OO0C, and con- 
sequently were selected for use. 
lead time for life testing, in order to validate the selected designs. 
data'has been acquired, spare capacitance (if necessary) can be designed into the excitation 
sys tem. 
In fact, life data at 15OoC is not available. 
A development program will be necessary, with sufficient 
Once reliability 
Thruster power conditioning has the hi& reliability resulting from the use of individual 
power conditioners for each thruster. A loss of a single power conditioner would require 
activation of one of the six spare thruster assemblies. 
From the standpoint of improving the reliability of the MHD power system a number of 
approaches stand out. First i s  the selection of system design parameters. A s  part 
of the design selection trade-offs the cycle temperature level is varied (see Section 2.6.4) 
the overall range of interest is 16000F to 2200 F ,  but interest focuses on the narrower 
range of 1800° to 2000°F. It does appear that t b  system size and weight might enjoy 
nominal reductions if a cycle temperature of about 1950°F were chosen. However, the 
1800°F cycle temperature is considered far more attractive because a 150OFreduction in 
material operating temperature offers significant improvements in creep, corrosion and 
ero sion resistance . 
0 
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The design approach selected fo r  a system o r  one of I t s  major components can greatly 
enhance the system's reliability. 
high voltage alternating current in some two dozen stator coils. A s  was shown in Reference 
6 a reduction from, say, 24 to 23 coils has only a negligible effect on the generator 
output o r  efficiency. Proceeding, one can conclude that if an MHD generator is built 
with 24 coils, all feeding a common load in some way, and one coil is cut, the other 
23 coils can assume the load ofthe lost coil. 
influence the choice of main power conditioning approach, tk choice between one polyphase 
transformer and many sir.gle phase transformers (see Section 2.5 .7) .  By choosing 
many single phase transformers, the reliability of th  system was enhanced. The open 
circuit failure of any coil in the travelling wave region would result in only a slight 
degradation of system performance. 
of these coils is vital to the system. However, these coils a r e  really pairs, consisting 
of two equal and opposite coils at each end of the generator (see Figure 2-34). 
one of these coils in a pair is necessary to serve the generator provided it can carry 
the necessary electrical current. Therefore, if  each of tbse  end coils is made with 
double size conductors, a failure of one would have little effect on generator performance. 
The MHD generator in this system produces relatively 
Therefore, reliability considerations 
The same cannot be said for the end coils; operation 
Only 
2 . 5  8 e 2 Redundancy 
A common method of improving the reliability of a system is the inclusion of redundant 
or  alternate components and subsystems to serve vital functions. This method may be 
used with the MHD power system. Considering the makeup of the MHD power system 
(a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2-90) many types of redundancy are  possible. 
First, at the system level, two complete MHD power systems could be used in a space- 
craft. Since almost everything in the power system is resistant to radiation, these two 
systems could be arranged in simple tandem order. Sydtem weight per kilowatt at full 
power would probably be greater than for one of the half systems alone. 
nose end of the spacecraft would have a smaller radiation shield but the unit closer to 
the payload would require much heavier structure and radiation from the lower reactor 
could scatter off the radiator of the upper system, possibly requiring more shielding. 
The unit at  tk 
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A s  an alternate, the systems could be mounted in congruent parallel, that is, two 
reactors in tandem, a single radiation shield, two MHD bays in tandem and two radiators 
in parallel o r  tandem order. Althou 
many structural members might be combined, the specific weight would not be reduced. 
One penalty of significance with direct condensing main radiators would be an increase 
in the vapor flow pressure drop between the MHD bay and the radiator, if parallel or 
tandem main radiators are used. The resulting lower radiator temperature can signi- 
ficantly increase the radiator size and weight. 
duction fin radiators (se3 the Alternate Baseline Design, Section 2.7.2),  genuine weight 
savings might be achieved by using two parallel fluid systems using a single reinforced 
shell as  a shared fin. 
one radiation shield could be eliminated and 
With NaK-cooled condensers and con- 
It is probably more reasonable to approach reliability improvement through redundancy 
on a more restrained component basis. 
fo r  the varim s components a detailed reliability analysis of the system can reveal the 
critical components. 
pound for pound basis using current weights. 
pump would not change structural and piping weights significantly, reeding only a few 
pounds for structure, pipe connections and a check valve. Redundancy in the larger 
components such as the reactor and main radiator is not so easy to assess, in that 
arrangement choices such a s  side by side o r  tandem order are possible, as discussed 
fo r  system redundancy. In any case, redundancy does not necessarily improve relia- 
bility. 
pipes, switches, etc. can frequently lead to reduced system reliability. 
When enough failure rate data is available 
The use of redundant small components can be assessed on a 
Even the addition of an extra cesium 
The complexities entailed in the use of redundant components, the extra valves, 
2 . 6  PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 
The parametric analysis of the MHD power system and spacecraft designs involved the 
conduct of certain detailed analyses needed to establish design approach, selection of a 
baseline system design for comparison purposes, and then parametric system analysis 
to evaluate the variation of system efficiency, operating temperature, and output power 
level. 
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2 . 6 . 1  SPECIAL DETAILED ANALYSES 
In addition to the parameters calculated in the generator and cycle programs as originally 
written (described in Reference 2), there is a need to calculate other parameters which 
are of significant concern to the spacecraft designer. 
programs were made to calculate these values on the bases described below. 
2 . 6 . 1 . 1  MHD Stator Iron Weight 
In the present generator analysis the stator slot height, D ,is calculated but the total 
iron height is not. This total height can be identified as Ds and set equal to the sum 
of D + D* where D* is the height of unslotted iron. 
since the net magnetic flux in this region is equal to the compensating pole flux 
(Reference 4). 
Modifications to the computer 
0 
D* can be calculated explicitly 
0 
The iron cross-sectional area can therefore k calculated by setting 
P @ c  
A B =  s -  
where 
BS = saturation flux for iron, T 
= compensating pole flux, W 
QjC b 
A = iron area, m 2 
B is an imput to the program; @ is calculated by the program; and A is the product of c 
(channel/stator width, a program input) and D*, the dimension sought. Therefore, total 
stator iron height is 
S 
DS = D + D *  
0 
PQjC D S = D  + -  o c B S  
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The length of the stator block is 
- 
LTot - LTW LIN LOUT 
where 
L~~~ 
LTW 
LIN 
LOUT 
= total lengtb 
= length of travelling wave section 
= length of upstream compensating pole section 
= length of downstream compensating pole section 
can be estimated quite closely 
IN and LOUT From the arguments developed in Reference 2 L 
as 
w 2  
2 1 ' ) + w 2  + w 6  , o  Lm = w5.1 - (xl - - 
I 
By the same technique 
W 2  
2 
- K-l ) + w 2K + w 62 = w 5 - (L - xK-l LOUT 2 
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The total stator volume then can be estimated by multiplying 
TOT = 2 x D  X C X L  VSt S 
The generator program already calculates the slot area and the slot volume can be cal- 
culated by 
n=N-1 
n=l 
for the travelling wave region and 
= c 4 w  D 
'end slot A o  
for all four compensating pole slots (assuming a pair at each end of the generator) where 
w = 1/2 (w2 +w2N) 
A 0 
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= L , if L1 c Do wg0 1 
~2~ = D , if L1 > D 
0 0 
w2 = L , i f L  C D  
N 2 2 0 
and 
L1 = length of upstream compensating pole 
L = length of downstream compensating pole 2 
The iron weight can then be calculated 
2.6.1.2 MHD Generator Winding Weight 
In the calculation of MHD generator performance, winding losses are calculated by the 
use of a winding loss factor, a, which is defined: 
actual winding loss (including iron loss) 
solid fi l l  DC loss of slot portion of coils a ! =  
The numerical value of Q! has been assumed to be 3 as a typical value. Since the copper 
coil windings of the MHD generator a re  estimated to weigh more than 1000 pounds (Reference 
l), an explicit relationship between copper weight and actual winding loss is needed in 
order that a tradeoff between copper weight and auxiliary cooling system weight can be made. 
In Reference 4 the coil loss factor, a,  was broken down as follows: 
a. slot filling factor: 0. 8 - 
b. ac/dc resistance ratio: 1.4 
c. external conductor dc resistance is equal to slot dc resistance 
d. The iron core loss is assumed to be negligible, 
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Thus, 
R. 
0.8 
Ri 1 Reff = a Ri = 1.4 o ~ 8  + 1 . 0  - = 3 Ri 
where R. is the solid-fill slot dc resistance. 
If the total current is I, then the total winding loss is calculated P.S a! I R.. 1 With a! broken 
down it is possible to determine the external conductor resistance penalty when reducing 
the conductor weight a,c follows. Let resistance of extersal copper by y times the above- 
assumed value so  that 7 = 1 corresponds to a = 3 with the values assumed under items a 
1 
2 
and b above retained unchanged. 
Y a! = 1.75 -t o o 8  
which is plotted in Figure 2-73. 
a 
13 - 
12 - 
1 1  - 
10 L 
9 -  
6 -  
7 -  
6 -  
Then: 
a = 1.75 + 7 / 0 . 8  
Figure 2-73, Relation Between Coil Loss Factor, a!$ and External 
Conductor Resistance Factor, 7 
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We now wish to express copper weight as a function of Since resistance 
1 
A R = p  - 
where 
p is copper resistivity 
4, is conductor length 
A is conductor area 
It will be necessary to determine &and A for the slot conductor and for the slot conductor 
and for the external conductor. For the slot conductor the volume of the copper and hence 
the weight can beobtained explicitly in the program.The cross sectional area of a particular 
s lot  is given by 
A = [Wl * D  - W2 * @-Do)] /3 
where 
D = 0.75Dk - 
0 
and 
is the sharp point depth of the last inboard slot (see Figure 2-74) 'k-1 
and since the length is c, the volume for the travelling wave region slots is given by 
n=N-1 
n= 
W1 * D - W2n P n - D o )  n n 
0 8c Vol = - 
cu 3 (9) 
The copper volume for the compensating pole slots is calculated 
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= 0 . 8 ~  4W D end Cu A o  V 
where 
w2 4- "2N 
0 
2 
w =  a 
and 
wZ0 = Ll, if L1 < D  
0 
ww2 = Do, if L eD 
0 1 0 
h 
I I I  D *  IRON I 
SECTION THROUGH STATOR A T  A SLOT 
t 
De = 0.75 
I 
41 I+ 
COPPER 
SLOT SHAPE 
Figure 2-74. MHD Stator Winding Geometry 
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w2 = L if L2 <Do N . 1  
w2 = D ,  i f L  <Do 
N 0 2 
and 
L1 = length of upstream compensating pole 
L2 = length of downstream compensating pole 
In both cases the sum is multiplied by 0.8 as  this is the packing fraction of copper in a slot 
We can express the volume of the copper external to a particular slot as  
volcu = W 6 h  e e  
where 
W 
6 
h 
is the external width of the copper winding 
is the external length of the copper winding 
is the height of the copper winding 
e 
e 
By inspection of the generator program results, it appears reasonable to set 
(a better approach might be to set W equal to the corresponding sector width, but this 
requires more inspection). This will reasonably f i l l  the outside face of the stator block 
with copper. 
e 
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We can estimate the length of the copper as 
4, = c + 2 (1/2D + D * + h / 2  +h/2 e 0 
‘e = c + D s + D * + 2 h  (12) 
The first term (1/2 D ) in the bracket is considered a reasonable estimate in the cross- 
section shape-changing region on leaving the slot. 
0 
We can now write the cross-sectional area as 
A = 5/3 W1 h e 
and since 
We can now write 
c + Ds + D* + .2h 
- C 
S 
5--- 5/3 Wl  h 
solving for h yields 
A [c + D + D*] 
S S 
S 
5/3 w1 ?/C - 2A h =  
Putting (ll), (12) and (13) into (10) yields 
= (c+D +D*+2h ) (5/3Wln) cu S n Vol 
n 
This equation yields the volume of the copper external, to the nth slot. 
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The total volume of copper is then 
n = N  
cu Vol + c  n N = Vol + VOlCU volcu 
11= 0 
cu 
0 
The first two terms are necessary to include all compensating pole slot copper for the case 
of two compensating pole slots at each end. 
These equations will be used in programming the weight calculations into the generator code. 
2.6.1.3 Coil Coolant Reauirement 
I n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  Q E  c o i l  d i s s i p a t i o n  l o s s e s ,  an a v e r a g e  
coil temperature, T 
dependent. This temperature must be maintained by cooling the coil external to the generator, 
The coolant supply temperature i. e. , auxiliary-radiator outlet temperature, T 
will be a function of T 
been used to evaluate T out- 
is specified and used to evaluate the resistance which is temperature C' 
required out" 
coil dissipation and coil dimensions. The following technique has C' 
The result is then used to size the auxiliary radiator. 
Half of a coil is shown schematically in Figure 2-75 which also indicates some of the nom- 
enclature. Volume 1 is inside the stator, Volumes 2 and 3 are  outside with Volume 3 being 
in contact with the fin structure of Fi-e 2-76. Coil dissipation, P 
volumetric basis. For example, the dissipation in 1 is 
is divided on a coil' 
where 
Vol is the volume of 1. 1 
Assuming uniform dissipation and a one dimensional temperature distribution in Volumes 
1 and 2 the temperature drops are  given by 
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/ / '2MIN 
4 pl I 
TC MAX 
MHDCHANNEL I 
50 MIL 
Figure 2-75. Coil Geometry and Temperatures 
COOLANTPASSAGES 
Figure 2-76. Coil Cooling Fins 
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AT1 = T - 
c max 
- - T  - &2 [$ h2] + 
A2 T~ min 2 min Vo12 
AT2 - 
A is the cross sectional area of volume 2. 
with the value 9.4 watts& 
and 4OOoC is from 9.7 to 8.95 watts ia OC. Temperature gradients in volume 3 are  neglected 
since this volume is being cooled. 
Copper thermal conductivity K is taken as constant 
0 
2 
C which is correct at 200OC. The variation in K between 100°C 
Since the coil average temperature, T is used to calculate resistance from C' 
T is calculated as a weighted average as follows: C 
(3) 
C - + T  C 
T1 2A1 2A3 
h + -  
A2 
where 
1 - A AT1 
2 TI = T C max 
- A T 1 - ~ A T 2  1 
T2 = T 
C max 
T3 = T2 = T  - A T 1 - A T 2  
C min max 
With AT and AT given by (1) and (2) and T specified, equation (3) can be solved for 
The temperature drops a re  thus determined with the dissipation and geometry 
1 2 C 
while the temperature level is determined by average coil temperature. 
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I 
Fluid temperature T , is given by out 
- A Tfin - T3 - ATins out 
= gradient across insulation A T  ins 
= gradient along length of fin 
fin A T  
= 'coi1/24 AL 
fin 
A Kins 
The insulation gradient is based on heat transfer to 24 f i n  surfaces (Figure 2-14) of area 
A7 fin = W fin x C. The fin width W fin. is just 1/2 W = 5/6 Wl. AL, the insulation thick- 
ness is assumed to be 6 mils and K 
e 
= 0.109 B t u h r  Ft2 O F .  ins 
The fin gradient assumes one dimensional temperature and uniform heat addition over the 
surface. 
In the computer program, this procedure is followed for only the last coil. Since this coil 
has the largest dissipation per unit volume, the AT AT2, and T 1' C 
calculated are maximum. The T out value is thus smaller than required for all coils except 
the last one and the resultant radiator area is conservative. 
values which a re  
2.6.1.4 Conditions at Recuperator Exit 
T h e  e n e ' r g y  e x c h a n g e ,  Q i n  t h e  r e c u p e r a t o r  i s  
determined 
2- 8 
calculated Q 
, .e .,' 
by an energy balance for the liquid cesium between points 12 and 13 of Figure 
With given recuperator inlet conditions (at point 8), a given pressure drop and a 
the conditions at  the recuperator exit (point 9) can be determined. .e' 
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This is done by an iterative process assuming for a starting point that all the lithium is 
consensed at  point 9,i. e. , pf) = 0. An energy balance between points 8 and 9 then yields 
a first value for T(l) which is larger than the correct value. With Tf) andP an equilibrium 
(2) (l! since not all 
9 T9 value of p ,  /3!) , is calculated. A new heat balance produces T 
of the lithium is condensed. This T f )  corresponds to an equilibium value pg > pg 
The iteration is continued until T doesn't change significantly. 
2.6.1.5 Secondary Radiators 
T h e  s e c o n d a r y  r a d i a t o r  i s  m o d e l e d  u s i n g  t e s t  d a t a  o b t a i n e d  
with a NaK 78 radiator operating with T 
Q e10  kW. The geometry is shown in Figure 2-77.. 
9 9 
(2) (1) 
9 
between 300 and 700°F, AT = 50 to 200°F and 
inlet 
0.168" 
L 0.050" - 
Figure 2 7 7  Auxiliary Radiator Geometry 
An effective temperature is defined 
3 
' 4 T  S 'in - Tout) = T 4  + 4 
Teff S 
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- 
Teff - 
T =  
T =  in 
T =  out 
S 
0 effective temperature R 
sink temperature = 460 R 
radiator inlet temperature 
0 
0 
radiator outlet temperature R 
A curve f i t  for fin efficiency is 
-5 -7 - 2.56 x 10 Teff2 Teff = 0.983 + 8 .5  x 10 
The required radiator area for coil cooling is thus 
pcoil 
4 4 A =  C 
rl O(Teff - TS 1 
E = emissivity of radiator = 0.85 
Radiator weight for coil cooling is given by 
2 
(ft ) WT (lb) = 0.968 A C 
For the coil radiator, a negligible radiator AT is assumed i. e. , T M T in out = T3' Cooling 
0 of the stator, valve motors and pump may be done at an 800 F temperature level. The 
radiator model above is used with T 
3 . 5  inch to raise q t o  0. 9 and a weight multiplier of 1.55 is applied to reflect a material 
. change to Cu/SS for the higher temperature. The higher temperature secondary radiator 
weight is then given by 
0 
= 800 F. The tube spacing is cut from 7.09  to eff 
2 
WT (lb) = 1.9l.A (ft ) 
2 . 6 . 1 . 6  Capacitor Cooling 
T h e  l a r g e  r e a c t i v e  p o w e r  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  o f  t h e  MHD 
generator means that dissipative losses in the excitation capacitors can be an appreciable 
heat rejection load. No off-the-shelf capacitor suitable for the MHD spacecraft has been 
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identified but conversation with manufacturers indicate that a mica/silicone oil type would 
offer the high temperature and high radiation resistance desired with relatively low 
dissipative losses. The size of a typical unit of 5 pfd capacitance was estimated to be 
6 by 4 by 3-inch with dissipation loss perhaps as  high as  1 percent if the capacitor operating 
temperature were ,400'F. At lower temperatures the dissipative loss would be reduced. 
In order to provide adequate heat rejection by the capacitors, they were arranged broad- 
side to space, over a panel area of 60 square feet. This area was chosen as  being sufficient 
to reject 1 percent dissipative loss at 400°F, 0.61 percent a t  300 F, or 0.35 percent a t  
200 F (see Figure 3-78), It is believed that the dissipation versus temperature curve for 
the capacitor will have a more shallow slope and that the 60 square foot panel area will 
assure stable operation a t  some temperature less than or equal to 400 F. 
0 
0 
0 
2 . 6 . 2  
The baseline design was selected by comparing results Of Several Calculations made with 
the combined cycle and generator programs. An initial set of calculations was made with the 
parameters in Table 2-36. 
SELECTION OF BASELINB DESIGN PARAMETERS 
0 1  I I I I 
0 100 200 300 4 00 
CAPAClTOR,REJECTION TEMPERATURE (OF) 
Figure 2-78. Capacitor Heat Rejection 
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TABLE 2-36. PARAMETERS VARIED INDESIGN SELECTION 
(RUNS 1 TO 11) 
Run No. 
1 (Base) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
' 9  
10 
11 
Coil 
Ratio 
Y 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.8 
1.2 
1.0 
1.0 
-
-
2 00 
. 200 
2 00 
2 50 
300 
2 00 
2 00 
2 00 
2 00 
2 00 
2 00 
-
-
Nozzle Exit/ 
rhroat Area 
Ratio 
AR 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.75 
3.25 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
-
-
Parameters held fixed were: 
Wall thickness = 4 mm (fluid to stator gap) 
Power output = 275 KW 
Pump efficiency = 20% 
Nozzle Case = 4 (Li/C mass flow ratio = 14:l) 
Nozzle Exit W/H = 3.5 
THETA = 0.262 Radians (impinging half-angle) 
Velocity Factor = 1 
S 
Separator 
to 
Condenser 
AP ( N / M ~  
4 
4 
1 . 5 ~ 1 0  
2 .5~10  
4 
2.0xlO 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2.0xlO 
2.0xlO 
2.0xlO 
2.0xlO 
2.0xlO 
2.0xlO 
2.0xlO 
Inlet 
Field 
B Wb/M2 
0 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.46 
0.50 
- 
- 
Gas vole flow rate + Liq vol. flow rate = 3, at the capture slot 
Upstream Diffuser L/W = 0.2 
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Downstream Vane L/W = 0.2 
No. of upstream vanes 18 
No. of downstream vanes 28 
Heat source AP = 7 x 10 N/M 
Recuperator AP = 4 x 10 N/M 
Condensor 
4 2 
3 2 
AP = 2 x l o4  N/M? 
Results are presented in Table 237 and Figures 2-79, 2-80, ana 2- 81. Design parameters 
are sought which will minimize weight and radiator area. Preliminary radiator area is 
reflected in the weight calculation only on a pounds per square foot basis; there really 
should be a multiplier applied to reflect the increase in flight fairing and structure weight 
which accompanies increases in primary radiator area and length. 
There is an incentive to limit the secondary radiator area. The spacecraft configuration 
provides about 200 square feet of surface on the outside of the MHD equipment bay. About 
6 0  square feet of this surface is needed for'mounting the excitation capacitors and the rest 
is available for secondary radiator area with no increase in spacecraft length. Thus, if the 
secondary radiator area is less than 140 square feet, the weight of one pound per square 
feet is realistic since the radiator panels can be hung on the MHD bay. However, if the 
area exceeds 140 square feet a structural extension of the MHD bay will be required, with 
attendant increases in structure and flight fa r ing  weight. 
The weight trends indicated in Figure 2-79 indicate choice of low separator to condenser Ap, 
B 
of low Y and B and high coil temperature and area ratio. The secondary radiator area is in- 
sensitive to variation in separator to condenser pressure drop. Figure 2-81 shows that to minimiz 
primary radiator area, it is important to have low Ap and area ratio and that primary 
radiator area is much less sensitive to the other variables. Consequently, an area ratio 
4 2 
of 3.25 and a Ap of 1.5 x 10  N/M were selected and further investigation was made with 
the y ,  B and T parameters. The parameter variations a re  given in Table 2-38 and the 
results are listed in Table 2-39 e Inspection of the results shows that Run No. 19 gives 
a near minimum total weight and primary radiator area with a secondary radiator area 
of 129 square feet a bit less than the desired limit of 
of Run No. 19  were therefor chosen for the baseline design. 
and 7' but high nozzle area ratio and coil temperature. Figure 2-80 also indicates choice 
0 
0 
0 C 
140 square feet. The parameters 
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5200 
SO00 
4 800 
EL 
Y 0.8 1.0 1.2 
T 200 250 300 
AR 2 75 3.00 3. a 
AP 1.SX104 ~OXVJ' r s x t d  
Bo 0.46 0.48 0.50 
Figure 2-79. Total Weight Variation 
BO 
100 
I I I I 
BL 
Y 0.8 l,o 1.2 300 
T 200 250 
AR 2 75 3.00 3.25 
A P  1.5X104 ZOX104 L5X1O5 
BO 0.46 0.48 0.50 
Figure 2- soe Secondary Radiator Area Variation 
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1460 - 
I450 - 
1440 - 
1430 
1420 - 
t 1410 - 
< 
$14W - 
- 
N 
'8 +I390 - 
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- 
- 
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BL 
z 0.8 1.0 1.2 
AR 2 7 5  3.00 3.25 
AP 1.sx10' 20x10~ u ~ ~ o ~  
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T Po0 1 0  300 
Figure 2-81. Primary Radiator Area Variation 
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C n d - I M h l r n  
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2 . 6 . 3  CYCLE EFFICIENCY VARIATION 
2 . 6 . 3 . 1  Velocity Factor Definition 
In the MHD cycle and generator calculations a velocity factor, K 
on the generator inlet velocity; K is discussed in Appendix I1 of Reference 2, This velocity 
factor is a user input which can account for non-ideal behavior ;f the lithium/cesium separa- 
tor. In the baseline design the factor was taken as 1.0, representing ideal separator per- 
formance. Friction losses in the separator can be reflected by a decreasing K ; in that 
sense K x 100 may be considered separator efficiency. From an analytical standpoint 
K can be greater than one if it is used to represent two other fluid mechanisms as well as  
friction loss. The calculation of the generator inlet velocity involves an assessment of 
vapor/liquid slip in the two-phase nozzles and calculation of the amount of cesium dissolved 
in the lithium stream. If one desires to be less conservative in these two respects than the 
baseline design, a velocity factor of greater than one is a convenient analytical tool to do so. 
is used as a multiplier 
V’ 
V 
V 
V 
V 
2 . 6 . 3 . 2  Velocity Factor Calculations 
A set  of runs were made with Run No. 19 (the baseline design) as the standard and the 
velocity factor varied from the baseline value of 1 . 0  down to 0 . 8 ;  Table 2-40 lists the runs. 
Generator and system quantities normalized by the values calculated in Run 19 are shown in 
F igwe 2-82 a s  a function of velocity factor. Decreased velocity factor causes decreased 
system efficiency with the resultant increase in primary radiator size, coil loss and 
reactor weight. 
large o r  in some runs the radiator temperature is below the sink temperature. For this 
reason, coil loss is given as more meaningful information than secondary radiator area. 
Secondary radiator temperatures are low so the calculated areas a re  
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TABLE 2-40. RUNS WITH VELOCITY FACTOR VARIED 
Run No. 
19 
20 
21  
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Vel. Factor 
K V  
1.0 
0.95 . 
0.9 
0.85 
0. 8 
0. 85 
Y 
Nozzle 
A rea 
Ratio 
3.25 
3.5 
3.75 
3.25 
Gamma 
Coil Ratio 
Y 
0.9 
1 3 
AP 
Sep. to Cond. 
(N/M2) 
4 . 0  
RUN 19 VALUES 
MI = 94.35 
3.0 
I? 
2 2.0 
1 . 0  
5 0.15 x 10 
5 0.2 x 10 
5 0.15 x 10 
1 
U l  = 114.38 m/eW 
c = .a06 m 
RAD. W. = 2842 AREA SECONDARY 
COIL WSS = 12.11 kW 
DEN. W. = 9101 
AREA 2nd RAD. = 117 FT2 
JRADIATOR 
I 
Sys. EFF. = 7.174 
SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 
1.0  0.9 0.8  0. 7 
VE WClTY FACTOR 
0.47 
0.49 
0.45 
0.47 
Figure  2-82. Effect of Velocity Factor Variation 
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The velocity factor = 0.85 case, Run 22, was investigated in Runs 23 to 29 for sensitivity 
to various parameters to check the possibility for optimization. 
Run 25, produced the most favorable msults but could not increase efficiency appreciably. 
Therefore, the trends evidenced in Runs 19 through 23 are considered representative of 
optimized systems. 
Increasing area ratio, 
A s  can be seen in Figure 2-82, only the secondary (coil cooling) radiator area gets out 
of hand in the range of velocity factor from 1 .0  to 0.9.  This is not a severe problem 
since manual reoptimization of coil loss, coil ratio, coil temperature and radiator fin 
efficiency can produce an acceptably low radiator area. This is, in fact, what is done 
to translate a computer generated NMD spacecraft design to a detailed layout. 
Table 2-41 lists the calculated parameters for these runs; the efficiency, reactor weight, 
generator weight, primary radiator weight, and coil loss are direct computer program 
ou$uts. The other weights and corrections, which are  calculated manually, include 
the corrections for changes in structural weight, shield weight and piping weight. A l l  
weights are then normalized to the baseline design (Run 19) weight. 
power plant weight fractions from Table 2-41 and plotting them against efficiency, 
one obtains the curve shown in Figure 2-83. 
does not increase rapidly until the efficiency falls below 5 percent; in the range from 
7.77  percent down to 5 percent the *eight increase is roughly proportioned to efficiency 
decrease with a 32 percent weight increase at 5 percent efficiency. The consequences 
of such weight increase may be related to mission performance by referring to Section 
2. 8 .2 ,  Mission Analysis. 
Taking the calculated 
It is evident that the power plant weight 
2 . 6 . 4  CYCLE TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
The lithium/cesium NIHD cycle used in  this study does not respond to system temperature 
change in the same way as typical Rankine cycle systems. A s  system temperature increases, 
the heat rejection temperature can be increased, thereby reducing radiator size and weight. 
However, offsetting this advantage, the increased temperature will cause more cesium to 
dissolve in the lithium stream requiring the use of proportionately more cesium; the cycle 
calculations assume equilibrium solution of cesium in lithium for conservatism. 
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2.6.4.1 Calculations 
The next effort was directed toward determining the effect of different temperature levels. 
Runs 30 to 43 studied the effects of temperature and lithium to cesium mass ratio. 
Parameters and results are given in Table 2-42 and the results are also shown in Figures 
2-84 and 2-85. 
E can be seen from Figure 2-84 that increased temperature causes the maximum efficiency 
condition to occur at a lower Li/Cs ratio, and tkat maximum efficiency decreases as 
temperature is increased above 1800'F. The parameter of greater interest is weight; 
Figure 2-85 shows the sum of reactor, generator and radiator weight as a function of 
cycle temperature; the curve is set by the baseline design and optimum weights for 1900' 
and 2000°F taken from the calculations listed in Table 2-43. 
The only variable except temperature in tkse  results is lithium to cesium mass ratio and 
the system is not optimum as indicated by t b  generator weights. A series of runs were 
made to optimize the cases Li/Cs = 11, T = 1900°F and Li/Cs = 8, T = 2000°F with Runs 
No. .35 and 42 as the baselines, respectively. The variables are given in Table 2-43. 
I 
0 
Considering the Li/Cs = 11, T = 1900 F case first,Figure 2 -86 shows little variation in system 
efficiency, therefore, reactor weight is constant, The optimum generator design (from a weight 
viewpoint) has a higher inlet field, near 8.49, compared to results at  1800 F. Comparing 
Run 47 to Run 35, the generator weight is reduced more than the increase in secondary radiator 
0 
weight increase. Higher fields produce large secondary radiator weight o r  the need for 
secondary radiator temperature lower than sink temperature. 
0 The Li/Cs = 8, T = 2000 F case is optimized with inlet field only. Results a re  shown in Fig- 
ure 2-87 illustrating optimization at higher inlet field a s  temperature is increased. 
Weights from optimized runs; Run 19 for T = 1800°F, Run 47 for T = 1900°F, and Run 52 
for T = 2000 F a r e  shown in Figure %%From a system weight viewpoint there is no incen- 
tive to go to the higher temperature levels. This conclusion is re-enforced when one con- 
siders unaccounted for weight increases in piping, nozzles, etc., at  high temperature levels. 
0 
Results shown in Figures 2-86 and 2-87 are also given in Table 2-44. 
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TEMPERATURE -OF 
Figure 2-85. Effect of Temperature on Weight 
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TABLE 2-43. RUNS FOR OPTIMIZATION AT 1900°F AND 2000°F 
tun No. 
35 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
42 
51 
52 
53 
3un No. 
35 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
42 
51 
52 
53 
Ca 
Li/Cs 
Ratio 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
8 
8 
8 
8 
e 
T 
O F  
1900 
1900 
1900 
1900 
1980 
1900 
1900 
1900 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
Nozzle 
A rea 
Ratio 
3.25 
3.0 
3.5 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
32.5 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
Inlet 
Field 
Wb/M2 
0.47 
0.47 
0.47 
0.45 
0.49 
0.47 
0.47 
0.49 
0.47 
0.49 
0.51 
0.53 
N Upstream 
Vanes 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
22 
14 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
N Downstream 
Vanes 
TABLE 2-44. WEIGHTS FOR OPTIMIZATION AT 1900'F AND 2000°F 
Generator 
Weight 
Pounds 
1328 
136 5 
1292 
2706 
6 52 
1062 
1327 
6 56 
1848 
920 
546 
30 8 
Primary 
Radiator Weight 
Pounds 
2402 
2333 
2476 
2419 
2403 
2429 
2406 
2422 
2 144 
2 139 
2 126 
2 138 
Secondary 
Radiator Weight 
Pounds 
32 
34 
30 
18 
145 
43 
32 
140 
19 
34 
85 
* 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
34 
22 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
Reactor 
Weight 
Pounds 
2800 
2800 
2800 
2800 
280@ 
2800 
2800 
2800 
3900 
3900 
3900 
3900 
*Radiator temperature below sink temperature 
It appears from Figure 2-85 that the minimum weight system may fall anywhere in the 
1800-1950°F range. However, the curve is so  flat in this region that weight savings of 
more than about 100 pounds seem attainable; this is not considered a sufficient cause to 
increase cycle temperature above the 1800°F level of the baseline system. 
no 
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2 . 6 . 5  OUTPUT POWER VARIATION 
A series of MHD power systems, ranging in gross power output from 100 kWe to 
3MWe, were investigated to explore the effects of output power variation. 
a power system is designated here by its gross output power, the raw unconditioned 
power. 
power using the baseline design system values for example. 
In general, 
Figure 2-88 depicts the relationship between gross output power and net output 
The eight specific power 
levels considered are listed with their most basic paramete.1-s in Table 2-45. 
of these systems, the 200 kWe, 275 kWe, and 400 kWe, have been considered in detail 
with specific spacecraft designs as described in the following sections of this report. 
Three 
2 . 6 . 5 . 1  
In selecting the basic configuration of the 275 kWe baseline design, two design methods 
were chosen which significantly affect the variability of the system over a broad power 
range. 
arrangement of auxiliary radiators only around the MHD bay. 
Selection of High Power Spacecraft Size 
These two methods are the generator coil cooling approach and the general 
The generator coil cooling approach and analysis are  described in detail in Section 
2.  6 .1 .3 .  
clamped to a heat sink assembly which is cooled by a circulating fluid. 
Basically, the portion of the coil on the outside face of the stator block is 
Since the 12R 
heating takes place throughout the coil, and especially in the higher resistance stator 
interior section, there is an appreciable temperature drop between the center of the 
coil in the stator and the center of the coil in the heat sink. 
increases with decreasing coil cross section and with increasing stator width. 
the methods of generator analysis used, the optimum generator is fairly wide; as a 
result, for a 500 kWe system, the optimum channel was calculated to be more than a 
foot wide (32.7 centimeters). With this width the effective temperature of the auxiliary 
coil cooling radiator must be below 200 F in order to maintain the coil peak temperature 
to 750°F. 
might be attainable. 
type should not be taken up much higher in power than 400 kWe. 
400 kWe as a higher power spacecraft design point. 
generators of greater than 400 to 500 kWe cannot be used; current studies of narrower, 
constant slip generators at JPL  (see Section 2 .5 .2 )  can provide efficient generator 
This temperature drop 
With 
0 
With large auxiliary radiator areas and judicious design, these 500 kWe values 
However, we concluded that spacecraft designs of the baseline 
We therefore selected 
This is not to say that MHD 
2-200 
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Figure 2-88. Power Output Definition 
designs with reduced widths, thereby raising this coil-cooling power ceiling. Moreover, 
this limit really derives from the coil cooling method chosen in this study; an alternate 
cooling technique might eliminate this' sort of limit altogether. 
2 . 6 . 5 . 2  
A t  the lower end of the power spectrum, one expects the specific weight of the power 
plant to increase as the relatively fixed weights begin to dominate, o r  one expects to 
reach power levels which are too low to be of interest from the mission analysis standpoint. 
The specific weights of the 400 kWe, 275 kWe and 200 kWe propulsim systems were 
calculated as listed in Table 2-46. 
as power is reduced over this range. 
are not considered meaningful since modest changes in design o r  configuration might 
cancel them. 
mission utility point of view, especially in competition with all-chemical thrust (see 
Section 2.8 .2) .  The 200 kWe system was therefore chosen as the lower bound of spacecraft size. 
Selection of Low Power Spacecraft Size 
One can see no dramatic increase in specific weight 
In fact, the differences in specific weight shown 
Below 200 kWe, the spacecraft concept seems far less attractive from a 
2-201 
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2.7 SPACECRAFT DESIGNS 
This section describes the various spacecraft designs developed in this study. 
design discussed is the baseline design, a 275 kWe system selected to match a thrust 
system requiring a net input of 240 kWe. 
alternate baseline design which uses a NaK-cooled condenser with a conduction fin 
radiator, and baseline design variants of 200 kWe and 400 kWe output. 
The first 
The other designs discussed here include an 
2.7.1 BASELINE SYSTEM DESIGN 
The baseline design cycle conditions are given in Figure 2-89, the fluid system schematic 
diagram is shown in Figure 2-90, and the spacecraft inboard profile is shown in Figure 
2-91. Table 2-47 gives the weight summary and breakdown for the baseline design space- 
craft. 
Tables 2-14, 2-15 and 2-16, which are presented in Section 2.5.2. 
The detailed design parameters for the baseline design MHD generator are in 
2.7.1.1 Arrangement 
The arrangement of the baseline design spacecraft is based on Cbnfiguration No. 4 discussed 
in Section 2.4.4. 
craft to minimize shielding; the narrow angle radiation shield is located immediately 
beneath the reactor. 
The reactor and the payload a re  situated at opposite ends of the space- 
2.7.1.1.1 
bay (Figure 2-92) which extends from the bottom edges of the radiation shield; the surface 
panels of this bay and the surface p n e l s  of the radiation shield form continuous planes and 
provide sufficient area to reject the following loads to space: 
MHD Bay - The MHD power system equipment is located in a three-sided tapered 
a. Neutron and gamma heating of the shield 
b. Dissipation losses from the excitation capacitors 
c. Winding losses from the MHD generator 
d. Heat transferred to the MHD generator stators from the MHD duct 
e. Miscellaneous heat loads from MHD equipment such as pumps and valves. 
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Figure 2-90. Fluid Schematic Diagram, MHD Power System 
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Table 2 -47 MHD Baseline Spacecraft Weight Summary 
to 
I 
\ 
to 
I 
to 
F 
0 
Component 
Propulsion System 
Power Plant Snbsystdm 
Reactor Subsystem 
Reactor Dry 
Actuators 
Shield 
Neutron 
Permanent Gamma 
Power Conversion 
Lithium Loop 
Piping 
Accumulator 
Valves (6) 
Startup E. M. 
Fluid 
pump (1) 
MHD Flow Assembly 
Inlet Headers (2) 
Mixers (2) 
Nozzles (2) 
Separator 
MHD Duct 
Diffuser 
MHD Generator 
Stator Fe (2) 
Windings 
Cesium Loop 
Piping 
Accumulater 
Valves (4) 
EM Pump 
Gas Trap 
Recuperator 
Fluid 
Main Radiator 
Vapor Panels 
Ducts and Piping 
Insnl. Bulkheads 
Auxiliary Radiator 
Piping 
Pumps 
Fin Panels 
Coolant 
Electrical Power 
& Control System 
Excitation System 
Capacitors 
Cabling 
Main Power Cond. 
Transformers 
Rectifiers 
Filters 
Distr. Cabling 
Ass'y Hardware, 
Control Logic, Etc, 
Hotel Load 
Power Condit. 
Radiator 
Distr. Cabling 
Power Plant Control 
Startup Batteries 
Structure 
Reactor Support 
Neutron Shield (ext) 
MHD Bay Structure 
Shell 
Internal 
Insulation 
Internal Truss 
Bay Bulkheads 
Permanent Externa 
Radiator Structure 
Thruster Subsystem 
Ion Engine Subsystem 
Ion Engine Units 
TVC Unit 
Miscellaneous 
Power Cond. Electron. 
Special Ion Eng. PC 
Thruster Isolation 
Power Cond. Radiators 
HV Power Supply 
Special Ion Engine Units 
Thruster Isolation I 
210 
130 
50 
10 
150 
70 
20 
47 0 
90 
50 
150 
180 
66 0 
720 
60 
20 
640 
10 
400 
280 
790 
980 
17 0 
60 
20 
110 
10 
780 
150 
740 
10 
220 
LOO 
410 
LOO 
20 
50 
220 
30 
l.10 
.60 
60 
230 
High Voltage Power Cables 
3100 Volt Cables 
250 Volt Cables I 
Structure 
Propellant 
Tanks & Distr. 
I Structure 
I Net Spacecraft I 
Guidance & Control 
Communications 
Science 
Radiator 
Gross Spacecraft in Earth Orbit 
Launch Vehicle Adapter 
Launch Shroud Payload Weight Penalty 
(4400 lb fairing) 
Disposable Structure Weight Penalty 
(2290 Ib structure) 
Launch Vehicle Payload Requirement 
- 
2070 
120 
1470 
None 
550 
850 
840 
2130 
2940 
2 00 
930 
L480 
170 
70 
240 
60 
120 
660 
450 
585 
550 
100 
270 
310 
770 
70 
50 
5 
15 
65 - 
Weight - Pounds 
2190 
1470 
7510 
2890 
1290 
1235 
580 
890 
20 
65 
35.210 
250 
1,060 
550 
37,070 
15,350 
2790 
14500 
220 
10 
50 
60 
2,065 
25 
35 
18,140 
14,730 
2340 
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The shield surfaces are used only for passive cooling of the shield itself. The MHD bay 
surface is divided into three major sections; the uppermost section is used for mounting 
the excitation capacitars. The middle section is devoted to the auxiliary radiator which 
rejects MHD generator winding losses; the average temperature of this radiator is about 
340 F. The lowest section of the bay surface is devoted to the auxiliary radiator which 
rejects heat from the MHD stators pumps and valve motors; the average temperature of 
this radiator is about 800 F. In addition, the surfaces of the MHD bay provide mounting, 
heat rejection, or  access area from the following auxiliary equipment: 
0 
0 
a. Two startup battery sets (one for the lithium startup flow and one for auxiliary 
cooling startup flow) 
b. Storage tank and regulators for control gas used to pressurize lithium and cesium 
accumulators 
c. Valves for evacuating, filling and draining the lithium and cesium systems 
To prevent excessive backheating of the excitation capacitors, batteries, gas tank, and 
auxiliary radiators, the ,1800 F nozzle assembly and fluid equipment in the MHD bay is 
enveloped in a teepee-shaped envelope of multifoil insulation sized to hold heat leakage to 
approximately 20 watts per square foot at normal operating temperatures. The use of this 
overall insulation wrap eliminates the need for insulation on any of the individual pipes and 
equipment except the reactor and its feed and return lines connecting it to the MHD bay. The 
MHD bay insulation also runs across the bottom face of the MHD bay to prevent thermal inter- 
ference with radiator operation. 
micrometeoroid impact protection for equipment in the bay. 
0 
The multifoil insulation and skin of the MHD bay provides 
The MHD nozzle assembly is arranged vertically in the bay and attached to the MHD stator 
blocks which are suspended on tubular trusses from the outside structure of the MHD bay at  
the shield interface. In this way, by making the basic structural attachments of both ends of 
the nozzle assembly to the stator blocks, the delicate MHD duct between the stator blocks is 
isolated from loads and given maximum support. Lateral supports at the stator blocks and 
at the nozzle inlets restrain the entire assembly. The structural supports for the MHD 
generator and nozzle assembly are  assumed to be simple tubular trusses; no attempt was 
made to isolate vibrations induced by the high velocity two-phase flow in the nozzles. 
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The pressure recovery or  lithium-pumping diffuser is mounted in the upper center of the 
MJ3D bay with its t line feeding through ari isolation valve (EV-2) and branching into the 
reactor inlet line leaving the bay and the bypass line which swings down toward the inlet end 
of the nozzle assembly. The reactor return line enters high in the MHD bay and, feeding 
through a check valve (LV-31, combines with the bypass line to supply the lithium flow to the 
nozzles. A small dc electromagnetic pump is connected in bypass around the check valve, 
mounted at the surface of the MHD bay adjacent to the batteries which power it. This pump 
is used to circulate lithium through the reactor and the bypass line for system warmup. 
The cesium condensate enters the MZ.ID bay near the center of the bottom panel, three return 
pipes feeding a ring header. Flow from the header goes to the cesium pump, through the 
gas trap, and branches to feed cesium through the recuperator to the nozzle inlets. The two 
cesium lines between the recuperator and the nozzles are recombined briefly in order to 
use only one isolation valve in that location (CV-1). The other cesium isolation valve (CV-2) 
is located between the ring header and the pump suction. 
The accumulators and the cesium pump are  mounted to the outer shell of the NIHD bay. The 
insulation envelope includes the accumulators, permitting them to be warmed up by the 
startup flow in the lithium bypass line. One arrangement fault which is still carried in the 
MHD bay design is that the lithium accumulator is mounted upside down, with its outlet pipe 
pointed toward the reactor. This means that the accumulator, once filled, cannot be drained. 
The most that could be done would be to maintain the lithium molten by circulating hot gas 
around the accumulator bellows. In a final spacecraft design, this accumulator should be 
inverted and the piping rerouted. 
2.7.1.1.2 Radiator Assembly - The main radiator assembly is shown in Figure 2-91 
and in section in Figure 2-63. The radiator is divided into four bays of equal area 
three of which are  made up with rectangular panels a little less than 13 feet tall, 
fourth and uppermost bay is somewhat taller9 its greater height needed to compensate for 
the diagonal breakback of the panel's outer edge which is necessary to stay within the 
shield shadow. 
shield weight. 
The 
This shield angle was chosen as the one which resulted in minimum 
2 -2 14 
If the radiator bays a re  numbered 1 to 4 from top to bottom, the vapor inlets are  located at 
the bottom of bays 1 and 3 and the tops of bays 2 and 4. Conversely, the condensate outlets 
are at the tops of bays 1 and 3 and the bottom of bays 2 and 4. In this way, during warmup 
o r  at operating temperature, the material in any plane normal to the spacecraft axis will be 
essentially isothermal and thermal stresses will  be minimized. The vapor feed duct runs 
down inside the central truss, 10-inch diameter to the bottom of bay 1, and 8.5-inch diameter 
from there to the bottom of bay 3. There are three condensate return lines, one running 
inside each corner of the central truss. 
The vapor chamber panels, each with two vertical condensing ducts, a re  mounted individually 
on studs protruding from the central truss. Of course, that area of the panel which overlaps 
the central truss does not view space and, consequently, rejects no heat. This configuration 
was chosen for three main reasons. First, the overlapping triangle center gives each panel 
an exposed radiating area equal to that it would have if it could run on a true radius line 
right to the spacecraft centerline; this keeps the radiator length to a minimum by maximizing 
radiating area per unit length. Secondly, this arrangement eliminates the need for separate 
micrometeoroid armor for the long vapor feed and condensate return lines, the radiator 
panels and trusswork serving instead. Third, this arrangement facilitates field assembly 
and test; individual panels can be shop fabricated and tested. They are assembled by bolting 
to the central truss and making field welds at the vapor and condensate headers. With the 
exception of the tapered panels in the-top bay, all panels are identical and interchangeable; 
the three top panels a re  identical. 
2 . 7 . 1 . 1 . 3  
cylindrical section which contains, in descending order, the main power transformers 
and rectifiers, the science and communications equipment, and the thruster system. 
The propellant is stored in two saddle tanks in this bay, and the deployable main 
antenna is tucked under the thrusters within the perimeter of the launch vehicle payload 
adapter. 
out to one side clearing the thrusters. 
Spacecraft Lower Assembly - The spacecraft lower assembly is a compound 
A f t e r  reaching earth orbit, the adapter is jettisoned and the antenna moves 
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The single phase transformers and rectifiers which are used to convert the output of each 
MHD generator phase were mounted here rather than in the MND bay to minimize the weight 
near the top of the spacecraft, to enjoy the cooler environment of the lower assembly and to 
keep the rectifiers in a lower radiation environment for added reliability. This choice relies 
on the fact that high slot voltage (700 to 950 volts) permits separate connection for each slot 
to Tun the full length of the radiator without severe cable weight penalty. The cables are 
radiatively cooled, running in wireways in the permanent structures at the outside edges of 
the radiator panels e 
2 . 7 . 2  ALTERNATE BASE 
In the baseline design described in the preceding section, the main radiator is a vapor 
fin direct condensing type. A s  is discussed in Section 2 . 5 . 5  of this report, there are 
serious design problems associated with a design of this sort. 
flow instabilities, and thermal shock at startup. 
approach is to provide a NaK-cooled heat exchanger to condense the cesium vapor, 
using pumped circulation through a conduction fin radiator to cool the NaK. The alternate 
baseline design was therefore drawn up on this basis; the NaK-cooled condenser replacing 
the recuperator, and no other changes to the system except those necessitated by this 
change. Figure 2-93 is the fluid schematic diagram for this alternate system, Figure 
2-94 shows the inboard profile of this spacecraft design, and Table 2-48 is a repetition 
of the baseline design weight summary marked with the changes associated with conversion 
to the alternate design. 
2000 pounds, and that with the most conservative radiator type, the copper/stainless steel. 
These problems include 
A more conservative spacecraft design 
A s  Table 2-48 shows, the spacecraft weight goes up by only 
The condenser is arranged in the spacecraft (see Figure 2-94) to minimize the cesium 
vapor pressure drop and thereby permit the highest possible NaK and radiator temperatures, 
This, in turn, minimizes radiator area and weight. There was another reason for 
locating the condenser, and the NaK pump as well, entirely within the MHD bay; this 
enhances the modularity of the system, thereby simplifying mandacture and test. 
MHD bay, for example, can thus be tested by using only four fluid connections, the lithium 
inlet and outlet and the NaK ink t  and outlet. 
The 
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TABLE 2-48, JMHD BASELINE SPACECRAFT WEIGHT SUMMARY CORRECTE 
FOR CONVERSION TO ALTERNATE DESIGN 
I 
L .- 
Component 
Propulsion System 
Power Plant Subsystdm 
Reactor Subsystem 
Reactor Dry 
Actuators 
Shield 
Neutron 
Permanent Gamma 
Power Conversion 
Lithium Loop 
Piping 
Accumulator 
Valves (6) 
Startup E. M. 
Fluid 
&mP (1) 
MHD Flow Assembly 
Inlet Headers (2) 
Mixer.? (2) 
Nozzles (2) 
Separator 
MHD Duct 
Diffuser 
MHD Generator 
Stator Fe (2) 
Windings 
Cesium Loop 
Piping 
Accumulater 
Valves (4) 
EM Pump 
Gas TrapCorVbF.Vs€< 
Recuperator 
Fluid 
Vapor Panels 
Ducts and Piping 
Imul . Bulkheads 
Piping 
Pumps 
Fin Panels 
Coolant 
Main Radiator 
Auxiliary Radiator 
Electrical Power 
& Control System 
Excitation System 
Capacitors 
Cabling 
Main Power Cond. 
Transformers 
Rectifiers 
Filters 
Distr. Cabling 
Ass'y Hardware, 
Control Logic, Etc, 
Hotel Load 
Power Condit. 
Radiator 
Distr. Cabling 
Power Plant Control 
Startup Batteries 
Structure 
Reactor Support 
Neutron Shield (ext) 
MHD Bay Structure 
Shell 
Internal 
Insulation 
Internal Truss 
Bay Bulkhc Ids 
Permane External 
Radiator Structure 
Thruster Subsystem 
Ion Engine Subsystem 
Ion Engine Units 
TVC Unit 
Miscellaneous 
Power Cond. Electron. 
Special Ion Eng. PC 
Thruster Isolation 
Po 
Structure 
Special PC Bay 
Propellant System 
Propellant 
Tanks & Distr, 
I Structure 
Po 
I 
Po 
Po 
Po 
210 
13 0 
50 
10 
150 
70 
20 
87 0 
90 
50 
150 
180 
560 
a40 
2340 
20 
540 
10 
i00 /31  is 
44s; &< 
17 0 
60 
20 
110 
10 
780 
150 
'40 
10 
!20 
00 
110 
.oo 
20 
50 
2 0  
30 
10 
60 
60 
+ 
\ 
m 
Communications 
Science 
Radiator 
Structure 
Gross Spacecraft 'n Earth Orbit 
/NLR&Qs€D +0*1E& 
Launch Vehicle Adapter 
Launch Shroud Payload Weight Penalty 
(4400 lb fairing) 
Disposable Structure Weight Penalty 
(2290 lb structure) 
Launch Vehicle Payload Requirement 
12-21 
ZiT 
I8$h 
120 -
1470 
None 
550 
850 
840 
2130 
2940 
200 
930 
1480 
170 
70 
240 
60 
120 
660 
a 
585 
550 
100 
270 
310 
770 
70 
50 
5 
15 
65 - 
Weight - Pounds 
2190 
1470 
7510 
2890 
1290 
1235 
580 
890 
20 
65 
15,350 
2790 
14500 
220 
10 
50 
60 
2,065 
25 
35 
18,140 
14,730 
2340 
1,060 
-, d C 0  
39,070 
The use of the conical/cylindrical radiator form offers the- best structural shape but 
does require rounding out the radiation shield. 
sided deltoid configuration as shown in Figure 2-95, the spacecraft would be lengthened 
by about 12 feet,but the radiation shield weight could be reduced by about 500 pounds. 
In addition, the flat panels might make the radiator easier to build and less expensive. 
Rzrther analysis is rewired before one design could be chosen over the other. 
If the radiator were made in a three- 
2 . 7 . 2 . 2  Design Details 
2 . 7 . 2 . 2 . 1  
Figure 2-96 and its design characteristics are tabulated in Table 2-48. 
selected promises maximum flow stability in zero-6 operation with minimum fluid in- 
ventory changes as power is varied. 
2 . 7 . 2 . 2 . 2  
the characteristics of the radiator with associated feed lines and pumps were: 
Condenser - The condenser to be used in the MHD system is shown in 
The design type 
Separate NaK Heat Rejection Loop - The conditions of interest used to define 
1.  
2. NaK coolant conditions: 
Heat rejection rate = 3530 kW (system using no recuperator) 
Flow rate = 82.5 lb/sec 
Maximum temperature = ll8O0F 
Temperature drop = 200°F 
3. Condenser AI? = 1.65 psi 
A copper - stainless steel radiator model developed for the Thermionic Spacecraft Study 
(Reference 10) was used to estimate the radiator characteristics, which are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
An area of 1800 square feet 
A weight of 4450 pounds 
A coolant pressure dmp of 2 . 9  psi 
The optimum radiator feed line size was determined by computing the total equivalent 
weight per foot of pipe length as a function of pipe diameter. The total equivalent weight 
of the pipe is the sum of its actual weight and the weight equivalent of the required 
pumping power. 
equivalent weight and total equivalent weight of piping, with pipe diameter, along with 
pertinent input conditions, 
Figure 2-97 presents the variation of actual weight, pumping power 
A s  shown, the optimum feed line pipe diameter is 5 . 5  inches. 
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TABLE 2-49. NaK-COOLED CESIUM CONDENSER DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
Heat Load 
Cesium Flow Rate 
Cesium Saturat ion Temperature 
Cesium I n l e t  Temperature 
I n l e t  Vapor Ve loc i  t y  
Number of Tubes 
Condenser Tube O.D. 
Tube Wa 11 Thickness. 
Pi tch t o  Diameter Ratio 
Tube Matrix Geometry 
Shel l  Minimum I . D .  
She l l  Wall Thickness 
A TNaK 
A inch point 
NaK Everage Temperature 
Required Condensing Length 
Total  Length 
Overa 11 Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Cesium Side Total  Pressure Drop 
NaK Side Tota1 Pressure Drop 
Total  Weight 
3460 BTU/sec 
12.7 LBM/sec 
1200°F 
1800°F 
725 f t / s e c  
55 
1.0 inch 
0.030 inch 
1.5 
Equi la teral  Triangular 
Arrangement 
11.65 inches 
0.090 inch 
2000F 
20°F 
llOO°F 
6.25 f e e t  
8.25 f e e t  
1770 BTU/hr f t 2  O F  
4.18 p s i  
1.65 p s i  
400 lbs. 
0 FLOW RATE = 81.7 LBSJSEC. 
0 PUMP EFFICIENCY = 15% 
STAINLESS STEEL PlPE MATERIAL 
50 0 PIPE WALL TKS. = -06 IN. 
0 POWERPLANT SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 
67.5 LBS. KWe(NET.) 
40 
t' 
!& 
\ 
_I 
* 30 
E 
!2 TOTAL EQUIVALENT PIPE WEIGHT 
2o WEIGHT EQUIVALENT 
OF PUMPING POWER 
lo ACTUAL PIPE WEIGHT 
0 
1 
-I 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
PIPE INNER DIAMETER, IN. 
Figure 2-97. Equivalent Weight of Radiator Feed Pipe vs .  Pipe Diameter 
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The total length of the radiator feed line is approximately 64 feet and its weight is 704 
pounds., The pressure drop corresponding to the pipe length and diameter,and to the 
specified NaK flow rate, is 1 e 14 psi. 
The total radiator loop pressure drop is the sum of the following AP increments: 
Condenser AI? = 1.65  psi 
CBD Radiator AP = 2 . 9  
8 Feed Line AP = 1.14 
Total AP 5 .69  psi 
The required radiator loop pumping power, based on the above total AP and a pump 
efficiency of 15 percent, is 13 kW. 
The weight of a dc EM pump providing the required NaK flow rate and pressure head was 
determined to be 90 pounds from the model developed in the Thermionic Spacecraft Study. 
2 . 7 . 3  200 kWe SPACECRAFT 
The cycle conditions for the 200 kWe power system a r e  shown in Figure 2-98; the 
spacecraft is shown in Figure 2-99. 
about 3500 pounds lighter than the baseline design. 
the 200 kWe and baseline spacecraft are given in Tables 2-50 and 2-51. 
about one-third of the reduction in propulsion system weight is in the reactor and main 
radiator weight reductions. The tendency of the weight of the rest of the system to be 
less responsive to reduction in power level is expected. Note that the reactor power 
level for the 200 kWe system, 2 .6  Wt, from Figure 98, is nearing the point where 
reductions in reactor output would not reduce reactor size and weight. 
set the lower size limit without a firm reactor design, but a reactor of about 2 NIwt rating 
is probably the minimum size. 
This spacecraft is more than 16 feet shorter and 
Abbreviated weight summaries for 
Note that 
It is difficult to 
The principal characteristics of the 200 kWe MHD generator a re  listed in Tables 2-52, 
2-53, 2-54 and 2-55. 
545 pounds of copper and 138 pounds of iron. 
level resulted in lower copper weight with higher coil losses because the outside surface 
area of the MHD bay provided almost 80 square feet for the coil cooling radiator, almost 
as much as in the baseline design. 
The calculated weight of this 1 6 . 1  cm wide generator is 683 pounds, 
The weight optimization at this lower power 
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TABLE 2-52. 200 kWe MHD GENERATOR DIMENSIONS 
Slot 
No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Distance from 
Beginning of 
Travelling 
Wave Region 
(cm) 
0.00 
1.40 
2.77 
4.11 
5.43 
6.72 
7.99 
9.22 
10.43 
11.62 
12.77 
13.90 
15.00 
16.08 
17.13 
18.16 
19.16 
20.14 
21.09 
22.02 
22.93 
23.82 
24.69 
Flow Channel 
Height at 
Slot Pole Piece 
(cm) 
0.843 
0.865 
0.888 
0.912 
0.936 
0.960 
0.985 
1.011 
1.038 
1.064 
1.092 
1.120 
1.149 
1.178 
1.208 
1.239 
1.270 
1.302 
1.335 
1.368 
1.403 
1.438 
1.473 
Slot Depth 
Widthof Slot 
at Widest Point 
Neat Point 
Piece 
(cm) 
3.212 
1.831 
1.778 
1.725 
1.672 
1.619 
1.567 
1.514 
1.462 
1.410 
1.360 
1.310 
1.261 
1.212 
1.165 
1.118 
1.073 
1.029 
0.985 
0.943 
0.901 
0.861 
3.212 
= 6.60 cm 
Wall Thickness (Stator-to-Fluid) = 0.4 cm 
LZ Channel Width = 16.1 cm 
Width of Slot 
at Narrowest 
Point, Opposite 
Pole Piece 
(cm) 
3.212 
1.342 
1.278 
1.213 
1.147 
1.080 
1.012 
0.944 
0.874 
0.804 
0.735 
0.664 
0.594 
0.525 
0.456 
0.389 
0.323 
0.260 
0.200 
0.145 
0,095 
0.053 
3.212 
Compensating Pole Length (cm) Duct Avg. Height (cm) No. of Vanes 
Upstream 3.21 1.94 14 
Downstream 3.21 1.69 23 
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e 
Slot No. 
1 
4 
5 
. 6  
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
' 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
* 21 
22 
TABLE 2-53. 200 kWe MWD GENERATOR DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Slip 
0.202 
0.194 
0.184 
0.178 
0.170 
0.162 
0.155 
0.149 
0.142 
0.136 
0.130 
0.i24 
0.s19 
0.113 
0.108 
0.104 
0.099 
0.095 
0.090 
0.086 
0.083 
0.079 
0.075. 
Fluid Wave 
Velocity Velocity 
( W s e c )  (Wse c) 
114.61 
111.65 
108.77 
105.97 
103.25 
100.61 
98.04 
95.54 
93.11 
90.76 
88.47 
86.25 
84.08 
81.99 
79.95 
77.97 
76. 04 
74.17 
72.36 
70.59 
68.88 
67.21 
65.58 
I 
95.32 
93.53 
91.75 
90.00 
88.26 
86.54 
84.85 
83.18 
81.53 
79.90 
78.30 
76.72 
75.16 
73.63 
72.13 
70.65 
69.19 
67.76 
66.36 
64.98 
63.62 
62.29 
60.98 
Field 
Strength 
(TESLA) 
0.470 
0.479 
0.488 
0.498 
0.508 
0.518 
0.528 
0.539 
0.550 
0.561 
0.572 
0.584 
0.596 
0.608 
0.621 
0.634 
0.647 
0.661 
0.675 
0.689 
0. 704 
0.719 
0.735 
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TABLE 2-54. 200 kWe MHD GENERATOR POWER SUMMARY 
Sector 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
. 14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
TOTAL 
Input Power 
(Kinetic Energy) 
(kW) 
11.56 
22.10 
20.94 
19.84 
18.79 
17,79 
16.85 
15.96 
15.11 
14.30 
13.54 
12.82 
12.14 
11.50 
10.90 
10.32 
9.78 
9.28 
8.79 
8.34 
7.91 
7.51 
3.61 
299.68 
Winding 
Lo 65 
tkw) 
1.44 
0.18 
0.18 
0.19 
0.20 
0.20 
0.22 
0.23 
0.24 
0.26 
0.28 
0.30 
0.33 
0.36 
0.39 
0.43 
0.48 
0.55 
0.62 
0.72 
0.83 
0.98 
1.85 
11.46 
Net 
Power 
(kw) 
-57.06 
13.60 
13.02 
12.45 
11.88 
11.32 
10.77 
10.22 
9.69 
9-16 
8-66 
8.16 
7.66 
7.18 
6.71 
6.25 
5.79 
5.33 
4.87 
4.41 
3.94 
3.45 
94.87 
212.34 
Reactive 
Power 
(WA) 
211.68 
36.06 
35.85 
35.68 
35.52 
35.40 
35.30 
35.22 
35.17 
. 35.12 
35.13 
35.14 
35.16 
35.21 
35.28 
35.36 
35.46 
35.58 
35.70 
35.85 
36.02 
36.20 
232.15 
1189.26 
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TABLE 2-55. 200 kWe GENERATOR ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Slot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
.14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Voltage 
(Volts) 
597.4 
607.1 
602.4 
597.6 
592.7 
587.6 
582.3 
577.0 
571.5 
566.0 
560.3 
554.6 
548.8 
543.0 
537.1 
531.2 
525.3 
519.4 
51 3.5 
507.7 
501.9 
496.1 
603.2 
Current 
(Amperes) 
366.96 
63.47 
63.31 
63.22 
63.20 
63.26 
63.38 
63.57 
63.83 
64.14 
64.57 
65.04 
65.58 
66.18 
66.86 
67.59 
68.39 
69.26 
70.17 
71.16 
72.20 
73.30 
415.78 
Total Power Generated 
Frequency: 314 Hz 
Current 
Angle* 
(De g) 
-24.9 
37.1 
35.4 
33.7 
32.1 
30.4 
28.8 
27.2 
25.6 
24.1 
22.6 
21.2 
19.8 
18.4 
17.2 
15.9 
14.8 
13.6 
12.6 
11.6 
10.6 
9.7 
40.3 
Phase 
Angle* 
(De@ 
-74.9 
69.3 
70.0 
70.8 
71.5 
72.3 
73.0 
73.8 
74.6 
75.4 
76.2 
76.9 
77.7 
78.5 
79.2 
80.0 
80.7 
81.5 
82.2 
83.0 
83.8 
84.6 
67.8 
I__- 
Real 
Power 
(kw) 
-57.06 
13.60 
13.02 
12.45 
11.88 
11.32 
10.77 
10.22 
9.69 
9.16 
8.66 
8.16 
7.66 
7.18 
6.71 
6.25 
5.79 
5,33 
4.87 
4.41 
3.94 
3.45 
94.87 
212.34 
Reactive 
Power 
(WAR) 
211.68 
36.06 
35.85 
35.68 
35.52 
35.40 
35.30 
35.22 
35.17 
35.12 
35.13 
35.14 
35.16 
35.21 
35.28 
35.36 
35.46 
35.58 
35.70 
35.85 
36.02 
36.20 
232.15 
1189.26 
* Definition: + Phase Angle * 
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The most noteworthy characteristic of the 200 kWe spacecraft is its compact size. 
Its 65-foot length could be handled in present launch facilities. 
specific weight of 84 lb/kWe it may be difficult to compete with chemical propulsion 
for mission utility (see Section 2.8.2) .  
However, with a niet 
2 .7 .4  400 kWe SPACECRAFT 
The cycle conditions for the 400 kWe power system a re  shown in Figure 2-100; the 
spacecraft is shown in Figure 2-101. 
heavier than the baseline design. 
2-56; for comparison, the baseline spacecraft weights are given in Table 2-51. 
reactor, power conversion system and structure all increase but note that the electrical 
system does not. The reason for this is that the excitation capacitor weight goes down 
with the higher voltage-1000 volts ac average coil voltage versus -800 volts ac  in 
the baseline design. 
This spacecraft is 30 feet longer and 6000 pounds 
An abbreviated weight summary is contained in Table 
The 
The principal characteristics of the 400 kWe MHD generator are listed in Tables 2-57 
through 2-60, The calculated weight of the 29.6 cm wide generator is 1353 pounds, 
1067 pounds of copper and 286 pounds of iron. 
and higher coil weights, the coil cooling radiator in this design was expanded to an area 
twice as large as the one used in the baseline design. 
In order to avoid higher coil temperatures 
The, specific weight of the 400 kWe spacecraft is nominally 10 percent lower than the 
specific weight of the baseline spacecraft. 
size may be attractive for more ambitious payloads of several thousand pounds o r  more 
(see Section 2.8.2).  
A t  60  lbs/kWe net a spacecraft of this 
2.8  MISSION ENGINEERING 
2 , 8 . 1  SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 
A preliminary investigation of the guidance and control system has been completed. 
investigation was concentrated mainly upon the control mechanism, of which four types 
were considered: 
This 
1. Cold gas jets 
2. Hot gas jets 
3. Ion engines 
4. Momentum transfer devices (flywheels). 
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TABLE 2-57. 400 kWe MHD GENERATOR DIMENSIONS 
Slot 
No. 
-.I 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
, 12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 . 
19 
20 
21 
~ -- 
7 
istance From 
Beginning Of 
Travelling 
Wave Region 
(CM) 
0.00 
1.48 
2.93 
4.35 
5.74 
7.10 
8.44 
9.74 
11.02 
12.27 
13.48 
14.67 
15.83 
16.97 
18.07 
19.15 
20,20 
21.23 
22.23 
23.21 
24.16 
25. 95 
Flow 
Channel 
Height At 
Slot Pole Piece 
(CM ) 
0.887 
0.911 
0.935 
0.960 
0.985 
1.012 
1.038 
1.066 
1.094 
1.122 
1.152 
1.182 
1.212 
1.244 
1.276 
1.308 
1.342 
1.376 
1.411 
1.446 
1 483 
1.556 
Width of Slot 
At Widest Point 
Near Point 
Piece 
(CM) 
5.916 
1.935 
1.879 
1.822 
1.765 
1.708 
1.651 
1.595 
1.539 
1.484 
1.428 
1.375 
1.322 
1.270 
1.219 
1.169 
1.121 
1.073 
1.027 
0.981 
0.937 
5.916 
At Narrowest ' 
Point, Opposite 
Pole Piece 
(CM ) 
5.916 
1.379 
1.311 
1.241 
1.169 
1.097 
1.023 
0.949 
0.874 
0.798 
0.722 
0.647 
0.571 
0.497 
0.423 
0.352 
0.283 
0.218 
0.158 
0.104 
0.058 
5.916 
Slot Depth 7.60 cm 
Wall  Thickness (Stator-to-Fluid) = 0.4 cm 
Li Channel Width p= 29.6 cm 
Compensating Pole Length (cm) Duct Avg. Height (cm) . No. of Vanes 
Upstream 5.92 2.04 18 
Downstream 5.92 1.96 28 
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TABLE 2-58. 400 kWe MHD GENERATOR DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Slot No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
slip 
0.194 
0.185 
0.177 
0.170 
0.162 
0.155 
0.148 
0.142 
0.135 
0.129 
0.123 
0.118 
0.113 
0.108 
0.103 
0.098 
0.094 
0.090 
0.085 
0.082 
0.078 
0.071 
Fluid 
Velocity 
(M/ se c)  
114.62 
111.64 
108.73 
105.91 
103.17 
100.50 
97.91 
95.39 
92.94 
98.57 
88.26 
86.02 
83.85 
81.74 
79.68 
77.69 
75.76 
73.88 
72.05 
70.28 
68.5-6 
65.34 
Wave 
Velocity 
(M/sec) 
96.02 
94.18 
92.36 
90.56 
88.77 
87.01 
85.28 
83.56 
81.87 
80.20 
78.56 
76.95 
75.36 
73.80 
72.26 
70.75 
69.27 
67.81 
66.38 
64.97 
63.60 
60.99 
Field 
Strength 
(TESLA) 
0.470 
0.479 
0.489 
0.498 
0.508 
0.519 
0.529 
0.540 
0.551 
0.563 
0.574 
0.586 
0.599 
0.612 
0.624 
0.638 
0.652 
0.666 
0.680 
0.694 
0.710 
0.740 
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Sector  
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
. 14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
~ ~~ 
TOTAL 
TABLE 2-59. 400 kWe MHD GENERATOR POWER SUMMARY 
Input P o w e r  
(Kinetic Energy) 
(kW) 
22.59 
43.19 
40.92 
38.75 
36.70 
34.74 
32.88 
31.12 
29.45 
27.87 
26.37 
24.96 
23.63 
22.36 
21.17 
20.05 
18.99 
17.99 
17.04 
16.16 
15.32 
20.62 
582.89 
Winding 
L o s s  
(kW) 
0.59 
0.27 
0.28 
0.29 
0.31 
0.32 
0.34 
0.36 
0.38 
0.41 
0.44 
0.47 
0.52 
0.57 
0.63 
0.70 
0.79 
0.90 
1.03 
1.41 
1.45 
13.66 
. 1.20 
Reactive 
P o w e r  P o w e r  
-107.60 
27.16 
25.99 
24.83 
23.68 
22.55 
21.44 
20.34 
19.27 
18.22 
17.19 
16.20 
15.22 
14.26 
13.32 
12.40 
11.50 
10.61 
9.71 
8.81 
7.89 
192.80 
191.16 
69.94 
69,50 
69,12 
68.80 
68.53 
68.31 
68.14 
68.02 
67.94 
67.87 
67.90 
67.95 
68.02 
68.14 
68,30 
68.48 
68.72 
68.96 
69.25 
69.56 
320.80 
425.81 1 1883.44 
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TABLE 2-60. 400 kWe GENERATOR ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Slot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
is 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Voltage 
(volts) 
833.8 
1123.5 
1114.8 
1105.9 
1096.7 
1087.3 
1077.6 
1067.7 
1057.5 
1047.1 
1036.6 
1025.9 
1015.1 
1004.1 
993.2 
982.1 
971.1 
960.1 
949.1 
938.1 
927.2 
910.1 
Cur rent 
(amperes) 
263.09 
66.78 
66.41 
66.34 
66.35 
66.44 
66.61 
66.85 
67.17 
67.54 
68.05 
68.60 
69.22 
69.91 
70.68 
71.51 
72.42 
73.38 
74.41 
75.51 
411.23 
. 66.56 
Total Power Generated 
Frequency: 300 Hz 
Current 
Angle* 
Peg)  
-37.5 
38.0 
36.2 
34.5 
32.8 
31.1 
29.4 
27.7 
26.1 
24.5 
23.0 
21.5 
20.1 
18.7 
17.4 
16.1 
14.9 
13.8 
le. 7 
11.6 
10.6 
45. 0 
Phase 
Angle* 
Peg)  
-60.6 
68.8 
69.5 
70.2 
71.0 
71.8 
72.6 
73.4 
74.2 
75.0 
75.8 
76.6 
77.4 
78.2 
78.9 
79.7 
80.5 
81.2 
82.0 
82.7 
83.5 
59.0 
Real 
Power 
(kW) 
-107.60 
27.16 
25.99 
24.83 
23.68 
22.55 
21.44 
20.34 
19.27 
18.22 
17.19 
16.20 
15.22 
14.26 
13.32 
12.40 
11.50 
10.61 
9.71 
8. 81 
7. 89 
192.80 
425.81 
Reactive 
Power 
(KVAR ) 
191.16 
69.94 
69.50 
69.12 
68.80 
68.53 
68.31 
68.14 
68.02 
67.94 
67.87 
67.90 
67.95 
68.02 
68.14 
68.30 
68.48 
68.72 
68.96 
69.25 
69.56 
320.80 
1883.44 
* Definition: 
+ Phase A 
---Current Angle 
0 Reference 
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2.8.1.1 Attitude Control Requirements 
The vehicle inertias, power plant unbalance momentums, and disturbance momentums 
caused by gravity gradient and aerodynamic forces on the vehicle while in earth orbit 
have been estimated for a nuclear electric spacecraft. The control mechanism least 
costly in weight and size, and the one most easily integrated into the present vehicle 
configuration, appears to be ion engines. 
vehicle, the use of ion engines for attitude control requires the addition of only about 
550 pounds for an inertial platform and associated electronics. It is estimated that the 
gas systems would require a total of approximately 800 pounds, and fluid flywheels, 
approximately 1000 pounds. Because the inertias are large, the disturbance velocities 
are small, and low thrusts can be used with negligtble increase in position error.  
Since ion engines are already planned for the 
Attitude control of the vehicle is required during the thrusting periods and for proper 
orientation in earth orbit. 
are approximately balanced. 
and the momentum unbalances in the fluid loops, the attitude control system must be 
capable of correcting disturbances caused by power plant shutdown. 
The vehicle configuration can be such that fluid loop momentums 
In addition to correcting the initial disturbances during startup 
In addition to maintaining vehicle stability, there may be a requirement for  the vehicle 
to pitch at the orbital rate to keep the antennas pointing toward earth o r  the planet around 
which the vehicle is orbiting. This requires a large amount of impulse to establish the 
required orbital rate. 
lb-ft-sec of angular impulse is required to establish a pitch orbital rate of 0.067 deg/sec. 
This corresponds' to an impulse of 38 lb-sec assuming a 50-foot pitch moment arm. 
For example, for a 100-mile earth orbit approximately 1.9 x 10' 
It is possible to provide this impulse with the ion engines. 
firing only certain engines, sufficient pitch torque can be developed. 
F o r  example, by gimballing and 
2.8.1.2 
A mass expulsion type control system is characterized by  a limit cycle z.bout the desired 
attitude. The velocity of this limit cycle is determined by the control system time delays, 
slope of the switching lines, and magnitude of correction thrust available. 
excursions of this cycle are approximately determined by the position deadband. 
thrust is sized to maintain the pointing accuracy during maximum disturbances e 
Control by Mass Expulsion Devices 
The maximum 
The 
Correction 
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torques can be much smaller than the disturbance torques, with negligible effect on 
pointing accuracy, if the disturbance torques are of short duration. 
overshoot to a minimum with small correction torques, the magnitude of the slope of 
the switching line may be decreased. 
To keep deadband 
Assuming that total impulse requirements, startup, disturbance and limit cycle are approxi- 
mately 2 . 8  x 10. lb-sec, the amounts of prapellant needed to provide the impulse for 
each system cold gas, hot'gas and ion engines, are  shown in the following table: 
3 
System I (sec) Propellant (lb) Thrust/Axis (lb) 
Cold gas 80 70 1 
Hot gas 200 30 1 
Ion Engine 5000 5 0.5 
The jet control system may be idle for long periods of time but must still be capable of 
operating when called upon. The storage problems involved with gas systems, leakage 
and valve self-welding, make the ion engine system more appealing, particularly since 
ion.engines are already located on the vehicle. 
A thrust of 0.5 pound results in correction torques of 25 lb-ft in pitch and yaw and 
5 lb-ft in roll. 
The large disturbances during startup and power plant shutdown result in small changes 
in velocity, and therefore small correction torques can be used with minimum position 
overshoot. I€ larger disturbances can be expected, then the use of gas systems should be 
considered because of the low thrust capabilities of ion engines. 
These are thought to be adequate for correcting any disturbances expected. 
2 . 8 , 1 . 3  Control by Momentum Transfer 
Momentum transfer devices may also be used for attitude control. In addition to the 
momentum transfer devices some kind of discrete impulse device will be necessary to 
unload the momentum devices. 
probably the best momentum transfer mechanism since this eliminates bearing problems 
associated with motor driven flywheels. The estimated total weight ofthe guidance and 
control system using fluid flywheels for control is 1000 pounds. 
disturbance and to unload the fluid flywheels, some sort  of reaction device (cold o r  hot 
gas jets ion engines or  solid propellant jets) is needed. These jets should have an 
For  long life, a fluid flywheel using an EM pump is 
In order to handle larger 
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angular impulse capability of 3696 lb-sec in pitch and 184 lb-ft-sec in yaw and 2816 lb-ft-sec 
on roll. 
impulse capability of 295 lb-sec is required for  disturbances. The jets need be used only 
to reduce the impulse to a level that can be handled by the flywheel. If the flywheels can 
handle the maximum momentum unbalance, the impulse jets can be sized for discrete im- 
pulse steps of 116 lb-ft-sec. 
Assuming a moment a rm of 40 feet in pitch and yaw and 20 feet in roll, an 
Impulse jets can be either'cold gas, hot gas, ion engine or  solid propellant. Since the 
jet impulse system 
reliability considerations indicate that an ion engine o r  solid propellant jet impulse system 
should be used. The ion engine o r  solid propellant systems are not subject to the storage 
problems and valve freeze up problems of the gas systems. 
may be unused for long periods before it is called upon to work,  
It may be possible to use some sort  of short duration device, similar to the firing of 
CO cartridge, for these discrete impulse steps. 2 
2.8.1.4 Attitude Control Using Existing Ion Engines 
Ion engine control can be mechanized by a combination of gimballing and translating the 
existing ion engines on the vehicle; the baseline ion engine system (Reference 9) has 
such capability. 
is minimized. However, using ion engines means that power must be available instantaneously 
for simultaneous firing of the ion enghes. Thus, if vehicle attitude must be controlled 
during coast periods, power cutback could be only a portion of ion engine power instead 
of the total ion engine power cutback possible using other mechanisms for attitude control 
With this arrangement the additional weight required for attitude control 
For  the types of missions considered, the amount of time required to make attitude 
corrections may not be critical. Since communications will be received from the vehicle 
at infrequent intervals, attitude corrections can take several minutes (perhaps hours). 
With several minutes available for attitude corrections, individual ion engines rather 
than total propulsion can be used for attitude control, thus reducing peak power require- 
ments drastically. 
If large disturbances are expected during power plant cutback, it might be desirable to 
carry a cold gas system to correct these large disturbances in a shorter time than can be 
obtained with the ion engines. A cold gas system could also be used to provide attitude 
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control for initial stabilization before startup,. although the final stage of the launch 
vehicle (e. g., the Titan Transtage) could provide this function. 
system for correcting the large disturbance during startup and power plant cutback 
would have to be capable of approximately 500 lb-sec of impulse. 
a cold gas subsystem weight, including tanks and plumbing, of approximately 100 pounds. 
The control system must then be capable of automatically switching to the cold gas system 
whenever position e r rors  or  vehicle rates become larger than a specified amount. 
low peak power requirements and high degree of reliability attainable with this scheme 
of attitude control would make it a desirable system. The requirement for a cold gas 
system to correct for large disturbances does not detract from the system. 
The backup cold gas 
This would require 
The 
If quicker correction response and complete power plant cutback are desired, a gas 
system may be used. 
hot gas system and only a limited number of restarts are  possible with a hot gas engine, 
a cold gas system, though heavier, is probably more practical. The cold gas system 
requires propellant tanks and eight attitude control valves, plus pressure regulators 
and associated plumbing. 
system and 550 pounds for the inertial platform a d  electronics. 
800 pounds for the guidance and control system is still considerably less than that 
required for a fluid flywheel system. . In any case, a weight of 550 pounds for the inertial 
platform should be included in spacecraft weights for any future analysis. 
Since there is a possibility of an explosion due to leaks with a 
Weight is es t imted  at approximately 250 pounds for  the gas 
This total weight of 
2.8 .2  MISSION ANALYSIS 
An investigation of various propulsion modes for accomplishing a Jupiter orbiter mission 
was conducted to make a general appraisal of the mission capabilities of MHD-powered 
spacecraft. The propulsion modes that were compared are as follows: 
1, Low thrust earth escape, interplanetary transfer, and Jovian capture 
2. High thrust earth escape followed by low thrust interplanetary transfer 
and Jovian capture 
High thrust propulsion supplied by the launch vehicle to achieve earth 
escape and interplanetary transfer. (This mode implies a spacecraft 
which is neither MHD-powered nor electric-propelled; it was GO nsidered 
only for rough comparison.) 
3. 
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The following assumptions were made for all cases that were considered: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Spacecraft would be launched from Cape Kennedy during the early 1980's 
Launch windows of a few days are acceptable 
The specific impulse of the low thrust propulsion system is 5000 seconds 
The electrical input power-to-thrust ratio of the low thrust propulsion system 
is 154 kWe/lb thrust 
6 The terminal Jovian orbit is 1.17 x 10 miles radius (the orbit of the moon 
Callisto). 
5. 
2 e 8.2.1 Launch Vehicles 
Table 2-5, which was presented earlier in this section, lists eight candidate launch vehicles 
with s o m  of their principal characteristics. Ranging from the Titan IIIC-7 up to the 
Saturn V, they are divided into two categories, four vehicles which have a high energy 
terminal stage useful for interplanetary injection, and four which are more suited to 
placing a large payload in a selected earth orbit. The latter are those boosters which 
would be used with an all low thrust propulsion mission; the former would be used for 
high thrust escape from earth. 
2.8.2.2 A l l  Low Thrust Propulsion 
We consider first the case where earth escape, interplanetary transfer, and Jovian capture 
are achieved using the low thrust propulsion system. 
of gross payload, o r  dry spacecraft weight, to trip time for various power plant ratings 
and various Initial Masses in Earth Orbit (IMEO). The gross payload includes the MHD 
Figure 2-102 shows the relationship 
power and propulsion system as well as the science payload. 
in Figure 2-102 includes earth escape and interplanetary transfer (flight in heliocentric 
orbit) time but does not include Jovian capture time. 
attain Jupiter orbit can be determined from the parametric plot of Figure 2-103; typical 
capture times a re  in the range of 1500 to 2000 hours, or  60 to 90 days. 
The trip time as presented 
The additional time needed to 
Turning back to Figure 2-102, the three IMEO values represent three different launch 
vehicle requirements; IMEO = 30,000 pounds is the capability of the Titan IIIC-7 launch 
vehicle; IMEO = 35,670 pounds is the value calculated for the baseline design MHD space- 
craft (275 kWe gross power); and IMEO = 50,000 pounds is the capability of a Titan IIIL-2 
launch vehicle. 
craft, one must calculate the propulsion system weight and subtract it from the gross 
In order to determine the net payload capability of an MHD-powered space- 
2 -2 52 
40 
30 - 
20 . 
10 - 
IMEO - 30,000 - Iw * 5000 SEC. RJ - 1.17 x IO' MILES RE - 4,822 MILES IMEO - 35,670 - 
GROSS POWER - KWe 1 
IMEO - 50,000 - 
TRIP  TIME - DAYS 
Figure 2-102. Jupiter Orbiter - Al l  Low Thrust 
 ID^ - 5000 SEC. 
10 20 30 50 70 100 200 300 500 7001000 20003000 5090 IOOGO 30000 100000 
CAPTURE TIME - HRS. 
Figure 2-103. Capture Tim to Achieve Jovian 
Orbit of 1.17 x 10 Miles 
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payload shown in Figure 2-102. 
the mission analysis. These values of specific weight were used, the 77.5  lb/kWe 
representing the baseline design system and the other values selected to probe the sensi- 
tivity of the analysis to changes in propulsion system specific weight. 
weight was not varied rigorously with power level because such a relationship is too 
sensitive to the weight variations associated with incompletely defined portions of the 
system, for example, the radiation and structure design. 
Table 2-61 lists the propulsion system weights used in 
System specific 
Specif ic  Weight, Power w kWe 
=L , #/kWe 200 300 500 1000 
60  9600 14400 24000 48000 
77.5 12400 18600 31000 62000 
85 13600 20400 34000 68000 
. -- 
TABLE 2-61. PROPULSION SYSTEM WEIGHTS USED FOR 
MISSION ANALYSIS (POUNDS) 
I I 1 
Using these three values of specific weight and the three values of IMEO previously 
identified, a set of net payload values was calculated for 300 kWe and 500 klwe propulsion 
systems assuming a 900 day trip time. One 
can see that a propulsion system of approximately 300 kWe rating can carry payloads of 
up to several tons to Jupiter orbit in about 900 days using one of the Titan family launch 
vehicles. Heavier, more powerful systems systems demand more powerful launch vehicles. 
Shorter trip times may be obtained a t  the expense of reduced payload; note the slopes of the 
curves in Figure 2-102 to see that even modest reductions in trip time require severe 
reductions in net payload. 
to a one million mile orbit around Jupiter in about 900 days as typical of the IVIHD- 
powe red spacecraft capability, using the all low thrust mode. 
Table 2-62 lists these net payload vahes. 
One can then take the transport of a two to four ton payload 
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- -  1 TABLE 2-62. JUPlf 'ER O R B l T E R  PAY ADS, ALL LOW T H R U S T  
IMEObLB. 
30,000 
35,670 
50,000 
lsp = 5000 SEC. 
RE = 4822 MILES 
GROSS POWER = 300 KWE GROSS POWER = 500 KWE 
o(= 6 0 # f ~ ~ E  4=77.5jj/KWE <=85#f KWE d = 6 W  /KWE &=77.5#fKKWE 4 =85#fKWE 
- 10,450 -13,450 
- 7100 - 1  1,000 
4600 400 -1400 -3450 
7400 3200 1400 - 100 
- 2300 13,800 9600 7800 7700 700 
NET PAY LOAD- LB. 
RJ = 
TT = 900 DAY5 
1.17 x lo6 M I L E S  
2 . 8 . 2 . 3  
In order to achieve shorter trip times than the 900 days deemed characteristic of the 
all low thrust mission, hybrid thrust missions were considered. In these the launch 
vehicle provides high energy thrust escape from earth and the MHD propulsion system 
provides low thrust for interplanetary transfer and Jupiter capture. 
were considered here, the Saturn V and the Titan IIIL-4/Centaur. 
the variation of net payload with trip time and system power level for the Saturn V launch 
vehicle. 
with decreasing plant power in the range from 1000 kWe down to about 500 kWe. 
occurs because at these high specific weights (60 to 85 lb/kWe) the weight of an incremental 
power increase in the low thrust system reduces the velocity attained by  the initial 
chemical thrust by more than can be made up during the flight by that power increment. 
Consequently, either the trip is lengthened o r  the payload must be reduced. 
somewhere in the 200 to 500 kWe region,depending on CY, an optimum is reached where 
the net payload for  a given trip time is a m a x i m u .  With the Saturn V launch vehicle, 
truly large payloads can be sent to Jupiter in acceptably short times,20,000 to 40,000 
pounds in 450 to 800 days. The Saturn V provides a desirable shortening of trip time 
compared to the all low thrust cases considered but the payload mass is so greatly 
High Thrust Escape - Low Thrust Transfer and Capture 
Two launch vehicles 
Figure 2-104 shows 
For  any of the specific weights considered there is an increase in net payload 
This 
However, 
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increased that the two mission choices are not truly comparable. 
launch vehicle was also considered for hybrid thrust missions. 
net payload to trip time relationships for  this launch vehicle. Again, we see payload 
increasing with decreasing power as was the case with the Saturn V. 
power level does not appear as clearly as it does in Figure 2-104. 
200 kWe were not included in the analysis because t b  system specific weight is expected 
to increase quite rapidly as power is reduced below 200 kWe. 
not considered realistic to plot a 100 kWe or 150 kWe curve for any of the three (Y values 
shown in Figure 2-105. 
The Titan IIIL-4/Centaur 
Figure 2-105 shows the 
Here the optimum 
Power levels below 
A s  a consequence, it is 
A s  Figure 2-105 shows, if the Titan IIIL-$/Centaur is used to launch an MHD-powered 
hybrid thrust mission, a several ton payload might be brought to Jupiter in about 500 
days. 
the trip time is cut almost in half. 
This payload is comparable to that for a Titan-launched low thrust mission but 
2 . 8 . 2 . 4  A l l  High Thrust 
For general comparison, it is useful to consider the payload/trip time possibilities of an 
all high thrust mission. Figure 2-106 shows the payload capabilities for intermediate 
class launch vehicles and Figure 2-107 shows this data for high energy class launch 
vehicles. It is important to note that these curves present payload values for flyby 
missions. In order to compare these payloads to the payloads of the MHD-powered 
spacecraft some allowance must be m d e  for a payload electrical power system and for a 
retropropulsion system to bring the spacecraft into Jupiter orbit. 
A s  far as an electrical power system is concerned, the most likely is a Radioisotope 
Thermoelectric Generator .@TG). 
of weight but systems under active development now should provide at least two watts 
per pound. 
Current RTG's provide only about one watt per pound 
Thus, a 1 kWe power system would weigh about 500 pounds. 
A retropropulsion system would be far heavier. 
enough to bring t b  payload down into a 1.17 million mile orbit around Jupiter would take 
up almost all the payload weight allowance. 
indicated that if about one-half of the payload weight were given over to the retropropulsion 
system, the spacecraft could attain a highly eniptical orbit with a periapsis as low a s  the 
A chemical propulsion system large 
However, some calculations were made which 
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1 .17  million mile radius of the Callisto orbit. 
spacecraft might be able to obtain scientific data at least comparable to that attainable 
in a one million mile circular orbit. 
From such an elliptical orbit the 
If one assumes a 50 percent reduction for retropropulsion and 500 to 1000 pounds for 
an electrical power system, the payloads shown in Figures 2-106 and 2-107 indicate that 
only the largest launch vehicles can compete with the MHD-propelled spacecraft. However, 
if interest is confined to payloads of one ton o r  less requiring only about 1 kWe of power, 
the all high thrust mission, using one of the Titan launch vehicles, might be tb most 
attractive choice. 
2 .8 .3  OPERADONS 
In this study, prelaunch ground flow, in-orbit startup, and flight operations were considered. 
Startup, power operation and shutdown are  discussed in Section 2.3;  this section discusses 
ground flow operations using a basic ground flow plan. 
The ground flow plan presents a typical profile which deals with the various stages of 
testing, transportation, and handling of the spacecraft subsystems, shipping segments , 
and totally assembled vehicle from the time of initial assembly at an aerospace facility 
to the vehicle liftoff at the launch pad. 
spacecraft handling precautions are required due to the special problems encountered with 
nuclear reactors and liquid metals. 
from the liquid loops after conducting the subsystems and system tests. 
wil l  be shipped separately and maintained at a remote launch site facility until very late in 
the final assembly schedule where it then moves to the Vertical Integration Building (VIB) 
for mating to the MHD module. 
MHD powered spacecraft. 
A number of engineering safeguards above normal 
'It is recommended that the reactor coolants be purged 
The reactor 
Figure 2-108 shows the various sections of the total 
2 . 8 . 3 . 1  Special Problems for MHD Spacecraft Ground Flow 
There are a number of special problems associated with the assembly, checkout and launch 
of an MHD-powered spacecraft. These include: 
1. Nuclear reactor handling 
2. Liquid metal handling 
3. System preheating. 
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2 .8 .3 .1 .1  
is to withhold reactor startup until an acceptably high, long life, orbit is achieved. Thus, 
i f  the reactor is broken up o r  burned in a launch abort, little radioactivity is released 
to the environment. 
the reactor should receive little o r  no critical test before flight. 
conduct all reactor critical testing on a qualification reactor and launch a duplicate reactor, 
which has never achieved 'criticality, vd th full cmfidence that it can be t a k a  critical 
Nuclear Reactor Handling - The basic approach in flight reactor operation 
To minimize the amount of fission products in the reactor fuel, 
It is possible to 
once in orbit. On the other hand, it may be preferable to conduct at least some low 
power critical testing of the flight reactor early in the ground flow, leaving sufficient 
time before launch for fission product decay to acceptably low levels. With either choice 
of appmach it does not seem reasonable to perform any sort  of MHD system operating 
test using the flight reactor as a heat source. 
generate far too many fission products for reasonable decay periods. 
The pomr-time required would probably 
The nuclear reactor also requires special handling to preclude inadvertent criticality 
during shipment o r  storage. 
to prevent control drum, rod, or reflector operation, installing neutron poisons o r  fillers 
in o r  around the core, and sealing the reactor in special shipping containers to prevent 
the admission of neutron moderating materials such a s  water. It is therefore likely 
that the reactor would be shipped separate from the rest of MHD power system and 
spacecraft 
This may be done by fitting the reactor with special locks 
2 .8 .3 .1 .2  
lithium and cesium, in relatively large quantities. 
readily with air, water,  and other common materials, special precautions are  required 
for their safe handling. 
retardant atmosphere must be maintained while testing o r  filling, and special purification 
facilities are needed for  system fluid inventories. 
problems, but they all do complicate ground flow. 
Liquid Metal Handling - The MHD power system uses two liquid metals, 
Since both of these metals =act 
Systems must be cleaned and evacuated before filling; a fire 
None of these pose insurmountable 
2 . 8 , 3 . 1 . 3  System Reheating - The MHD working fluids, lithium and cesium, melt at 
357OF and 84'F, respectively. 
passages during handling o r  filling. 
A s  a consequence, they may freeze and plug system flow 
To assure complete filling of the system and to 
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prevent flow blockage during reactor startup in orbit, the lithium system will be preheated 
to 500 '~ before filling and maintained at 500°F until launch. The system is provided with 
a heating jacket to allow heating by pumped inert gas. The high specific heat of lithium 
and system insulation provides enough thermal inertia to prevent excessive cool down 
in orbit before startup. 
2.8.3.2 Ground Flow Plan 
The overall ground flow plan is schematically presnted in Figure 2-109. 
designed to permit standard assembly, testing, and shipping operations with a minimum 
interference resulting from the presence of the nuclear reactor heat source and the liquid 
metals. 
testing facility and at Cape Kennedy. 
the Cape. 
hazards and protect personnel and property from injury. 
The plan is 
Re@ndant liquid metal facilities are required at the aerospace assembly and 
Also, a nuclear storage facility is required at 
With safety being of .utmost importance, every effort will be made to minimize 
The procurement, fabrication, and assembly of subsystems will take place at the aerospace 
facility. Each subsystem will be subjected to the engineering, qualification, and final 
acceptance tests. A s  early as possible in the program schedule, tb nuclear reactor will 
be subjected to a series of tests which culminate with removal of the mechanical inter- 
locks and a short duration startup. 
time for the generated fission produch to decay to safe levels prior to the reactor shipment 
to Cape Kennedy. 
parameters, 
This early testing program would allow sufficient 
The low power critical tests can verify many of the nuclear design 
Upon completion of all subsystem level tests, the MND spacecraft is assembled and 
readied for combined system tests. The assembled spacecraft could be tested at the 
NASA Plumbrook Space Power Facility where short term power operation of the reactor 
and MHD power plant could be performed. 
will prevent the MHD generator from producing power. However, in place of utilizing 
the reactor as a heat source, the MHD power system could be tested for longer time 
periods using the 5 megawatt heat source/heat sink facility at JPL where sufficient 
electrical power would provide the thermal energy for the required liquid metal heatup, 
as well as a large condenser for waste heat rejection. 
It should be noted that the short term criticality 
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The distinct advantage of testing at JPL is the elimination of additionalyission products 
whose decay time would hinder the program schedules. Upon successful conclusion of 
this test, the power system would be purged of all Idquid metals, and assembled to the 
rest of the spacecraft for checkout. The reactor would require individual handling re- 
quirements as mentioned later. 
Upon arrival at the launch complex, the reactor is shipped directly to a Nuclear Storage 
Building (NSB) where it is. inspected for assurances as to its operational readiness including 
individual reflector drum rotations. It is then stored in this radiation-controlled area for 
shipment late in the schedule from the NSB directly to the VIB. In the meantime, all 
other vehicle segments are shipped directly to the Spacecraft Assembly Building (SAB) 
where additional acceptance testing is performed. 
Radiator, and Spacecraft Module are assembled without the reactor. 
lines are welded together except the reactor connections. 
are performed on the power conditioning components, the payload experiments, the liquid 
metal pumps, the radiator and interconnecting plumbing, telemetry checkouts, continuity 
of all electrical circuits, etc. 
The spacecraft MHD Equipment Bay, 
A l l  liquid and vapor 
Further inspections and testing 
In parallel with the work being accomplished in the SAB, the booster is erected in the 
Vertical Integration Building (VIB) and standard launch vehicle flight readiness operations 
and checkouts are performed. 
VIB and mated to the booster where additional checks are made. Final reactor installation 
preparations are readied in the VIB. 
countdown as possible. 
launch site personnel to the hazards associated with transportation, handling, and in- 
stalling the reactor. 
hardware in the MHD Equipment Bay. 
booster/spacecraft assembly then moves to the launch pad. 
be evaculated and the preheated liquid metals will be pumped into the accumulators and 
piping. 
As  mentioned previously, the lithium metal within the vehicle will require 500'F tem- 
peratures to assure that freezing will not occur, These temperatures will be maintained 
up to the time of the launch by circulating hot helium gases through the coolant loop and 
The spacecraft minus the reactor is transported to the 
The reactor arrives at the VIB as late in the 
A l l  possible safeguards will be incorporated to protect and train 
The reactor inlet and outlet plumbing is welded to the mating 
Final leak detection tests are performed. The 
The liquid loops will then 
Af ter  the system is filled the vent and drain valve connections are seal welded. 
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reactor heating jackets. 
performed. 
The booster is fuded and all final system checkouts a= 
The nuclear reactor "void-filler blocks" o r  mechanical interlocks are then removed. 
A s  these safeguards are removed, rapid shutdown devices will be activated. Al l  vehicle 
flight fairings are buttoned up, and the terminal phase of the launch countdown progresses 
until actual liftoff. 
During all phases of the vehicle assembly where the reactor is involved, a health physics 
program will be in operation to maintain personnel radiation exposure to prescribed limits. 
2.8.3.3 Shipment Techniques 
There are a number of different forms of land, air and sea transportation available for 
the expeditious and safe movement of the spacecraft segments to Cape Kennedy,such as 
trucking, railroad, aircraft, and barge. Shipment of the reactor requires special care. 
If the reactor were shipped assembled to the spacecraft, the load would be 10 feet in 
diameter and - 80 feet long. Consequently, it is much easier to design a reactor ship- 
ping container for the smaller package; this container should: 
Prevent compaction of the reactor core 
Prevent entrance of neutron moderating materials 
1. 
2. 
3. Protect the reactor from fire o r  mechanical damage 
4. Protect the reactor from contamination by dirt, metal, etc. 
The rest of the spacecraft requires the usual type of protection during shipment; this 
shipment is greatly simplified if the liquid metals axe shipped in separate containers. 
would eliminate from the spacecraft shipment the problems associated with the reactivity 
and toxicity of the three liquid metals, lithium, cesium and mercury., The mercury pro- 
pellant would be particularly troublesome because of its very large quantity, 10,000 to 
20,000 pounds, and the troublesome inertial characteristics which result from mercury's 
exceptionally low viscosity and high density. 
This 
With the spacecraft segmented for shipment, the small reactor assembly, weighing only 
one to two tons, could be shipped portal-to-portal by AEC truck as is the present practice 
with isotope heat sources for space use. An escort guard can be provided as is the usual 
practice with reactor shipments. 
practices, and shipment of the other spacecraft modules or sections (see Figure 2-108) can be 
planned by ordinary ground flow practices. 
Liquid metal shipment could be by best chemical industry 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions a re  based on the past year's review of liquid metal MHD tech- 
nology and the spacecraft study reported in the preceding sections. These conclusions 
a re  placed in two general categories, those relating to Li/Cs MHD technology and those 
relating more directly to unmanned spacecraft design. 
3.1  Li/Cs MHD TECHNOLOGY 
Although some promising results have been obtained, the Li/Cs MHD technology is still 
in a very early stage of development. Aside from some erosion test work, no Li/Cs 
MHD system has yet been run. The NaK/N analog system described in Section 2 . 1  has 2 
not generated power yet; however, the difficulties encountered are  not directly related 
to the magnetohydrodynamic design but rather associated with the specific experiment 
design. The startup runs that have been attempted, and the most recent work of Pierson 
(Reference 38) indicate the soundness of the electromagnetic theory. The real tests for 
the Li/Cs MHD system will be in the attainment of those design goals and assumptions 
which are  vital to producing a useful power system; in general, these are: 
1. 
2.  
CAN LOSSES - Current analyses assume no eddy current losses in the MHD 
duct walls facing the stators. A design must be developed which achieves this 
goal or which at least limits electrical losses to acceptable levels; unless such 
a design is developed the system just won't work (See Section 2 . 5 . 2 ) .  
Li/CS SEPARATION - Current analyses assume that impinging nozzle separa- 
tion can effectively separate the liquid lithium from cesium vapor with little 
pressure loss. The nozzle performance predictions a re  based on tests with 
water and nitrogen gas. If lithium carryover is excessive, the extra heat load 
on the radiator will require a significant increase in its size. Moreover, in- 
efficiency in the separator reflects directly in system inefficiency; if the system 
efficiency falls below 5 percent the weight penalties can be prohibitive (See 
Section 2.6 .3)  e 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
SIDE CONDUCTORS - The electromagnetic analysis assumes that copper side bars 
in the MHD generator duct can be installed in such a way that no ohmic losses are 
suffered in completing the fluid current loop (See Section 2 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 1 ) .  Containing 
these conductors at 1800°F and minimizing the electrical resistance between the 
fluid and the conductors is a design problem which requires development work. 
VANES - Those MHD generator designs which use vanes in the compensating pole 
sections of the duct are unattractive from a reliability standpoint. However, 
current generator design efforts at JPL are  already directed toward elimination 
of these vanes 
Li  CONTAINMENT - The system must contain 1800°F lithium flowing at high 
velocity for long periods. Aside from the special problems associated with the 
separator and the compensating pole vanes, the present state of refractory alloy 
technology seems adequate to solve this problem. 
EM PUMP - The system needs a large cesium pump. Presently available elec- 
tromagnetic pump designs might even be used. The analyses in this study have 
assumed a 20 percent efficiency for this pump; the high electrical resistivity of 
cesium makes this an optimistic goal. However, even if a pump efficiency of 
only 10 percent were achieved, the overall system efficiency would be reduced 
by only 0.5 percent. 
3 .2  SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
A number of conclusions can be drawn about the utility of the MHD power system in un- 
manned spacecraft design: 
1. Specific Weight - The MHD power system is not attractive for use in spacecraft 
which carry modest payloads, i. e.,  up to two or  three thousand pounds with 
power requirements of less than about 2 kWe, because of its relatively high 
specific weight. For payloads of such size the use of all chemical propulsion and 
other electrical power supplies appears more attractive. However, for payloads 
of greater weight and greater power requirements the MHD power system may be 
attractive. The mission analysis in this report is based on specific weights in 
the range of 60 to 85 lb/kWe. Achievement of specific weight as  low as 60 lb/kWe 
is extremely doubtful; with successful development about 80 lb/kWe may be 
achieved. 
2. Radiator - A NaK-cooled cesium condenser with a simple conduction fin radiator 
is far more attractive than the direct-condensing vapor chamber radiator. 
Weights a re  comparable and the conduction fin NaK radiator gives greater de- 
sign freedom. 
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3. Reactor - At present there is no reactor suitable for use with the MHD power 
system. However, the same can be said for an of the space power systems which 
seek a nuclear heat source in the 1500° to 2200 F temperature range. The results 
of the SNAP-50 program and the test and design efforts since then at centers such 
as Oak Ridge National Laboratory, NASA-Lewis Research Center, and others 
suggest that when there is a clear need for a fast spectrum, lithium-cooled reactor 
for this temperature range it can be developed. The greatest obstacle to develop- 
ment of this reactor is not technical but financial. To gather another team of 
people like those, who did the SNAP-50 work, and to develop this reactor would take 
many years and massive funding. At this time there a re  no public plans to under- 
take this reactor development. 
B 
4. Control and Reliability - It is easy to generate argument about the controllability 
and reliability of a flight MHD power system. However, such argument is better 
left until the general operating characteristics a re  demonstrated by an operating 
test system. The work of this study indicates that there a re  engineering solutions 
to the basic startup and control problems. A s  for reliability, the basic concept of 
the system, nothing moves but fluid, offers reliability through simplicity. It would 
be ill-advised to pop in redundant components at this time; too little is known of the 
system. With elimination of the MHD generator duct vanes, there is no one system 
locus or component that appears particularly vulnerable or less reliable than the 
rest. The durability of the system hangs or falls on the ability of the designer to 
cope with the forces of creep, corrosion and erosion for the expected life of the 
plant. 
5. Configuration - If one chooses to use one of the larger MHD powerplants with a 
NaK conduction fin radiator as advised, one of the larger launch vehicles is needed, 
such as  the Titan IIIL/4 or the Saturn V. If the 10-foot diameter limit is imposed, 
as was the case in the designs in the report, the spacecraft length will exceed 100 
feet. It may be much better to use designs which flare out to approximately 20 feet 
in diameter, the reactor and shield sitting on a large conical/cylindrical radiator 
with the MHD equipment suspended within. The 22-foot SIVB diameter or bulbous 
flight fairings on the Titan can accommodate such configurations. 
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In light of the study results and the conclusions drawn in the preceding section, the follow- 
ing recommendations a r e  offered. 
1. Concentrate any efforts in the near future on development of the MHD 
technology itself; do not spend more on spacecraft studies at this time. 
The Phase I1 (FY 71) study postulated a t  the start of this study should be 
confined to MHD technology work. 
2. Attack the most obvious technical problems of the system first and individually; 
in particular, seek a credible design for the MHD generator duct. The work 
described in Appendix A of this report is recommended a s  part of the follow-on 
effort . 
3. When the MHD technology is better developed, i. e.,  after a t  least some test 
of a hot Li/Cs ground system, begin again to study spacecraft application of the 
sy  s tem. 
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5.  TECHNOLOGY 
No new technology items have been identified. 
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A P P E N D I X  A 
PROPOSED DESIGN CONSIDERATI 
FOR CHANNEL OF MHD INDU 
GENERATOR 
PROPOSED DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
MHD INDUCTION GENERATOR 
CHANNEL OF 
Introduction 
The l iquid metal MHD induction generator being developed a t  JPL w a s  
reviewed from the Mid-term Report No. GESP-7025, December 1969, en t i t l ed  
"A Design Study f o r  Magnetohydrodynamic Power System f o r  a Nuclear Electric 
Propelled Unmanned Space Craft". 
In  i t s  simplest concept, the JPL MHD induction generator consists of 
two pa ra l l e l  insulator  walls sandwiched between two opposing magnets. The 
walls are separated on opposite s ides  by two electrical conducting electrodes 
forming an open rectangular channel. Electrical currents are generated by 
the movement of hot l iqu id  lithium through the channel cutt ing the magnetic 
f ie ld .  This system has a number of interest ing a t t r i bu te s  tha t  could 
contribute t o  a highly r e l i ab le  long-life power system. The proposed 
cycle with an upper temperature of 2300'R and a lower temperature range of 
%1300°R certainly1 is not too demanding from a materials standpoint. The 
select ion of Cb-1Zr fo r  piping, reactor s t ructures  and channel housing is 
i n  a l l  probabili ty is the best  choices based on today's l iquid metals 
technology. (1,2,3) 
There are a number of materials problems associated with t h i s  system 
and one of the most d i f f i c u l t  is  associated with the electrical insulator  
used i n  the channel housing. Non-metallics, which are electrical  insulators,  
are a l l  severely attacked by hot lithium. Those materials which may resist 
lithium corrosion a t  moderate temperatures become unsatisfactory o r  useless 
at temperatures i n  excess of 1000°C.(4) Therefore, the only immediate 
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so lu t ion  i s  t o  c l ad  those ceramic su r faces  exposed t o  hot  flowing l i thium. 
This is made poss ib l e  by recent  t echn ica l  advances i n  hot-gas- isostat ic  
pressure  bonding technology f o r  bonding t h i n  metallic sheaths  t o  ceramics. 
For example, Cb-1Zr can be  mechanically and chemically bonded t o  high 
dens i ty  A1203. 
cycled many times a t  temperatures ranging from room temperature t o  1600OC 
without l o s s  of bond i n t e g r i t y .  
a d i r e c t  approach e l imina t ing  l i t h ium a t t a c k  on ceramics. 
When bonded, these  s t r u c t u r e s  are capable of being thermal 
Bonding of Cb-1Zr t o  A1203 is  proposed as 
The s i d e  e l e c t r i c a l  conductor ba r s  designed t o  ca r ry  heavy shunting 
cur ren ts  should be constructed of exce l l en t  e l e c t r i c a l  conducting material. 
Commonly used materials such as copper, aluminum, and s i l v e r  a l l  w i l l  
become very weak a t  the  normal operat ing temperatures of the  system, and 
furthermore,  none of these  metals are r e s i s t a n t  t o  the  corrosion ac t ion  i n  
l i th ium f o r  any s u b s t a n t i a l  length of  t i m e .  Corrosion r e s i s t a n c e  can only 
be insured by cladding each conductor bar  wi th  Cb-1Zr. 
The s t a t o r  blocks are temperature s e n s i t i v e  and must be kept  below 
1400°F, t he  c u r i e  temperature of i ron .  In  add i t ion ,  t he  copper winding 
must be  kept  cool as p r a c t i c a l  t o  minimize I R losses .  This requi res  t he  2 
use of metal coolants  o r  thermal i n s u l a t i o n  b lankets  between the  channel 
and the  s t a t o r  blocks t o  keep the  t r a n s f e r  of hea t  from the  channel a t  i ts  
lowest poss ib l e  l eve l .  
incorporated i n t o  the  genera tor  system i n  the  area between the  s t a t o r  and 
the  channel. Calculat ions show t h a t  a SO m i l  l a y e r  of z i r con ia  c l o t h  can 
reduce the  hea t  t r a n s f e r s  from the  channel i n t o  the  s t a t o r  t o  only about 
1 / 2  KW/hr. The use of thermal i n s u l a t o r s  becomes q u i t e  a t t r a c t i v e  as i t  
eliminates the  need f o r  dynamic coolants  between the channel and the  s t a t o r .  
It is  proposed t h a t  a z i r con ia  t e x t i l e  c lo th  be 
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The proposed design of t he  MHD induct ion  gene ra to r  l i t h ium channel is  
shown i n  Figure 1. 
f l e x i b i l i t y  t o  minimize thermal and mechanical stresses t h a t  are prone to 
develop by temperature d i f fe rences .  
The design is a simple non-rigid s t r u c t u r e  wi th  b u i l t - i n  
Because techniques are w e l l  developed 
f o r  cladding of Cb-1Zr on t o  A1203, alumina has been s e l e c t e d  t o  be the  
ceramic member. 
shock r e s i s t a n t  of t h e  p o t e n t i a l l y  u s e f u l  ceramics t h a t  can be  considered. 
Included f o r  comparative purposes are a family of curves showing t h e  
modulus of r i g i d i t y .  These data ,  shown i n  Figure 2, i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  
s u p e r i o r i t y  of A 1  0 over o t h e r  oxide systems. 
A1203, a l though not  t h e  b e s t ,  is much b e t t e r  than B e 0  f o r  example and almost 
equiva len t  t o  Tho2 and Zr02. 
thermal conductive r e l a t i o n s h i p  of A 1  0 with o the r  ceramics. Generally 
speaking, alumina appears t o  be one of t h e  b e s t  poss ib l e  choices f o r  use 
as a cons t ruc t ion  material f o r  t h e  MHD generator.  
I n  addi t ion ,  alumina is a l s o  one of t h e  s t r o n g e s t  and most 
As a thermal i n s u l a t o r  2 3  
Figure 3 has  been included t o  dep ic t  t h e  
2 3  
The s i z e  of t h e  MHD channel w i l l  conform t o  t h e  recent  e s t ab l i shed  
dimension by JPL. (6) 
of A 1  0 
attempt t o  optimize t h e  th ickness  (11'8" - 1/4" t h i ck )  A1203 appears t o  be  
s u i t a b l e  f o r  f a b r i c a t i o n  and cladding evaluation. These th icknesses  are 
commercially a v a i l a b l e  and have s u f f i c i e n t  s t r e n g t h  t o  withstand the 
i n t e r n a l  l i t h ium pressure.  This is e s p e c i a l l y  t r u e  i f  t h e  channel is f i rmly  
backed by t h e  s t a t o r .  
The ceramic s t r u c t u r e  w i l l  c o n s i s t  of a s i n g l e  p l a t e  
measuring 4.56 inches  wide by 12.8 inches long. Without any 2 3  
The metal shea th  s e l e c t e d  t o  c l ad  t h e  A1203 should be as t h i n  as p r a c t i c a l  
(~.005"). Greater th ickness  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  unacceptable power l o s s e s  from 
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eddy currents .  Using p resen t  h o t  i s o s t a t i c  bonding techniques,  f u l l  s i z e  
4,5" x 13" p l a t e s  with requi red  t abs  and a u x i l i a r y  f i x t u r i n g  f o r  attachment 
t o  the  s i d e  shunt e l ec t rodes  and headers  can be f ab r i ca t ed  as a s i n g l e  
u n i t  e Depending upon t h e  materials and thermal expansion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of 
each component, t h e  i n t e r f a c e  may o r  may no t  be  graded,.  
u se fu l  where major d i f f e rences  i n  thermal expansion e x i s t .  
developed between t h e  A1203 and Cb-1Zr a f t e r  ho t  i s o s t a t i c  pressure  bonding 
i f  ungraded, w i l l  b e  t y p i c a l  of t h a t  shown i n  F igure  4 .  The photomicrograph 
shows t he  s t r u c t u r e  a t  t h e  i n t e r f a c e  formed between unalloyed columbium and 
A1 0 
Figure 5 shows the  micros t ruc ture  of  the  graded concept, Grading is produced 
by mixing var ious  A 1  0 metal powder r a t i o s  and spraying o r  pa in t ing  on 
l aye r  of var ious  metal-to-ceramic r a t i o s  on the  A 1  0 
i s o s t a t i c  bonding. When bonded, t he  s t r u c t u r e  i s  brought t o  f u l l  dens i ty  by 
the i s o s t a t i c  pressure.  
stresses caused by mismatch d i f f e rences  i n  the  thermal expansion of materials 
of ten  developed during thermal cyc l ing  are minimized. In  the  case of 
A1 0 and Cb-lZr, t h e  thermal expansion rates are e s s e n t i a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  
and the re fo re  i t  i s  n o t  necessary t o  grade. The only precaut ion required 
is t o  make s u r e  t h a t  the su r faces  are s u i t a b l y  prepared t o  develop mechanical 
i n t e r lock ing  a t  the  in t e r f ace .  When bonded, Cb-1Zr and A1 0 are not  only 
mechanically in te r locked ,  bu t  t he re  i s  s t rong  evidence t h a t  bonding is a l s o  
chemical . 
Grading i s  only 
The bond i n t e r f a c e  
a f t e r  ho t  i s o s t a t i c  pressure  bonding f o r  1 hour a t  165OOC a t  10,000 p s i .  2 3  
2 3- 
su r face  before  hot-gas- 2 3  
The metal-ceramic grade i s  such t h a t  i n t e r f a c e  
2 3  
2 3  
Ceramic-to-metal graded s t r u c t u r e ,  t e s t e d  t o  develop information 
concerning t h e  thermal s t a b i l i t y  and compat ib i l i ty  of t h i s  system, have 
always proven t o  be s t r u c t u r a l l y  sound a f t e r  many hours of thermal cycling. 
Figure 6 shows a group of photomicrographs taken of the i n t e r f a c e  s t r u c t u r e  
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a f t e r  var ious  lengths  of t i m e  a t  1600'C. 
has  ever been found showing the  l o s s  of  i n t e g r i t y .  
are r e l a t i v e l y  s t rong.  
From a l l  observat ions,  no evidence 
The i n t e r f a c e  bond areas 
Tens i l e  tests have shown s t r e n g t h  ranging from 12,000 
t o  20,000 psie!? 
Hot i s o s t a t i c  pressure  bonded ceramic-to-metal systems e i t h e r  graded 
.or ungraded are h ighly  reproducible  and q u i t e  r e s i s t a n t  t o  both thermal 
shock and thermal cycling. 
w i l l  raise t h e  temperature c a p a b i l i t i e s  above t h a t  of uncladded A1 0 
o t h e r  oxide system. 
compact channel wi th  a subsequent i nc rease  i n  the  o v e r a l l  e f f i c i e n c y  
of t he  MHD system. 
The use of Cb-IZr cladded A1203 i n s u l a t o r  slab 
o r  any 2 3  
It w i l l  a l s o  enable  t h e  designer  t o  b u i l d  a more 
Along each s i d e  of t he  MHD (Figure 1) channel are two electrical  shunt  
bars.  I n  t h i s  design i t  is  proposed t h a t  the  shunts  be  operated a t  the  
l i th ium f l u i d  temperature as any at tempt  t o  cool  them w i l l  reduce the  
o v e r a l l  e f f i c i e n c y  of t h e  device. Heat l o s s e s  by r a d i a t i o n  can b e  
minimized by thermal sh i e ld ing  each shunt  bar.  Figure 7 shows a series of 
curves depic t ing  t h e  electrical  r e s i s t a n c e  of Ag, Cu, A l ,  L i ,  Mo and Cb. 
Because the  normal opera t ing  temperature i s  above t h e  po in t  where Ag, Cu, 
o r  A 1  have any s u b s t a n t i a l  s t r eng th ,  it i s  suggested t h a t  e i t h e r  of two 
courses b e  taken. The s imples t  and least d i f f i c u l t  approach is  t o  use 
molybdenum as the  e l ec t rode  material as i t s  electrical  conduct ivi ty  is  
r e l a t i v e l y  good. Molybdenum b a r s  could e a s i l y  be c l ad  with 20 m i l s  t h i c k  
Cb-1Zr a l loy .  
techniques. A second p o s s i b i l i t y  is  to  use a l i q u i d  l i th ium housed i n  a 
Cb-1Zr as a shunt. 
rec tangular  polygon of Cb-1Zr and f i l l i n g  i t  with l i thium. 
Cladding would b e  bonded t o  t h e  molybdenum by h o t - i s o s t a t i c  
Such a shunt  could be  prepared by using a hollow 
Some bellows 
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arrangement would be necessary to  compensate f o r  t he  d i f f e rence  i n  thermal 
expansion. 
l i g h t  weight,  thus,  decreasing mechanical stress on the  s t r u c t u r e  during 
e a r t h  bound opera t ion  o r  by G-loading during launch. Because of t he  
advantage o f f e red  by an uncooled shunt ing e lec t rode ,  i t  i s  suggested t h a t  
s t rong cons idera t ion  be  given t o  t h e  use  of a l i t h ium o r  molybdenum shunt.  
Lithium f i l l e d  shunt ba r s  have one paramount advantage of being 
The assembled channel a f t e r  t he  attachment of f r o n t  and exi t  headers 
would be in su la t ed  from the  s t a t o r  c o i l s  using a zirconium t e x t i l e  product. 
This product is  manufactured by Union Carbide Corporation as a z i r con ia  
c lo th  o r  f e l t .  
form by the  add i t ion  of Y203. 
o f f e r s  the  h ighes t  dens i ty  and the  lowest thermal conduct ivi ty  and l i n e a r  
c o e f f i c i e n t  of thermal expansion of a l l  the  z i r con ia  phase modif icat ions.  
The z i r con ia  t e x t i l e s  maintain i t s  f ib rous  form t o  temperatures above 
3000'F. 
of t h i s  material in var ious  atmospheres. From t h i s  da t a  by a quick 
ca l cu la t ion  with the  assumption of a temperature d i f f e r e n t i a l  of 500'F 
show t h a t  t h e  hea t  t r a n s f e r  through 'b0.050 inch of t h i s  material w i l l  be  
$0.5 KW of thermal energy. This material o f f e r s  except ional  thermal 
r e s i s t ance  and w i l l  e l imina te  any need f o r  dynamic cooling e i t h e r  by 
NaK o r  cesium vapor. 
The zirconium oxide has  been s t a b i l i z e d  i n  the  t e t r agona l  
The t e t r agona l  form of z i r con ia  ceramic 
Figure 8,prepared by Union Carbide,(') shows the  thermal conduct ivi ty  
It is  be l ieved  t h a t  these  design modif icat ions made poss ib l e  by the  
development of the  cermaic-to-metal bonding technology w i l l  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  
increase  t h e  e f f i c i ency  of the  MHD system. 
the  can losses ( induct ion heat ing l o s s e s  generated i n  duct wal l )  of the  
proposed composite duct design as appl ied  t o  t h i s  ElWD genera tor  design are 
Revised ca l cu la t ions  f i n d  t h a t  
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less than 10 KW, which is  a completely acceptab le  l e v e l  of loss .  This 
r e s u l t s . f r o m  reduced f i e l d  s t r e n g t h ,  reduced f i e l d  wave v e l o c i t y  and 
reduced metallic duct w a l l  volume. 
Summary 
The design presented  takes  advantage of newly developed techniques f o r  
bonding Cb-1Zr shea th  t o  A 1  0 s t r u c t u r e s  and o f f e r s  a d i r e c t  s o l u t i o n  t o  
solving any problem as soc ia t ed  wi th  l i t h ium corrosion. 
2 3  
Fabr i ca t ing  the  
shunt e l ec t rodes  by cladding wi th  Cb-1Zr over molybdenum removes any need 
of cooling. The removal of cooling requirements f o r  the e l e c t r o d e s  as w e l l  
as removing the  need f o r  cooling i n  t h e  area between the channel and t h e  
s t a t o r  makes i t  q u i t e  a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  increas ing  t h e  t o t a l  e f f i c i e n c y  of 
the system. The design as described is  based on cu r ren t  technology and 
a l l  suggested methods of f a b r i c a t i o n  have previous ly  been e s t ab l i shed .  
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STATOR BLOCK 
.125 A1203 Plate  /- Faced With .005 Cb-1Zr 
: I  
Lithtum Channel - 
.005 Cb-1Zr Clad -, \, / 050 Zr02 Insulat ion Cloth 
/ re 
3 L Q L U l  --- 
' - Expansion Bellows 
I 
Cb-1 Zr /' tonductor -,' 
MHD GENERATOR L i  CHANNEL 
Figure 1, Proposed MHO Charnrel Dastgn. . 
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Figure  4 - Photomicrograph showing the interface formed 
between Nb and Lucalox af ter  p re s su re  bonding 
with 700 kg/cm2 at 16OOOC. 
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Figure 5 - Niobium to Lucalox groded interface after bonding. Vacuum-tight after 100 thermal cycles 
hetween 650@ and 1450°C at heating and cooling rates o f  300OC per minute. (1OOX) 
METAL TO CERAMIC S E A L  
Life Test at 1600.C 
Attce outoclnve A l l n i  115 h o u i r  After  500 houtr Aflrti  1%:4 h o u r s  After 1738 hours 
at 1650 C 
and 10,000 psi 
Figure 6 - Illustration of seal  thermal  stability 
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